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Shortly'after the establishment of the Hispanic kesearch
7.

nter int,
(-the fall of 1977, Dr. Edtvard -Eismann , founder and' dir tor of ......

Unitas visited my -office to request ad,;rici on research he .felt
compelled to undertake.,-He,'Showed me some newspaper- kles

:'. desciibing Unitas as a therapeutit outreach piograin rving
.Hispanic and black children. in: the Sout Bronx. He explai d the

concept of Unitas and what it attedthte to do for -the chi Oren,.
However, now his problem was that. the udding agencies 4hit had

4. been finjancially, supporting UnitasIns-sted upon-evidence Of U,itas"
I effect upon children. They wanted' evaluation reseirth which would

v demonstrate whether or not 'Unitas was attaining' sits go ,of
( ' improving the mental health'of The parxicipating.: children. Heir ,

teqUests -- and strong insistende upon . eyaluation research;
responded to a rising pattern of coticgrns among public and private

. funding agencies, regarding the need to .document the impact \Of,
grant :monies: EisMann'S: reactioneto such pressures, in turn, was
undersiandable.--Fnilowing the prevailing Methodological views 'of
evaluation research, he had .diveloped many scales purported to
measure, the personality dimensi6ns of children. NOvi h8 wanted
advice,on the different -tithe-Periods and different social situations
in Which to administer the scales in an effort to approximate a

J, qliasi-experimental .reseaech design. -Such a' design Would yield'
° inferences regarding the therapeutic impact of _bnitas, which was

the information sought by the funding atencieS:
At Eismann's invitation,. I visited Unitas on afternoon when an

extended family circle, meeting- was being - eld. : The symbolic
fainilief, composed. of teenagers serving as surrogate patents, aunts
and uncles, andthe children; were assembled ip cirtular fashion in-
a school gymnasium where.Unitas Meet's duting theschbol year. All
together, one hundred and :fifty- five youngsters, under Eismann's'
guidance, and the guidance of 'their surrogate 'parents! were .;
discussing and analyzing problemi, taking 'turns in expressing their, :
views and in making observations of what was going on, inany of .,
them With their attention ttransfixed by the rich ,sythbolisms of .

-:. Unitas' rituals. There was p a sense of dikiplitie and of trotherly- -,
love and responsibility. Mutual help, was. emphasized as a means of
healing the emotional hurts and ittfUries of childhood. Much of
what I observed, however; I could not understand because of the
subtle 46d intricate intetactions. I found. out %that, the -extended .

family circle, metting,in the school was held once -a_week dining the ,

" school year, and four 'times a week in the tiarnmer in a street in the
South Bronx cordoned 'Off for this ;iutpose.,Siich meetings were,but

.. one part of 'the Unitas .program. Many: other things were being

v11



done. Unitas, in brief, was a complicated institutional structure
based upon philosophical, piychological, and sociological views of

how interpersonal ;relations. be shaped in the interest of a
'child's healthy social life., To decipher it and understand it would
take a special kind of research effort. Personality scales no

matter how many: or _how often they were administered to the
children -; would not yield an understanding of Unitas as . an
institutional structure with its own norms and italties..

In my talks with Eimann I propoSed the need to study Unitas as
an institutional structure and that the fulfillinent of such a need
could coinplement the quasi-experimental designs used in the
evaluation research. The understanding of changes :over time in
Scale scores measuring dimensions Qf the children's personality, or
ilifferences. in such scores. from ,one situation to. the next, would be
enhanced if we understood;.Pnitas as an intricate institutional
'structure impinging upon the Children. I also proposed to. Eismann
that such a'study could hart. COnsiderable value in informing mental
health workers about how one innovative, child-oriented outreach
program operated in theSOuth Bronx, anoarea which has come to
symbolize the quintessence of Urban decay in the' United States.
Perhaps mental health workers elsewhere in the country Would then
seek Ito .replicate components of Unitas_ in economically
disadvantaged urban -neighborhoods. Eismann associated my
proposal with humanistically oriented research, and agreed with the
plan that the recently formed Hispania .Research Center undertake

an ethnographic documentation of Unitas: The purpose would be to
,obserVe, describe, and. analyze Unitas as a sociocultural system

specifically .designed to be of therapeutic help to children. I agreed
to accept requests to explain to the representatives of the funding
agencies how the study fit' into eValuation research, and how such a
study could , make a solid. Contribution to our knowledge of
therapeutic modalities.: .^k

My own. interest in Unitas was tPased on several considerations'
and past exPeriences. Years be(pre I had welcomed the rise of the
community .mental health movement and worked to develop
community mental health centers in Puerto Ricci. This attraction
was based upon the sociological view that human interactions in
society at large often contain elements of therapy or. -- in the larger
sense of the concept as used in Unitas -- of heal' g. Without
doubting that, 'society often And at times even relent ly inflicts
serious psychological injury upon the person, . I believed, o, in the.
healing, restorative potential imbedded in hatan inter ions. I:,
recalled the pioneering research that the late Professor August B:
Hollingshead and I had conducted in the slums and public housing
developments in San Juan, Puerto Rico, on perkrs who suffered

severe emotional problems and had no professional care: The

research docuMented the therapeutic functions,oft, spiritualist



sessions jn the contacts between the emotionally troubled person, on

the ,one hand,. and the medium and the other persons in the
spiritualist session, on the other hand. Socially supportive therapy
was also provided by concerned relatives and. good friends. The

capacity for 'therapy, I believed, was not the unique possession of a
,professional. group, although distinctive types of training are
associated with such groupi. The capacity is in society at large, in -
the quality and form of human interactions imbedded in role
relationships. To me, then, the community mental health

ovement represented along one dimension a nationwide effort to-
bilize and organize much` of what soCiety already contained with

: th primary although not exclusive purpose, of ameliorating the
p yasiv emotional distreSs of persons living\ in economically

overithed catchment areas. However, much of what I came to
evolving in community mental health collies in the United

!Sta s mainland and in Puerto Rico itself did not represent efforts

at tich mobilization. 'Comlnunity 'mental -health centers usually
emp .yed traditional therapeutic methods in the new catchment

area and seldom did I observe efforts Made to change such
meth ds or, for that matter, create new ones -, to better fit the
sock) Ituraf characteristics and service needs of the people in the
new c tchment areas. When/the catchment area is .composed of k
econo ically Aisadvantaged` Migrant 'population from a

Hispanicscultiir and speaking a different language -- such as the Hispanics

living the South Bronx the need to adapt service delivery

4 becom vitally necessary. It is not surprising, therefore, .that

whatev the specific reasons may have been,- Eismann could not

fulfill h s abiding desire- to. help child* within the organizational
structur Of a local community mentalihealth center in the South

Bronx. e was obliged to go to the streets of the South ,Bronx in

order.to each out to, the children and build a therapeutic structure
to service their needs. In doing this he used old ideas, some of them

tracing ba 1 to .the vision of Maxwell lofts' therapeutic community

. which see the potential' for therapy in all human interactions. He
imbedded hese ideas in an innovative institutional structure. This
attracted t e atte on of he newly tfprmed 'Hispanic Research

-Center.
'Unitas' ocus upo children also coincided with the priority

concerns o the, Hispanic Research Center. The relevant ,research'

-literature c sistently indicates that social 'stress, as an external
confiiguratio of events imp sing severe adaptational demands upon
personOs ri rrandomfy di libuted in society. Persons in the lower

lev,els of th socioecono *6 structure are exposed to it in

diSPiopertio tp amounts.. So are migrants who enter host societies

with a differe t language and culture. In fact,' were one to deduce

from th rele ant research literature those conditions conducive to

the expe ence of stress, aVrighteiring similarity would, be found



between those conditions and the demographic profile and life
experiences, of New York City's Puerto Ricans. The stress model, in
brief, fits the socially, culturally and economically 'marginated status
of the city's Puerto Ricans. Moreover, longitudinally collected data

. indicate that in comparison to other groups the city's Puerto .Ricans
are. experiencing a decreasing level of economic well-being in the
midst of a society whidh emphasizes progress and upward mobility.

At the same time, the relevant literature' also indicates that the
connection between stress and the eruption of emotional problems
in the person is not direct and immediate. The connection is
mediated by the interaction of psychological; social, and cultural
elements.. Of parariount importance are ,those elements which,
enmesh the person in socially supportive interpersonal networks:
The implicit hypothesis in 'all this is that persons who are strongly
integrated into socially supportive networks the family, circles of
friends, religious and other groups, the ritual coparent system of

.Hispanic (compadrazgo), and perhaps a therapeutic, community
such as Unitas are better able to Withstand the pressures of -
stress..In brief, the idea is that supportive networks mitigate the

. O'impact of stress. -

To the, it was a matter of considerable interest that Eismann's
creation of Unitas took as a point of departure the premise that the
children drawn into Unitas came, from families experiencing
upheaval and disorganization...The families' potential for providing
social support for the children, he believes, is minimal, and they
could in fact represent a major source, of stress for the children.
Regardless, of the truth of such premises, Unitas did represent a
self-conscious effort to provide" children .with a set of supportive
experiences to compensate for the dysfunctions attributed to heir
actual families. It was as if Eismann were taking hypotheses from
the relevant literature as a prescription to plan his life's work: the
creation and management of Unitas. Unitas was purposefully
established as a tangible institutional derivative of beliefs and
assumptions of far-reaching consequences. The Hispanic Research
Center welcomed the many challenges of: making systematic
ethnographic sense out of such an innovative organization.

Perhaps it is somewhat ironic that the basic method used in
studying Unitas -- participant observation' -- contributed to the
decision to conduct the research. One generally thinks of the
research problem first. and then decides 'upon the best and most
efficient- data collection -procedures, and this perhaps is the way it
Usually ought to be. In our case dur interest in a method,
participant. observation, and its importahce in the program of
evoltiing research of the recentlyformed .Hispanic Research. Center
influenced the decision to study Unitas. As the director of the then
neophyte, center, I anticipated the development of many research
projects-in the future which would be based upon the analysis of



secondary data; sample surveys, field experiments, controlled case
'Studies; and so on. I was concerned that such studies, representing

as they do,Ahe prevailing and most powerful methodologies of the

contemporary social sciences, would tend programmatically but

Inadvertently to push out studies based upon the essential. act of

directly observing the social field under study. In the very same way

in which Eismann, not surprisingly,, urned immediately toward the

construction of personality, scales in respipse to pressures from the

funding agencies, the work of the inter,- I felt, would tend toward
studies inevitably 'yielding quantifiable results. ImpOrtant studies

not yielding such results could be neglected. Getierally,-but not as a

matter 8f methodological principle, participant observation does not

yiekl quantifiable findings; and, as institutional structures, research

centers orient themselves toward what they are best prepared to do

which, at present, is the computer prOcessing of data, not the
interpretive examination of large masses .of qUalitative observational

repotts. I believe that the introduction of measurement and

statistical models into the social sciences represents significant

sciensific progress. I believe equally strongly, however, that there

will always be a major role to be played by the intrepid observer

interested in making conceptual sense out of some 'comparatively

small sociocultural system, without placing primary reliance. upon

, data *collection instruments independently developed and separate

from the self. In participant observation the observer is the vehicle

for registering observation. Thus, in. the interest of incorporating

into the center's work the diverse methodologies of the social 'and

behavioral sciences, I was particularly interested in the prospect of

an ethnographic study of Unitas.
The study was fortunate to have as an investigator Dr. Anne

Farber who had recently joined Fordham University's Department

of Sociology and Anthropology. A Columbia University trained
anthropologist, she had conducted field research in the interior of

Guatemala and was -fluent sin_Spanish, an important asset because

of the Hispanic children in Unitas. She not only had the requisite

knowledge an' skills to study Unitas but she was/ also a 4erson

gifted with. t r e interpersonal sensitivity and conipetence the study

demanded. P Farber made the observations upon which che study

is bas drafted the preliminary report. Throughout the study

we had extensive and numerous collaborative discussions ill making

decision's and' interpretations and in arriving at new formulations.

We shared in the relliting of the manuscript and in the honing of

the final draft. .

Chapter I of the ,monograph describes the. organizational,
structure of Unitas including the temporaj- and spatial ordering of

the program's activities and the compositien of the Unitas

professional staff, its teenage workers; ana its participating
children. Chapter II describes the -Unitas concept of psychological

xi
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,healing and the two interpersonal methodologies Unitas uses and
has innovatively adapted to its own needs to promote healing: the
therapeutic community modality and psychotherapy. A discussion .

Of the specific therapeutic systems and techniques developed by.
Unitas to treat its children is found in Chapter III: Chapter IV
traces. the beginnings of Unitas to its roots in the. histOry of the
Community. mental health 'movement and describes the personal .
deVelopment of Edward Eismann as the founder and director of the
Unitas program:. Chapter V provides a discussion of the

, justification for the creation of an elaborate symbolic, family
structure, clarifying the :workings of Unitas, its hierarchical
structure, and 'its impact on the lives of its Teenage. woriceri and
childreri. Chapter VI briefly discusses the success of Unitas as a
mental health, program, and the :feasibility -and desirability of.

replicating such a prograin.
This monograph is the sixth.irt a series published by the Hispanic;

Reiearclt Center to stimulate interest in Hispanid concerns. The:firSt
monograph reported on tile health conditions of New York City's
Puerto Ricans; the second -presented a study of the outgroup
marriage patterns of New York Ciirs.;-HispaniC populations:: the
third' examined' the Hispanic experience of the criminal -justice
system in the United States; the 'fourth appraised the ;rental health
,status -and needs of Puerto Rican children in the.New' York- City
area; and. the fifth examined the adaptation and 'adjustment of a

.large group of Cuban migrants living in West New. york, New .

Jersey. .

.. The Hispanic Research Center:was established ',at 'Fordham
University in 1977, undef 'a grant from' the National Institute Of'
Mental. Health, to .work toward five major/objectives:. (1) to
Condud interdisciplinary research' on issues relevant to -the mental
health of the Hispanic population; (2). to: increase and _upgrade the
number of...Hispanic scholars experienCed in -doing research in' the
'mental health-Telated 'disciplines; (3) to provide technical assistance'
to-Hispanic behaVioral scientAts,- professionals, and organizations
interested in the ,mental Keilth problems of Hispanic communities;
(4) to develop links between' individual Hispanic- reseaichers and
between these researchers and persons involved. in the formulation
and implementation of Hispanic relevant public policy;,: d (5) to
disseminate information on the mental health of the spanic
Population. t

:We, hope this monograph will be Of general value to persons
interested in the welfare of all children and of specific help to those
persons who attend to the emotional needs of minority children.

. , . .

Lloyd,11: 'Ogler
Fordham University

January 1981
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,PIATE 1. "How,sood it is and- hoW,
noble for brothers to live .together
in Unity." Psalm 133V



Dedicated to the teenagers of Unitas:
who care for the children

on the'streets of the S oath Biome



UNITAS STkUCTURE

Unitas is a mental., health organization serving a predominantly
Hispanic population of children in the Longwood/Hunts Point
section of the South. Bronx, an area which has become a nationwide
symbol of economic and social decay. Unitas serves children and
Their. families in an area where one out of three residents is on
welfare and where the unemployment rate is from 20-to 30 percent.
The area has, the largest number of families headed by women and
the largest child population in the Bronx.'

Unlike many community-based organizations, Unitas does not
wait for troubled youth to knock at its door,or to be remanded
there for treatment of their mental ills. Each September, Unitas
teenage workers and staff visit the teachers at the local elementary
school's. The teacher, in conjunction with a Unitas worker,
completes a Behavior Rating Checklist,. indicating which children
are troubled. The parents of these children are then contacted by

'.staff members and, in some cases, by the teachers themselves.
Referrals are also made by community helpers in churches, nearby
schools, and local service Agencies.. Teenagerssiind children make up
another source of referrals. Children who ,come- to Unitas usually
bring their, siblings, other relatives, and their friends. Youth
Workers and staff also go out on the streets, talking with the people
of the area with the aim, of introducing children, teens, and parents'

to Unitasr
The Unitas programoperates in two cyCres corresponding to 'the

school calendar. The bulk of its work takes place during the
summer months when it can command the ftilt attention 'of. its
school-age participants.' In July ancr-Aligust,. Monday through
Friday, Unitas serves between 150 and 200 children aged 4-to 16,
providing recreation in arts; crafts, and sports. Theie activities are

' Research Bulletin, HispaniC Research Center, Foidham University, Bronx, New

York: April 1979.
t



only vehicles, however, for the more important work of Unitas,
namely, therapeutic guidance; and intervention. The stated goals of
Unitas are fat-reaching:

...Ito prevent, combat, and remediate family disinte-
gration and other emotional and social problems of
hard-to-reach youth and families.'

Of the approximately 200. children participating in Unitas,
b"etweeh one-third and one-1;Alf have been referred as problem
°children. Unitas uses three basic diagnostic procedures to distinguish
troubled children from normal children: (1) withdrawn (quiet,
immature, shy); (2) acting out (truant, fighting, disruptive, violent);
and (3) atypical (bizarre, borderline, multiprablemed). The children

.referred to Unitas are, treated as emotionally deprived, having
received insufficient caring attention or suffered outright neglect or
abuse, both psychological and physical. They are wanting a stable
family structure, consistent discipline, and living routines such as

. regular meals, sleeping quarters, and supervision. As a result, they
have low self-esteem; are distrustfill of otherro use inappropriate, ,

often self-destructive or anti-social means of getting attention; have
never learned to identify and accept their feelings or to control their
impulses; and feel helpless and unloved. These children, in effect,
do not have a family in thg psychological sense. Unitas seeks to
provide them, if not with a psychological family, then with
therapeutic interventions aimed at re-parenting them Wand re-,

ucating them emotionally.
achieve this, Unitas has, developed a "social.psychological

ibtervention" which attempts
. - -

...to create a therapeutic, climat in the child's
natural milieu where order, nurturance,'. and disci--

,pline are ,developed and maintained, for them.
w

Unitas sees the faniily unit as the baSic and most important
natural institution ,;that can 'satisfy .a child's need for inirturanee,

andbelonging. Fiowever, traditional family ;therapy
intervention is often not .06§Sible because "actual families may be
so disrupted and disorganized that tpey are not accessible to change..
thiough family treatment."' unitashetefore, has created a system
of symbOlic families .composed, of up to.. fifteen boys and girls,
Usually liVing.on the same street, but not necessarily from the same
family. Each ,symbolic family is headed. 'by one or two older
neighborhood teenagers who play the rolds'of symbolic mothers and

.
g, . .

3 This quotation and all others in this monograph, unless, otherwise identified, come
:. from the verbal comuinicitions; taped cqn-versetions, and the writings of Dr.

Edw4rd Eismann, founder and director of Unitas,

1
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fatlieFs.,. Supervised Mainly by one another and%y Dr. Edward
Eismann, these older teenagers receive intensive training in-
.psychological theory and clinical skills and become the primary
caretakers, counselors and, indeed, therapists of the. younger
children. According to Eismann: 4

The function of the surrogate arents vis-a-vis. their
symbolic children is: to provid a corrective experi7,
ence to them ascwell as non-pun ive discipline, when

needed; tO offset the negative pact of the 'actual
treatment they get it home which is not readily

_

changeable.

Within this contexethe priMary role Of the therapist is not to help
the troubled children directly, but to create a climate so that the
healthy 'Children learn to have an influence on others. The older
children are encouraged bistheir symbolic parents to nurture,
discipline, and care for their younger, symbolic siblings, thus
creating a network of supervised, therapeutiCally °dilated
interaction. Within this system, Dr. Eismann plays the role of
symbolic grandparent.

Once each week during'.the school year and four times each week

l *g
during the summer months an extended farhly

structured and
circle is held in a

ocal school gym. - These meetings are
ritualized; all children sit with their symbolic families which include
symbolic parents, aunts, uncles, and children. 'Dr. Eiimann leads
discussions of a ,topic of his choosing such as friendship, or one
'raised by a fandly member usually stemming from a specific

problew or comment. Each extended family circle. meeting is
followed Gy play time in which children participate in activities such

as' baseball, jumprOpe, blocks, board games, volleyball, gymnastics,

reading or art.' regular staff member or a teen "parent"
supervises each ,

Responding .tiff the existing iristitutiotral constraints on,,, the

children of the community, Onitai" operates in twq. phases: a
Summer progriun and a Fall -Winter -Spring programkThese phages
overlap in content,- organiiation,. and perionnel, but are treated,'
.distrrictly by all involved.

i1:7'he Sum er Program
JI1

e.SumnreProgram begins in early July and ends ii August.
Regi ration -begins in the last weeks' of June and s an easy
proc ure. A parent fills out-a simple fonn found at' the bottom of

\' ry
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a .'mimeographed -:briefly sleictibipg

n 0,

'summer
giving the child's name and address, ..and' _returns this With -012& .
dollar toUnitas.:'Tkere,are no other fees fovpatticipation: 'Patents .
may Also request more infognation, in which" case.''they;.iire,.
'Contacted' by a staff membei: Unitas staff and teen'agers?are _in,
charge of distributing flyeri Ad °classes 'at/the. two loCat elementary..
schools.. There it., to cut -off date for registratiOn _and; -indeed, '
registration is Ott. a requiipment :for paiticipaiion. Moir children
come into the program by die it! begins ,futictioning on its
summer schedule, buy thek'may syso,knter after the program bPgins.

RectuitinePt of tenagersho.viorklIttring the Arnttipt-as symbolic
patents proCeeds in a differot,way, All but dight'of the,more than, ,

thirty teenage and young addltr. workers'. iq, .Unitas ,during the
summer have been ii 'olVed in The piogram ..previotTsly. The new
teenage workers are assigned befOri ,the start of the mummer
progranv:by &lie New Ydrk City ;youth, Employinent program,
which paystheir weekly salazies. All b'ther''full-time staff roembers
are 'raid IV Unitas and dO not change their status from One phaSe
of the prograritto the other.'

The day before the summer Program officially begins; teend
workers, regardless,,of 'their previous experiende in Unitas, come to, ,f

an 'all-day Orientation:me4ting in St: Athanasius sehool where chairs
havvbeen arranged in large circle around a classroom.Eismann
starts the 'meeting by asking whether, anyone -knows why they are
there:'..1,1'.o woik," replies one boy. Eiimann responds, "To wort,`

. that's the name of the game," and then introdUces himself briefly. ,
"I'm not the kind of doctor who gives injections. I help kids with
their worries," ho explains.

Eismann initiates activities that .serve to ease the tension of the
first. day's lack of familiarity, He asks how many people knoW at

..least one Iperson in the room, or two persons;. no people, and so.
On: Next, he askeeveryone to look at :the floor and,' one by one,
estimate the number of people in the room. Then the teens, count
each.other off. The remainder of the day is spent in going over the
rules orthe Youth. Epiployment Program and of Unitas, the daily,
-routine for the summer, becoming; farhillar with the. other Workers,
and learning the Style of the program Rather than talk about the
Unitas program eft length or about the handling of 'difficult
situations with chifdren and coworkers, Eisrnann. has the teens focus
on their immediate interactions with one another. Some of the 'teens
are noticeably bored by the focus din introspection'," constant
reiteration of What has just been said, and the need' to help one '-
another verbally.Eismann makes dear 'to th-P grourthat they are
being tested to see who -will be a good workerand whb will not:

We want to knot who cran speak .up and^coMmapd
leadership. Ors- the street we have children WhO need



.
you. Because of the nature of the work you may feel .
uncomfortable about it if you'te not used to it. We
need to,kno'w how you'll perform. Help each other.

a.

The teenagers are, indeed, being tested, from ,the first day, and
not all' Eismann has discovered through tbe years that .

untrained, unresponsive teenagers can be more. trouble, to have
'around than not In 'addition, the newly assigned teenagers will
most likely not be in Unitas' after the summer, making an
investment of training and time in them even less' desirable, If a
teenager is perceived as unresponsive and ,non-interactive, and if
this same teensteenager does not live in the immediate Unitas
neighborhood o doe not have previous involvement in the

program,'then e or she may well be dismissed.
By. Ate end of the first day, all the teens have had the chance to

talk with one another and the message has,been delivered thatt

...in .a group,.any problem that any one person has
affects the whole group. Like in a family. Since it

,affectseverybody, everybody has a say in resolving
the .peoblen'i.

The themes of human- interrelatedness and communication have
been stressed repeated)), and consistently. The next few days will tell

1 whether these messages of Unitas have been received and wheihT
they will be heeded': - -

Orientation continues,ths net morning with the introduction of
regular staff therapists who briefly, describe the work they do. By
noon; when they break for lunch and begin their work with the
children; each teen has been assigned an activity for the afternoon
and the remainder of the. summer. For each activity there is at least

iiione' "Old-timer who c n' teach the newcomers the: Unitas way.
The weekly surnmer calendar at Unitas combines day camp and

therapy, the two usually taking. .place simultaneously. On
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at. 10 a.m. from 50 to 100
children 'usually congregate on a neighborhood street to leave for
the Central Park swimming pool. 0141er teen workers lead the group
to the subway station and superlise the morning's swimming--
activities. The children 'are back at JSt. .Athanasiusfor luncli_4by

12:30 or 1 p.m. Lunch, provided free bf charge by the Public
'School LtiRch, Program; is set up by the lunch crew composed of
bid -timer splale teenagers picked by Eismann.tO do this ,job: Theses

feenagers, supervised only minimally in their, tasks,. distribute
lunches to ths. children and their symbolic parents ,as they files
through the doorS of the school min', Upon.getting a liich, each
person sits with 'his or 'her symbolic family in a, large circle.
Eismann emphasizes lunchtime as an important part of the

.._, . .
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.teenager's-work time with the children; the offering and sharing of
food 'with others is seen as creating or reinforcing human intimacy:
By 1:39 or p.m. lunch and cleanup are over and a brief rest
period 'begins. The children-leave for home or for the struts, often
with an ;extra piece of fruit or even a whole lunch to take to a sister
or brother..Like the teenagers, they are free until the start of the
afternoon program at'2:30.

Tuesdays and Thursdays are reserved foc training the teenage
worters in therapeutic philosophy and techniques. There are no
'formal activities for the children, although it is during these times
that the full-time stiff therapists make home visits to clients in the

/*Aea: The training sessions begin at 10 a.m. and...go on until.nOon,
usually with a 10 to 15 minillerelk when fruit drinks and
doughnuts are often provided. Eismann runs the training and
usually devotes an entire morning to one theme, such as anger or
the .handling Of fights betleeri children. Eismann encourages the
teens to draw on their:own experiences with the Children, with each
'other, and within their families in probing their feelings'. The older,
experienced teens are particularly helpful in these sessions since they
usually sense what Eismann 'is aiming for and they work to move
the group in the desired direction. An example of.- a typical
interaction taken from a training session follows.

By. 10 a.m. o9 a hot August day, the teens have gathered upstairs
- in the school. Doughnuti and Hawaiian Punch have .been set out

fOr them: After some preliminary busidess Eismann opens the floor
to the workers saying:

Now I'd like yo to express the thoughts or feelings:
You have abou 'your work and relationships
together, your wor with the children, assignments
On the street. Thi is a time to talk together and
share your points of vieW.-

The diicussion is 'initiated by. RicardO,' a newcomer to Unitas.
Ricardo- complains that when they play; volleyball on the stmt,
.peOple on bikes And in trucks and cars pass by and break the
Volleyball net Several teenagers suggest ways to handle this matter,
e.g., assign teenagers to the end of the street tii;tuin away vehicles
or" park rt, car, across the end off' the street. One teen recommends -
that they get the drivers, to back down thestreet. This leads to the
topic of communications and Juan, a teen7elder," focuses on the
form' of delivery' of this or any message. P4ow Eismann breaks into
the discussiom .

' With the exception of the names of Edward Eism and Lynn Stekas, Unitas
administrator, all names of children and staff in this .monograph have been changed -°
to ensure confidentiality. z



-(Eismann: It's all An die way you say things. We 'could say, "Call
the poIrce", and have them ticket every car. It's illegal for
tbem to be there. Let the air out of their tires." It's
really a matter of how you say things. How do you think
the boys on the bike felt?

Jesus (a newcomer): Mischieivous. , .
Ratd(a- young'teen with exi)terience in Unitas): Having fun, haling

a good time.
. .

Eismann: What Juan said goes a little further than what the other
brdthers see, I think he's right. He's saying more than
what he secs. Do you see the-dieference?

Raul: Try to empathize. Put yourself in the person's Place:

ELsmann goes around the room asking teenagers if they see how
this is the same. as what they have been doing as a group in,, Unitas.

He calls on Susan, a quiet newcomer to Unitas, to 'repeat what Raul
liasjust said. Unable to do this correctly, Susan, encouraged by
EistWann, and her coworkerS, asks Raul to repeat what he has said.
Eismattri again requests a restatement of Raul's observations this

time from others. The theme of empathy is gradually developed,
nurtured by Eismann's zeroing in on those comments which are

, most relevant.
After sgaie oblervations by teens abdut their experiences with

- children, Aanet relates Raul's remark to a discussion the group had
had a week earlier in a training session.

-Eismann (to Raul): 'How did you feel about Janet's statement?

Raul: That was it!
.Eismann: She really understood you?
Raul:. yeah.
Eismann: How did that maee yoti, feel?

Raul: Like it was really cleared up. -

Eismann everyone): What does this have to do with'the SOys
on the bikes? -

Mary (a newcomer): , Ask the kids on the bikes what they 'might
' be feeling.

Eismann: The boys looked like they Were havingIgn. What could

- you say to them? .

Juan You could say, "You look like you're having fun." Keep it
short. .

Eismann: 'You'rg not asking mitstions or telling. them what to do.
You're not puriishing- or threatening. You're' helping
to `bring about' co2peratiOn..*Pq you see theZpoint,
M4ry ?. You were most there fitit we had teo.go over
on more hurdle.



At this point Eismann calls for a break and suggests that they all
move downstairs to the' gym to escape the heat. The discussion
resumes with Eisrnankasking how each teen would feel-if he or
she were the motorist on the block.
Eismann: Let's say you're the motorist on the block. You like the

Unitas program, but you have to get your car out. How'
would you feel?

Torn (an experienced teen and Eismann's adopted son): I'd v,ant
to get out

Eismann (to the,others): Can you help Tom out?
Janet: I could ask him to move back.
Eismann: Sbunds like what Tom said
Frank (an exPerienced teen); You could , "j understand how

you feel."
Janet: "I know it's a hoi day and I know 'that you don't want to

move yoUr car but...."
Eismann interrupts Janet abruptly, '"Stop! You don't have to go
further." 'Then, turning to the other teens, asks, "Why did I say
that?"
Mary: you want her 'just to say what the feelings are.
Eisrriann: That's the most important part to understand. Now

we need another Motorist. We need a woman
motorist.

Carlos, an old-timer in Unitas, reluctantly volunteers and is selected
by Eismann to trole-play a motorist, although there was a specific
request for a female. Barbara, a newcomer, is asked by Eismann to

-take the role of the Unitas wprker. Before beginning; Barbara and
Carlos qiiange roles and places in the- group circle. Barbara
temporarily plays the Motorist. -Eismann then describes a scene in
which the motorist needs to useohis car to go to work. The day js
hot and humid and there are kids all over,the car. Eismann then
turns to Barbara (as motorist) and asks, "How are yoU feeling?"
llarbara:, Miserable!
Eisrnann: Bekutiful word.
Barbara and Carlos change places again.- Barbara,. now playing a
Unitas Worker, says to Carlos, "I know you feel miserable."
Eismann. (to the group): These are the ways you might say it

"Wow, you must feel miserable." "I wouldn't, be stir-
prised "if you really feel miserable." "If I were in your
shoes, I'd 'really feel miserable.': Do you see hol the
same feelings can be communicated in different ways?
Using the word miserable, how else Vet you say it
to the motorist?

Raul: Miserable day,.isn't it?

23



Top: What a miserable way to start out!
Eismann (to Tom): Say it to the motorist. it
Tom (to Carlos): What a miserable way to start (MO

Role-playing continues with . different teenagers actin as bicyclist
and worker. The teenagers, now understanding he types of
responses most acceptable to Eismann, need little: .c ing to play
their roles well. Several teens begin to embellish the dialogue with
wit and street language: The teens are relaxed and clearly enjoying
themselves, laughing and applauding one another. As/the excitement
diminishes, Eismann summarizes' and 'expands on ,what has just
happened.

The answer is in how yOu talk to people, 'that you
know what it is to be in their styes. The p

teen
irson may

be depressed. Is there anyone who hasn't there
or hoped that something exciting would pen and
was then disappbi4ted?. At those times what yoff

.need is someone tedo for you what you have to do
for another pefson Alow. This is t e ost human
language to understand, one you le as children
but which you lamed not to feel. been taught
not to. We have to get back to th ling of child-
hood, to use that with each of nd with the

-children.
.,

Finally, Eismann returns to Ricardo's'on inal problem with the
vdriver, bicyclistf, and the volleyball net, pe asks who in the group
would be available to helpRicardo should t is problem arise again.
Ten people, about one-third of the teens esent, raise their hands
to volunteer..Ricardo" chooses one teenager to,whom he says he will
turn for assistance. Eismann then tells the teens- that he will
intervene on the street when -the work rs appear to be having

4

problems-with the children.

It's one thing to talk about it' d . understand and
another to put it into' practice' his is called there-.i peutic.communication. ,

During the remaining, twenty minutes, several topics of a business
nature are raised and handled. An -important in-house problem
having to do with the length of the /work day is introduced but
there is obvious reluctance on-Vismann's part to. deal with it then
and there. In spite bf Eismann's attempt, to put off the discussion,
Lynn Stekas, the Unitas adMinistrator, insists that the problem be
resolved immediately. Few feelings, howevero are explored in the
resolution process since it is' getting late' and all are anxious to leave,
for lunch.



Morning training sessions 'end a little after noon. Lunch for the
children and teenagers follows, as it does on. the ,other days when
the groSup returns from the swimming pool. However, on training
days, the teens have more free time between the end of lunch and
the start of the afternoon program at 2:30. The teenagers' pay will
be-docked if they do not return in the afternoon, though it) is only
among a handful of .the newly assigned teens that such a constraint
is relevant. Most of the teens are pleased to participate in the
program and devote extra' hours on a voluntary basis to Unitas
'which ,speaks to the strength' of the bonding engendered by the
program. The children, too,. have good attendance records for the

'summer program. . -
. A little before 2:30 children begin to congregate on' Fox Street,
which has been closed to traffic for the Unitas afternoon program.
As"bats, balls, exercise Mats, and arts and crafts materials appear,
the children gradually4settle into activities in the street, on stoops,
and shaded corners.. Eismann is rarely present for the start of the
afternoon prograthi the teenagers take responsibility for planning
activities and bringing oui the necessary materials fr.m St.
Athanasius and the basement of a tenement which serves as their
storage area'on the Street.

Teen workers have no say about the activities to which they are
assigned, but may ephange activities with other teens. At the start
of the summer, Eismann assigns one or more teens to one of
thirteen activity areas. The division of assignment) runs along
traditional sex -role lines. Males handle basketball, wiffleball, plaster
casting, painting, ikoodwork, dodgeball, and kickball. Females
manage block buildg, lincoln logs, tinker toys, boar4I games such
as Monopoly, and checkers; drawing with pencils and crayons, T-
ihirt -and water cup table (shirts and plastic cups are silkscreened
with the Unitas logo and sold for one dollar each), and jump rope.
Three. activities -- crafts, decoupage (a combination of woodworking
and painting), and mats -- are managed by both males and females.
The 4nat, work, described by Eismann as one of he most important
activities on the street, has generally been orgInized and rune by
more experienced male teens. ,It' tends to attract more boys than
girls. This year, while males still predominate in this activity in botfi
staff and children, two female workers have been assigned to _mats.
Well aware of the difficulties in getting girls involved in mat work,
Eismann explaint to the teens:

On mats particularly I want girls. Girls stay away
from ipats unless there's a woman. They stay away
from gymnastics. Encourage them to have courage.
Especially the girls. They're put down too much,

10
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There are no equallyxplicit attempts to alter sex roles in other
areas. Indeed, as indicated in the listing of. the activities and their
staff composition, Unitas, in its _assignment of workers, has
encouraged the separation: of males and females and the
continuation of traditional sex role-oriented activities.

In= spite of a seemingly' rigid structure, Unitas gives ample
opportunity 'ito children and teens to Structure41Their own time.
Children are free to choose ,any of the organized activities or to
ply on theirown by themselves or with friends. Teens do not have
to tendfrto their activity areas exclusively. If they must leave their

A

activ y, especially to ',be with a child who needs their, assistance,
they may do so as long as their coworkers know where they have
gone and agree to their leaving. Beyond signing in and out each day
there are virtually no outside checks on the teens. They are expected
and encouraged to be re oisptl o and for one another. If a teen
shirks his or het duty, it is assumed that coworkers will deal
appropriately with the problem. ,

Play activities dontinge until about 4:30 'p.m. whet; cleanup
begins Eismann has bein on the street fotwell over an hour by
now,' going from activity to activity, talking with the children, the
teens,and the adults on the sireet. By 5 p.m. all materials are put
away and children and workers move to their placek,on the street
getting ready Or the afternoon extended family circle.'

By 5:10, if there is still commotion, Eismann speaks up, "I am
waiting for the family to unite the people," or "I'll know by' your
silence when you are ready," or words to that effect. When the
children and teenk quiet theihselves down, the afternoon extended
family circle begins: This is a time for the chil ren to speak their
minds./Typically, th`e.children tell briefly .ab ut something- of
interest happening at home, e.g., a visit' by a rel tive from Puerto
Rico, a misunderstanding between the speaker an another child; a
complaint about Unitas, the loss of an item, or a query 'about a
person absent from the group. Eismann deals with each comment
or question. Often, the group spends considerable time helping the
child to communicate his or.her idea,- e.g., to get Jimmy to speak
loudly and clearly to Henry rather than -direct his comment to

,Eismann. The main role' of the other symbolic family members in
this case might well be to help Jimmy to communicate effectively
rather than to solye whatever problem.he presents.

Generilly, Eismann adjourns the meeiing,,by 5:45. Children;
*some with crafts in hand from their afternoon's work, -scatter,
quickly, as do teen workers who are anxious' to end the work day.
A number. of teens, especially the old-timers, return to St.
thanasius to socialize for an hour or so with their, friends after- ,

signing out for the day.

11
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In the second half of the summer Rrogram, the full-time staff .

(including several of the older, experienced teens,.but no the Other.
teen workers) meet for one and a half hours to discuss scheduling
ptobleins, organiiitiOn of .the'program; worker relations, and, other

.:." business .matters,'. This time is also used by the workers bring
complaintS to. Eisniann on behalf of their more,reticent; youngei
coworkers. The older teen workers often act as mediators between
lioth the younger teens and th ,children and the administration,
mainly. Eismann.

The. Unitas summer 'program is officially over at the end of
:.August. It is followed by, a, period of several weeks in which there is
no organized large group, activity for the children. Individual and
family therapy continuei as the Unitas staff prepare for the winter
program. Since _workers and children are between programs and
structures, as well as seasons, this is a time of flux and, confusion.
Noi wanting to lose the momentum of the suthmer, Unitas struggles
to keep, its -.presence felt on the _streets and in the minds of the
children and teens..TO' assure continuity, Eismann directs the staff
to "go to die street: kid hang around...have contacts With teens.
Unitas is not just when the 'program is in action but whenever
people. are together .,7 Staff members suggest. simple ,activities
tossing-a football or playing a game of cards that they may take
out to the street to maintain the continuity that Eismann wants.

From .mid-September to the end. of October, or, whenever the
cold weather drives peopie..inside, Unitas holds extended family
circle _meetings, complete with preceding play activities, on the

"street. Several weeks after school begins, Unitas sends out envoys to
describe the .program to teachers: and gUidance counselors and to
ask for referi:als of problem children. The children referred in this
way will be seen individually by one of the mental 'health workers,
in their School,. within the context of their real family,.or in another
therapeutic modality or combipation.of therapies.

a

B. The Winter. Program

From year to year the specific' activities that Unita rovides for
children during' tbe winter program varyVa somewhat;:although art

f



therapy, psychodrama, play therapy, and remedial reading are usual
offerings. The winter program tends to be less recreational and

.,.more directly; and individually therapeutie Than the summer
,program,. in part because of the increased numbers of trained social
work. staff. In the summer; little work with families -takes place
.outside Of the daytime schedule; in the winter; group therapy
sessions aie,gcheduled during both days and evenings for .teens and
biological families.

The extended 'family circle takes on a slightly different
Complexion during the winter. Instead of convening four days a

-week, it meets only once, on Thursday afternoons. Beginning at
3:15 p.m. children enter the Si. Athariasius gym. Eismanti greets
each child at the door, making sure that each joins his or her
symbolic faMily in the growing, circle forming on the floor. Once
everyone is seated, E_ ismann joins the circle and officially begins the
meeting. ,

' Unlike the simmer, pr gram, the winter prografn begins with the
circle and is followed by / recreation time. Because it .is now indoors,
the cycle is quieter and more °orderly than it was in July and
August. 'The substantive portion of the meeting does n& change
significantly froM the sumMer, nor does the structure. The circle
lasts for about one-half hour with Eismann leading the proceedings.
About 4 p.m. the cirele adjOurns for playtime which lasts one hour.
. After, recreation time the circle reconvenes briefly for two
purposes. It is a time to say goodbye to everyone and it is .a time to
have a lost-and-found service. Eismann Calls on the children one by
one, asking for. items which they may have lost or found in the
course of .the afternoon..Pens, pencils, hats, and balls are
exchanged with a . word of thanks. Each activity, no matter how
small anti insignificant,.has been carefully thought out and designed
.for its therapeutic value. In the example of the lost-and-found, the
children learn abbut returning possessions to their rightful Owners
and .about the style required in giving`and taking. The child who
does not thank the finder of a lost item receives cliiect and
immediate disapproval from his or her peers.. ..

Atr5:30 the '.children :leave for home, .being seen. to the door by
their symbolic parents: The entire staff of symbolic parents,
therapists, congultants, and adMinistrators then meet for one hour

. to discuis therapeutic or business matters. This distinction, hoWever
is, somewhat misleading since bUsiness matters often become grist
for the therapeutic mill.

The following .eXample, taken from a rteen circle meeting,
'illustrates the blurt-ink-of business and therapeutic issues. The
overarching theme of this session was the maintenance of concen-

- tration on what the therapist :ig doing: psychodynainically. A
'therapist: at Unitas related. to the group a complaint made by the.
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mother of a young teen who had been coining to Unitas for several
"years. It was early June so Uhitas was,,,making preparations for the
summer program. Peter's mother complained to the therapist that
her son had not heard whether his appointinent to a summer job'
was definite. The mother expressed fear that:'although Teter was.
promised the job he would not get it; which had happened, to him
the year before. Eismann begins to queStion the therapist more
closely about Peter's mother's feelings, to which the therapist, now
clearly annoyed, replies, "It wasn't a therapy session: I hist met her
casually on the street." Unruffled;,Eisinann directs, his questions to
the rest of the group:

What happens to make a mother go,:-to an dutside'
source rather than to.the child? Is Peter not clear?

or

Several ideas are offered by different people in the group, but soon
they are back to the practical -issue of whether Peter is. on the
summer roster of teen workers and is really interested in being a-
summer worker. Within several minutes, however, Eismairn moves
the diseussion away from .the business issues and into the realm of
psythological training. yz

I want to pick up on the therapist's statement that
he met Peter's mother casually on the street and that
it wasn't a therapy session. Whenever we meet some-
one, casually or not, it is the best Place. This neigh-
borhood is our therapeutic community, hence all
interactions within it are to be understood as occa,
sions for therapeutic intervention.

These inner-circle meeti are run in the same way as the

extended family circle meet ith .one predominant male leader
who directs the flow of interactions and 'determines, to a large
extent, the direction of all discussion.. Generally, this person is
Eismann. However, Unitas has begun to move towards the training
of other, individuals -- notably members of the nner-core of male
workers who have been participating fully in Unitas for a number
of years. These young men are receiving training with the express
purpose of moving them into leadership roles within. Unitas.

Like the extended family circle meetings, but on a much smaller
level -- with 10 to 20 people present rather than 100' to 200. -,Inner-
circle meetingS fulfill several purposes. They 'enable the staff to deal
with busines'S matters such as the tracking dOwn of an absent teen

°Or the scheduling of ativitieS. A second purpose is to train the
workers in therapeutic theory and techniques, as illustrated above.
Third, they permit group members to express their feelings toward

'.,their work, the children, and other workers. In this respect,, these



meetings are peripherally therapeutic for the participants.
Built into the structure of Unitas is flexibility to adapt to the

needs of the children and the workers. In. Ainumn1979 several of
the older teens expregsed the need for more time devoted to, their
personal concerns, that is, time that would be explicitly 'therapeutic
for them. There are now three such therapy groups for teenagers
Who meet weekly at Unitas: They all .take place on Thursday
evenings, after the extended faMily circle:and inner-circle meetings
and are run by either Eismann or Stekas,'the Unitas adwinistiator
and .social worker. The epetus for these meetings dame from
Stekas who had deyelope close relationships with- the teenage girls
and the college-age boys. She organized therapy sessions for each of
these groups. The third gronp includes the remaining younger
teenagers and is directed by Eismann.

C. Staff

Just as. . the organization of the Unitas program has changed
through the years anti continues to change even at the time of this
writing, so, too, has the staff Composition. The main figure who
has remained constant in the history of Unitas is Eismann,
although his role in Unitas is changing as he turns more
responsibility over to the program administrator and the
exp ienced workers. ,;

T e iktaff composition of Unitas, has changed primarily in
resp nse to the funding situation of the program and the agency.
From its beginning in 1968 untilfihe present, the director of Unitas
has been Edward ,P. Eismann, creator of the program and prime
mover in its development and incorporation as an autonomous'
agency. During its early years; while it stillifunctioned as a limited
outreach program' orking out of a local community mental health
center, Unitas had no full-time staff. Eismann, aided from time to
time by the community mental health center staff and later by a
teacher from the local elementary school and by teenagers, carried
the full burden, of administering; organizing, recruiting, and

. leading, not to mention providing therapy, the main purpose of the
program. i

,

Since its incorporation in the spring of 1977 when it began to
functton autonomously and receive outside financing, Unitas has
expanded .programming and staffing. During its first autonomous
year, Unitas had, in addition to Eisrnann, a full-time masters-level
social worker'who specialized in family therapy. Also hired, for two
consecutive Xix-month periods, were two male teenagers for Yonth



_frWorker. positions. During 1978 -79 there. Were two B.A.-level social ,

workers on the staff, both Puerto Rican. Their main responsibilities
were to do family therapy and play therapy. although both
inevitably became involved in other aspects of the program such as
administrative duties and individual- counseling- of children. Both
left within one year of,arriving at Unitas, although one of them
continues his relationship with Unitas. From September 1978 to
May 1979 two Puerto Rican. MSW students from Nev?' York
University interned at- -Unitas, fulfilling roles similar to those of
their predecessors. During this,year Unitas also .hired, on a per hour
consultant balls, an art therapist, a remedial reading instructor, and
a psychodramatist. These specialists participatd only on Thursday
afternoons for the extended family circle sessionS:juring the winter
program.

In January 1979 Unitas hired -an MSW social ,worker, Lynn
Stekas, to serve as full-time administrator of the agency. Through
professional contacts Stekas brought in two college-level social work
students to complete one-year training internships at Unitas. In
October 1979, after B.A.-level social worker and the MSW
students had left, Eismann and Stekas decided to hire additional
staff: Three'MSW student interns from New York University began
unpaid clinical training at Unitas. A. full-time administrative
assistant with college training in both business and 'psychology was
also hired, as well as a secretary to tend to the agency's growing
administrative needs.

D. Teenagers and'thildren

Through the years there has been' a steady corps of teenage
volunteers -- many of whom are paid whenever funds are available -
- who have maintained the program, regardless of its financial
vacillations. While full-time paid staff is a relatively new
phenomenon within. Unitas, these volunteer teens date back to
Unitas' inception and, indeed, form an important part of the Unitas
notion of therapeutic community.

During the summer of 1979, thirty teens were employed at Unitas
to fill the roles of symbolic parents, aunts, and uncles. This
population can be divided into three groups. First, there were
uncommitted teens who worked at Unitas for the summer only,
most of,them referred by the Youth Emptoyment Program. Second,
there were more committed teens who had worked at Unitas before
the summer program and continued to work there after the summer
program ended. Third, five inner-core workers who are situated)



between. the teen workers and the 'Professional staff .in both
responsibilities and prestige. The duties of this group were more
similar tothose of the staff, but_ these teems were not .hired, as was.
the staff, to perform a specific duty. By: their own description,
these teens "grew 'V" .in Unitas and consider it an integral -part of
their lives. The.approximate ratio of workers to children during the-
summer. is one to seven. This ratio increasesto one worker for
every nine children in the winter program when mo'e children
participate' in a .greater variety' of therapeutic activities and .fewer

-full-time workers, are available to serve them. These figures should
be understOod as averages` since frail one progiijn piece to another
the ratio can jump from one wolicer. to several. children, 'in art
therapy, to one worker. to one child; as in individual psychotherapy,
to two or three workers. per child, as in a crisis situation.

During the summer of 1979, teenage workers and adult staff
completed questionnaires concerning various aspt\cts of their liVes,.
At the same time; 150 children in Unitas were interviewed. The ,

purpose in 'obtaining comparative information on the children. and
the workers was twofold: First,. such data were viewed as 'providingtt
a baseline for understanding th& structure and functioning of the
program. A program cannot be adecitiately assessed without
knowledge of the people it series and the 'people who provide the
service. Second, once .these data were available, the two groups'
could be cOmpared to determine' demographic and socioeconomic
similarities and differences.

The questionnaires filled out by the teepagers and the adult staff
presented few probleins. Interviews with children., however, were
not as easily accomplished.. Most noteworthy was the difficulty
.encountered in establishing the exact number of participating ,
'children: At auy- one time, regardless of which aspects of the
priOgram are operating fully, there are approximately 300 children
active in Unitas. Exact numbers are not available, however, because
participants sometimes fail to register, some have spotty attendance
records, and the programs often change, for exaMple, the summer
program lasts only eight. wesolcs. In addition, many children., because
of their young 'age, were unable to provide adequate answers to the
questions. In such cases, family members were consulted whenever'

possible.
The intervjews, were conducted with .120 of- the 184 offttlly

registered. children and '30 'unregistered children who were
plaiticipating in the 'program: Sixty-four registered children were not
interviewed for a variety of reasons, including: the child had left
the program to visit family in Puerto Rico; the 'child only came .to
Unitas as a visitor or for 'a special trip; the child had stopped
coming; the child was too young to a4sWer the questions, and no
one was available to assist; or the: child skriply could not be 'located I



at the time of the interview. Each interview was conducted by one
person who,,in most cases, IcneW the child well. In all, there were
ten trained interviewers, all full-time Unitas workers. The interview
look about half an hour to complete. .

Al.s6 clini'rig the summer of 1979, for a period of five weeks, all
Unitas symbolic parents were required to keep daily attendance
records of each child in his or her family. Tabulating these data as
available for 120 children of °the:A.50. who were subsequently
interviewed, average attendance, out $1 a possible maximum of 25
meetings, was 14; producing an attendance rate of 56 percent The
rate was lower (52 percent) for children between the ages of two
and nine, and higher (59 percent) for children between the ages of
ten and .fifteen. Children aged nine and younger averaged thirteen
months at Unitas compared to the over sixteen month average of..
older children. For both younger and older children, however, the
mode' was twomonths, indicating that many children first . entered
Unitas at the start of the summer program.' The longer a child has
been in Unitas the better his or her attendance record. For those in
the program three months or less the average attendance,tte is 52
percent, while those in the prograin over two years have an average
attendance rate of over 62 percent. ---

Table 1 Presents selected sociobiographical.sharacteristics of the
workers and children participating in Unitas Airing July and
August of 1979. ;Members of the staff and teenagers are both
classified as workers since they functioned in shnilar ways., during

" this period. The staff includes MSW studdnt interns, B.A.-level
social Workers, and administrative personnel.

One hundred and fifty children were interviewed along with
thirty-seven workers,. of whom seven were senior staff -- -sexcluding
Eismann -- and thirty were teenagers. The age range of the children
was from two to fourteen, with ten being the average age. The
average age of. the workers was nineteen.

The fact that 64 percent of the children are male is initially
striking. However, this, statistic is consistent with the findings of.
Canino et al.' chat male rates of admission to psychiatric facilities
are about twice as high as female rates. Thus, the percentage of
males is about what should, be expected. Among the teenage
workers there was roughly the same, predominance. of males over
females. In general, boys were attracted to the groups headed by
males, and girls to the female-headed groups. The one exception to
this pattern of male predominance was among the senior staff
where five of the seven were female.

Canino, Ian A., Brian F. Earley, and Lloyd H. %Wet. The Puerto Rican Child in
New York City: Stress and Mental 'Health, Monograph No. 4, Hispanic Research
Center, Fordham University, Bronx, New York, 1980.



Characteristics
it

Mean age (years) -

Sex (%)
Male
Female

19, 1 10

Education (%)
In school
Out of school
Not available

Last grade completed
(mean, inlyears)

73 .96
22 . 4

5

Ethnicity ( 'o)
Hispanic
Black
Other

Religion (ko)
Catholic
Protestant
Other

Language spoken at home (0/o)
Mostly English
Mixed
Mostly Spanish

Family. structure (Vs)
One-parent family
Other

41

59
47

. 53



Since about hilt' the chilifren are referred to Unita.s by schoolit it
is, not surprising that *levels of educational participation-are high: In
fact, all children of school age were attending school. The
percentageof workers in school is obviously reduced by the senior
staff, most of whom have completed school. Among: the teenagers,
onffhalf orothose who graduated from high school)n June
entered college the 'following September.

The majority.2*.both workers and children were Hisparu , most
of whcim Identified themselves as Puerto. Ricans. The advantages of
cultural affmity in the Unitas program are quite obvious. In this
context, the larger proportion of blacks among the workers is
interesting and, possibly,significant. 1

The religious backgrounds of workers and children are very
. similar. The high percentage of Catholics is :tc be expected in an

ispanic population. However, the number of children, in the
other" category is much higher'because about 12 percent did not

know what, if 'any, their religious affiliations were. Similar religious
background, ,like similar cultural background, may be valuable in
promoting worker-child compatibility. ,

Although Spanish is the language most often used in the home,
particularly among the children, English is the language spoken at
Unitas. While this practical bilingualism is well known, among those
who work with or study Hispanic children, its cultural and
psychological implications are important. This 'characteristic needs
to be viewed in relation to its effect on the child.

In family structure,_ both the children and the workers have a
high percentage of one-parent families. While these figures are high,
they are consistent with those of the general Puerto Rican
populatiini-of New York City where about nkpercent .of all Puerto
Rican households are headed by single irarentv; As will be evident
later in ,this stidy, the Unitas program is specifically designed to
Cope with this situation. . -

-dn general, the table reveals that the characteristics of the
children and the workers are' very similar. Not only are,. the key
factdrs of language and culture fairly close, but also' religious
affiliation and family structure are similar. Since the majority of
authority figures that the children see, in terms-of doctors, teachers,
police, television personalities and others, would not be culturally
similar, this affinity between Unitas worker and child very likely is
useful both for enhancing communication: and ethnic pride.

The tfieme which integrates the various aspects of the 'Unitas
z program is the'importance of the family And the relationships

' National Puerto Rican Forum, The Next Step Toward Equality: A Comprehensiie
Study of Puerto Ricans in the United States Mainland. New York, 1980, p. 10.



members. In .Unitas es, as in
'are', often difficult .involving love; interdepetii,,

vst. ' focusing the. Unitas -fannly-on these'.
positiie, concepts , teaching how to, communicate
effictiveiy .Otheis, without violence; Unitai 'the
distinctions between mental health and mental 'illness; a.term which
One rarely heirs. froaj Unitas workers. _The philosophy. .-which
underlies the working- of Unitai from- its organization to its
therapeutic techniques forms.the_bisis of the lollowing-chapter:



. .

PLATE 3. "The essence of psthOtlierapy
resides in the energy of e that is
communicated and :responded to
by iheother."



PHILOSOPHY: OF HEALING

We meet together,to help each other.
We meet together tq care for each other.:
We meet together to control each other.
We meet together to share our theights and our hearts.
This is Unitas. 'We are one big family

mate up of 'little families.

With these words Eismann' begins an extended family "circle
meeting of Unitas. The family provides a' recognized symbol around
which the Unitas Therapeutic Community has developed much of
its philosophy and programming. For Unitas, the fancily is a highly
emotional,' potentially powerful. therapeutic structure in which
individuals learn to bond with one another. -it is.through the family

both real and symbolic that 'Unitas, teadhes the troubled ybuth
of the South Bronx about the range of human emotions and
interactions. 4

The family, as an ideal. struture, is the symbol of the Unitas
therapeutic group. Every teenager and child can readily identify as a,
son or daughter, sister or brother, from first-hand experience with
parents. and siblings. By relating to others in Unitas according to
these familiar kinship statuses they gain an understanding of *the,
problems of interaction within a family and learn wayS' of resolving
them. As Eismann Points, out; it is the responsibility of the entire
group-to handle conflict.

Unitas justifies this approach to/ children through bgth real and
symbolic family Systems on piichological grounds. Eismann writes
that through the years:

Unitas had become symbolic family where yo th
were often helped to 'get "from each other what tiey . .
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were. often lacking in whole or iii part in thek actual
fily !inch theorized to result in
behavioral on sympto '0 disabilities. This lack wa.s
seen as essentially the absence of one or two exPeri-
ences or both: .a lack of positive group belonging and
at least One deeply felt nurturing friendship with
someone else, regardless of-age or sex. Without these
two provisions, maladjustment was seen as., highly
linty. The experience of positive group belonging
wai understood as ordinarilY provided fo a. child by
hiS biologiCal9ifanuly unit and the deeply felt ruff:
turing friendship as ordinarily provided by nurturing
parents or parent substitute. Rut for the troubled
child where fanilly life usually to dysfunctional

. and its rehabilitation so questionable, an alternative
symbolic family care system was created by Unitas in
wItich prOvision for emotional are of children was
developed and built into the local neighborhood net
work. This "fanfily care" system was seen as best
offered through the therapeutic community concept,

The Unitas method is
psythoanalysis, altho,
philosbithies of ther(p
whose goal is psycho
Eismann, may be eff
which aim to restor
Conceptually, the broa
which aim to establi
person, not Tecessaril
approach to ihe whol
environment for the c

,,.free (no smoking; dru
ihealth orientation w
practices, and-Physical
concepts are recognized
to healing, it ,is pri
psychological healing t
These interpersonal
therapeutic community

not one. of-psychotherapy as, fot example,
gh it propounds certain methods and
nke. than Others. Unitas is an ,:enterprise
gical healing. Such healing, aCcording. to
ed through a broad- variety of approaches
wholeness to body,..:minn, and spirit.

er term "healing" refers to all those actions
pr re-establish well-being to the;_Whole

focused, exclusively on the psyche. In its
person, -Unitas also aims to provide an

ldren which is Clean, orderly and .riollution-
'and unnecessary noise), and encourages a

ich inCludes exercise, goad nutritional
tottch.:While such holiitie approac.4e#, and
and supported within the overall odentttion
rily in the intepersonal components of
t Unitas concentrates its strOngestpractiCe.
eth nolOgieS.'ean .17e. reduced to two:'
d psychotherapy:.. . .

A. Therapeutic Community as Healini'

Therapeutic ,community, as contrasted With 'psYchotherapy, is a



form of milieu therapy which stresses the importance of cultivating
a positive, coopeiative, Mutually helpful and eAcouraging;
interpersonal environment within the context of an educative or
treatment setting.

Eismann gives central importance,to a modifikl version of the
therapeutic community paradigth frequently used in mental
hospitals. This, model, originally explicated by Maxwell Jones,
describes the therapeutic community as follows:

_ -
The-therapeutic community is distinctive among
othercomparable. treatment centres in the way the
institution's total resources,.both staff and' patients,
are self- consciously pooled in furthering treatment..
This implies above 'all a change in the usual status of
patients. In collaboration with the staff, they now
become active participants in the.therapy ,of other
patients and in other aspects 'of 'overall hospital
work in contrast, to their relatively more passive

. recipient role in conventional treatment regimes:6
.

There are three principal lines Of 'interaction within a
therapeutic community: the patient and WS' peers; the patient and
the doctor; and the patient and the junior nursing staff. Jones
advocates .the development of theie communication networks and
their integration into the coherent treatment of the patients.' With
the opening of thete channels' there is an ,increase of patient
participatio5 in his or her own and other plikine, treatment, in
war& adinmistration, and in the use .cofilfinunity and group
treatment..,There is also a concomitant decrease in individual psycho-
therapy.:1Sqchchinges result in a shift in the social organization'of
the ward "frinn a predominantly hierarchical one...in the direction
of a democratic, equalitarian one. "' ; As patients assume greater
responsibilities in their own treatment; and that of other patients
their roles 'gr'ailually become closer to thOse of the staff. Accordnig..
to Jones, these changes lead to the acceptance of new- values and
cultural concepts,

.4 Although originally developec4or pse in the organization oflt
;6 'psychiatric unit' of a hospital, the ffierapeutic-g conemmunity coe

has been applied other .treatment settings:: Indeed, Jones',
recognized such possibilities, writing that,

/.
Jones, Maxwell. "Teldirds a Clarification of..the 'Therapeutic t onununit

Concept." In Rossi, Jean J: and William J. toad ,beds.), Therapeu
Community. New York: Behavioral Publications, 3, p. 17..

Ibid., p. 19.
Mk%

/bid:, p. /



e.Ort "descriptions of therapeud communities
were: uSuldlY,'.4/hhin...theA structure of a piychiatric
facilityipitilillylil,iiiseital.caut With the grovith of
community 0Sychiatrieldeae,Ihe-.sstent has moved

the directiOn of extrA;1;051itotsittings, such as the
community :mental.; health. te,#itYclrOP-in _clink, or
out,pitki" ; gparfnient situatFd in the lighbqzhood
of the :pa a s,hbxhe Even closer to the patitiit!s oi
poiential 0:'"iitiint4j,jichiie,efivironnient the .home

-visit ..fOr.-.ttsiiiirileAt:JfliPoses, 'and.the :development
Of A. triatinent2 programme involving the :patient's

family, or extended family system, and often
:'operating! within his imntidiate home environment.
Thus there has been a confinuous trend from the
artificial setting of the hospital to;ainuch closer
volvement with the social casualtr.:iit hie'real4ife

;,setting.'
.

Eisniann 'borrOwed some characteristics of Jones' therapeutic
community and :adapted them for use with children and adolescents

° in the South Bronx. The principles, practices, and common
-otganizational elements guiding the operation of a therapeutic
community and the modifications introduced, to IJnitag are

_described below.
first the therapeutic comm ept, 'originally developed

for use ,within an institutional k, removed from normal.
life, proposes that.close confect "b ained between the program
and the community outside the institutional setting. Operating
within the institution, usually a hOspital, the treatment program, to

'be consistent with the philosophy, needed explicitly tell. formulate
, . ways to assure..pontact with real life outside the institution. Unitas

does not ,retnoye..the child from his native social environment and
does not, therefore, face such a problem. Eismann refers to ,

Bleuler'i reCoiniti011 of the limitations of the institution in treating
patienis:.,

.,ThOnstitutiotr.,sas: such does not cure the diseaseR ,.

However; it Atlay' be 'Valuable from an educati§nal:
viewpoint; it may alieviate,acfik, agitated. , states due
to psychicLinfinehees. At the same time .it carries
irith.it the danger that the patient: may .become too .

2eittlinged from normal likand also. thiCthe relatives
get,; accustomed .-tb the ..idea.:pe. the Initittition. In



i
,'general, it s preferable to treat these patients under'

their usual . Condition,s and within their usual,'
surroundings.'°

Eismann describes the treatment" setting bf Unitai to illustrate
how the program has modified the therapeutic community concept

The treatment setting is the neighborhood, street
itself, local school, loCal community 'Center, kidal '-

church center all familiar social environments for
the Child. There is no eiriphasis on treatment
hospital, clinic, or "special school" structures., It is
virtually impossible to bUild -real life experiences and
res onrs within institutional frameworks .removed
fro :actual living. ' .

If the desirable therapeutic setting should be as close as possible to
the natural environment of the patient, Unitas, then,, treats patients
is their, true natural social milieu.

Second, a therapeutic community within a hospital is not to be

and
with the functioning of the hospital itself,' which houses,

and administers- the community. In contrast, the administrative
component of. Unitas is virtually continuous with the community
itself. The patient whd goes to a mental health -clinic or hoipital
does not becOme a member of the institution. .But when a child
comes to.Unitas, he or she, is not merely a recipient of services but
a member who belorigs; as to a church, a fraternity,: a patriotic
organization, a tribe, a, family. It may be argued that such "'is the
nature of whosPital therapeutic community or even group therapy.
What is significant in Unitas: is =the intensity and extent of the

'bonding that :takes !Axe and the loyalty that results, because of
both' its ties' within the neighterhOod community and those that it
Creates within itself and 'anion-ripe children.

Sdme of the parpcipants in Unitas. -- usually older teens. or
young adults wholitiAcipent many years :in the program are
conscious 'of these boincl, of loyalty, founded on utmost devotion in
exchange for receiving;.honor, privileges, status, friendship,. and
support-Other participants may have only a dim sense of Unitas as
an entity apart from the many fragments* of it in which they take
part. :They may only underStand Eisniann's teachings and exhor-
tations during family circle meetings in a very literal way. fosi.4

4..

Bleuler, B. Dementia Precox or the Group of Srgizophrenia. New York:
, International Universities' Preis, 1950, p. 328. Quoted in Ozarin, Ludy D. "Moral

Treatment and the Mental Hospital" in Rossi, Jean J. and willi¢n J. Filstead
(eds.), The Therapeutic Community, New York: Behavioral Publfcations, 1973,

. ,
Pp. 29146.



Example, they know that they have to be at a certain place :at a
certain time, that they must seat theMseives in a certain way, that
there are prescribed meth6ds of making their wants. known,, of
addressing the group,' of calling' for silence or attention.,.Such..
spatial, temporal, and behavioral markers and boundaries, An
combination with 'a regular cast of participants, provide a structufe
which children may internalize for therapeutic benefit. .

Third, the :population being. treated within the traditional
therapeutic- community which Jones describes is psychologically,'
different ffoin the Population treated within 'Unitas. Patients
generally enter a hospital setting for treitnnent through professional
referrals..:They are admifted by a physician in charge and then
referred to unit psychiatrist. PatiOiits then become part of a
'therapeutic icoinm,unity .inade up entirely, of other patients with
symptomatologieS almost:identical:or.Siiiiilar to their own: It is not
expected that.ps'ychologicallY'"riorrnal" individuals'will be found as
patients within this context.

In Unitas, ,

...there is no separation of, disturbed and "normal"
children. The inflUence of healthy children on
problem children is the therapeutic wedge. The
power..pf healing resides in the healthy segmentg of

organism; that is, the natural social network.

This mingling of distuthed and healthy children finds reinforgment
in the Unitas referral system. Childr0 ..enter Unitas through a
variety of networks: a school guidancecOinaNelor, the child's parent
or other relative, a friend already in Unitas, a Unitas worker, or
through; personal interest.. Some children, watching the program in
actidn'i-Yront the tenement windows during the summer, find
theinselves lured into participating. The children who require more
intensive treatment receive it,' individually within their biological
.fainily or within a peer group. Regardless of _the treatment modes
used, virtually all children attend the weekly Unitas circle meetings.
Here there is no 'distinction made between troubled and healthy
children either in the .symbolic fainilies in which they choose to
participate or in their manner of treatment by workers and peers..
Eismann writes:

The symbolic family and the one4olne needed rela-
tionships are built naturally,. into.'` children's lives.
There is no identification opehildren as mentally.sick
either by themselves or others, which identification
would lead to further dehumaniiation. People are
merely people with the :feelings of any one human
being ectihedin some way in every other human being.
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In addition, Unitas offers a structural flexibility which facilitates
openness of expression and freedom of movement, as one would
'End in a true 'outside" community. Since there is no formal
admitting'procedure: comparable to that of a hospital and no formal

::. diScharge 'procedure, children are obliged to set the boundaries of
their own participation and that 'of their ;fellows. Although a
minority Of children participate only sporadically, most children
stay in the program for Tat least one yeai. In 19791, tlieNaverage time

. .spent. in Unitas by children, aged 15 and under, Otis 13.6 months'
and this figure is a Tonservative.one since it do s not include teen
workers, many of whom have been in Unitas for Much longer.

Fourth, 'the traditional therapeutic communit focuses only on
the treatment of mental disorder, neglecting prevention, a logical
result of the fact that healthy individuals are excluded from
participation.' Unitas, integrating heilthy and, problem Children
within its therapeutic System, deals with both treatment and
prevention on primary, secondary, and tertiary levels.

Treatment and prevention gi hand in lhand. As, a
community. system heal its problems (in place of
cutting Them off) or prevents, them from developing
in the first place, it reinforces its health: It is a form
of "inoculation" against futtre disease.

Fifth, in .a therapeutic community the patient is conceptualized as;
an active agent in, treatment. Unitas builds on this notion; training
teenagers as psychological caretakers for younger children.
Moreover, in its teachings, all are viewed as dependent 'on and
responsible for their neighbors and themselves.' Helping takes place
not only when an outside 'professional intervenes in an interaction,
but also when ordinary people,rreach out to understand and care for
ode another. ' ,

.-

Sixth, there is an effort made in a therapeutic community to
flatten the traditional two-class systemof staff and patients in order
to create a sense of unity. In Unitas, the traditional split between
staff and patients is blurred by the intermediate teenage group
which funCtions in both capacities. Howeve, the program maintains

ca strict hierarchy for;::' psychotherapeutic purposes, which
dlitinguishes clearly and Significantly between symbolic grandfather,
parents, 'aunts and uncles, Alder children, and younger. children.:
Even with these structural constrain% Unitas succeeds in giving its
participants responsibility for, the operation and governing of; the
program and involving them in administratiVe and _therapeutic
decision-making.

Seventh, the thetaPeutic community fosters open and direct
communication between staff and patients. SuCh communication Is
an explicit intermediate' goal of Unitas, necessary to achieve the

I



higher goliS of ..psychological and social mental well-being and
human interdependence.

Finally, the scheduling of frequent, regular meetings in which all
members . of, the community participate as part of the patient's
treatment characterizes the running of a therapeutic community. In
addition to formal social and therapeutic. groups, informal and
anplanned group. situations become important parts of patient
psychotherapy. Unitas relies on frequent formal and informal group
meetings for its, functioning. Throughout the year, especially during
the summer, all the children, teenagers and. staff meet formally .in
the extended family circle. Smaller /roups with more speCific goals
and.membership meet in the teenage circle, teenage support groups,
art therapy groups, remedial reading groups, and play therapy
groups. Teenagers and children meet. informally in their natural
settings -- home, street, school -- and in Unitas during unstructured
free time set aside for. relaxed interactions.

B. Psychotherapy as Healing

Eismann defines psychotherapy as "an educational process rather
than a medical transaction." He explaini that it is

...a s stetnatic way of dealing with emotional and
ment problems through psychological means, to
heal t e hurt. In therapy there is a carefully designed
plan of intervention involving a way ,of understanding
the problem that gave 'rise to the symptom. If it's
understood that Peter is depressed, there's a psycho-
logical understanding that he might be furious and
has "swallowed his own rage," or that he is over-
come with a feeling of profound discouragement.
Eliciting rage or the discouragement is not
itself the cure of the ptom. An understanding of
the purpose of the symptom and addressing this
purpose in an empathic re-educative manner are
even more importantly the plan in psychotherapeutic
practice. )

.
.The goal of psychotherapy is

...to enable people to become psychically comfor-
table and reasonably responsible in their work, their
relationships and their attitude toward life...so that
the person becomes master over his thoughts and

.4



feelings, owning up to them responsibly. We are
helping the person's ideas about living to expand so
that he can consider other points of VieW and modify
hi own restricted perceptions. When distorted per-
ceptions are. "healed" through therapy, psychiC
energy, heretofore locked into one's neurosis or
psychosit, is freed to use in real living.

While the therapeutic community concept aims to remediate and
prevent dysfunctional behavior on a broad scale by maintaining the
milieu necessary for healing relationships to be experienced by all..in
similar fashion, the psychotherapies focus more' preciselyvott
diagnosed mental stress areas. Thus, psychotherapy aims to effect
healing of broken interpersonal relationships, particularly of ones:
past but manifested in the present. Broien interpersonal
relationships constitute the mental stress areas that psychotherapy in
Unitas aims at healing specifically. Ili this kind of+ psychological
healing, there is a deliberate uselof psychological' interventions
based on scientifiC or pseudo.-scientific rationales, usually derived
from psychoanalytic:theory, and of specific plans of action designed
to °heal distortions or brokenness of the mind.

Since in addition to the therapeutic community, psychotherapy is
the primary, approach used in Unitas to effect its goal of
psychological healing, it is impOrtant to understand howohis is
understood and practiced in Unitas.

Above, Eismann described psychotherapY essentially as a
syStematic way of Understanding and dealing with emotional hurts
in: an empathic re-ecicative manner. He emphasized the correction
of distorted percePtions through the therapeutic relationship,
thereby enabling a person to relate tno*:prodUctiVely to people,
work and life as a whole.. AlthOugh Eismann speaks of re- "
education and the correction of diitorted perception" as essential

;components of psychotherapy, he appears to give these activities
second place: to the relationship component. Indeed, Unitas places
extreme emphasis on the. tehitiOnship component, whether or not
insight or re-education ever akin Piace. It is through the expel 9

ing may or may not miof- love in the "relationshio" tha,:e31
v -mark, depending on tht. love c ponent. The eyssence, of

psychotherapy resides in the energy or love that. is comnItinieliteir'
and responded to by the other. This ve is a force conceived of
as psychological, psychic, and sp* ual - which has intrinsically
psychological effects. Its transmission to another generates '

something life-giving, a healing to some felt brokenness. Love,
however, can occur independently of psychotherapy as a plan of
action by itself. It follows, then, that the healer need not be a
therapist formally trained in certain techniques, 'with a particular
body of knowledge and an understanding of the genesis of the



problem. Healing forces are possessed by all people as certain
"qualitiei, dispositions, or gifts" such as the power to love, to have
faith and hope. Therefore, we must not necessarily assume that a
therapist is an effective healer for everyone or for all problems.

Eisnlann speaks or this healing force as the "charisma of love,"
a polver each person' Ms, some more, some less, to influence or
touch the minds and hearts 'of others. This love can be intellectually
or poetically defined, as it has been by tekolars, artistsi and
.psychoanalytic practitioners, becoming thereby subjective, elusive,
limited, and even contradictory. Eismann prefers to speak of the
characteristics or "fruits" of love, expressed 'through the effects of_
a haling lelationship.

.).
It is through a= special kind'of relationship- that the
charisma of love energizesiand heals the brokenness
of others. Love is an attentiveness that listens empa-
thically; inspires and tomninicates faith and hope
because it has this belief in' the strength and
goodness of aoother, touched by it and responding
to it; ,accepts and, allows another to feel what they
feel without external or intaal criticism and judg-
ment; encourages the movemsit of growth though
not where one might choose to grow oneself; has a
passionate involvement and fkth in the process of
healing, in general, and pointedly the specific person
one is to heal; experiences a close,: warm feeling
toward the other, but with an unpossessive love; is
able to transmit all the foregoing with an authentic
realness. Love is also much that is unspoken and.
subliminal.

Eismanrdescribes his concept of .love as "an integration of
Biblical, Buberian,, ROgetian, Adlerian, and psychoanalytical
thinking." It is an experiential love that' heals, one that aims at
correcting the arrests and fixations of the past as well as the losses
and traumas of the present. It i's precisely the eprivation of love,
especially in childhood, that emotional distress d mental disorders
reflect. The greater a person's deprivation o arenting love, the
deeper tht level of substitute parenting he needs in a relationship to
become whole. Eisminii, dresser that theories of experiential
psychotherap%-demand this type 'of symbolic parentipg with its
nurturing love, but freqUently such a demand frightens a healer, so
he may find himself, in the name of therapeutic neutrality,
withdrawing from the very feelings he should be using in healing.
Yet, Eismann points out that the literature explicitly demands that

...the therapist should enter into communion with



the one to be healed; :there .should be empathy
between the two and' the .healer should love the
person. Properly understood, loving another in need
of healing, in, the:iense described, may be the one
thing decisively, therapeutic to the person in need.
This "Buberian":relatednesi is an absolute require-
ment. The question raised, is "Is love,' as described,
enough?" If. the 'love is em9athic on needed levels,
is not posseisive or exploitive and is genuine,
probably it,is'enough, but it is a controversial point.
For the children and families we workaawith in Unitas

' it may be enough since we are dealing with multi-
problem, character-disordered, borderline type per-
sonalities as well as with neglected and abused
children. The corrective emotional experience or re-
parenting, using a dcvelopmental model as a
framework, appears td bring about most of .the

wbehavioral changes we. witness: T. call it "holding,
children's hands as they are growing up."

Eismann points out in this regard that studies of individual
family, and group treatment demonstrate, that supportive behavior
on the part of practitioners, such 'as' showing warmth or empathy,
has been foUnd necessary if not sufficient in itself to help people
change.

Eismann is not arguing against therapiei thatsstreis'interpretation
or insight. He comments Thai', "throUgh:"the kind of communion
that evolves in a loving, relatioriship,:insightS naturally flow and can
be consciously surfaced hya ..skilled healei." It is at this pOint -in
therapy that emotional :raNlucatio'n at a cognitive level Ain; be
effected. Eismann's stress on the essential power of love to
born of his understanding of the literature on healing, his ciiid 1:4

experience in the flowering of Unitas: and his own individual and
group analysis where he says insight was secondary to the impact of
a relationship in bringing out his'own "dormant char '

Eismann studied under Papanek, an Adlerian ressed a
mental health perspective and therapy that emphas ijiteirtisonal
relatedness, interdependence, and social interest. Memeibing the
similarity between milieu therapy and group, theripVEismann
quotes Papanek: .

My point is that insight is of no avitiL where t
Is no healing relationship from which. lie '".,
springs and that there are many cafiwhigi &AA. ',.-
tionship alone can engender ch 4ithout di'
of insight. Unless this is un4 ..thera istw 4

give up too so on patient



reasons, such as sociocultural background, educri.
tion, and personal inclinations, are not prone to re-
spond to intellectual interpretations and are unable
to gain insight into their neurotic behavior patterns
...Just as patients improve in individual psAthother-
apy with or without insight so long as a healing rela-
tionship is operative, so, too, patients may improve
even more in group therapy with or without insight
through the medium of the healing milieu provided'
by the group structure and the regulating Ictivities
of the therapist."

So, it is Eismann's belief, commu ted throughout the system
of Unitas, that it is through the lo g relationships within it that
healing is given and taken. He, quotes Gordon Hamilton, one of the
original pioneers in social work education and Practice:

Change in feeling can :result from a major experience
such as a° happy marriage, .through great physical or
mental suffering, through a significant -relationship
with one or more persons, or through religious
experience...So far as we lcnow4 is only by means
Of a deeply felt experience in ri`relationship that
treatment can affect, a person's attitudes towards
himself and his fellows."

With his Adlerian frame of reference, it is not difflcu t to .
underitand the theoretical and .operatitmal direction Eisman took
in creating a. mental health program aimed at family rep r, the
creation, of sYnibolic families, and networking. Dealing with a child
in the context of his,social network, particularly his family, is basic'
to Adlerian :practice, Over time, Unitas has adopted a family-
focused interpersonal orientation to healing, reflecting the inherent
capacity Or charisma of healing in all people, particularly those
already bonded in family or friendship networks.

Astismann expanded. his own thinking and, began to draW'upOn
the healing forces in children's natural networks, it was logical for
him to turnto systems theory i n s zneral and to family therapy in
particnar. Many. Of the. techniquOr Eisrnann 'uses in large circle
grout*, classrooms, and smaller groups are obvioully drawn from
family 'therapy, Practice, 'particularly from- the thinking of Stith.,

,: ..i

:C.I; pa ..elene;.4Psychotherany Without Insight: Group Therapy as Milieu

..,..,4Thera al V .00ivifivat Psychology. Vol. 17, Nov. 1961, pp. 184-192.
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6, and Practice of Social Casework. New _York:
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Minuchin, and Haley." Extended family circle sessions are replete
with "fatuity; communications theory skills ,in which Eismann,
building on Saties thinking, focuses.dh maintaining an open system
of dialogue, in order to help children experience clear, direct, and
congruent communication. Influences from outside sources are
welcomed and rules can be negotiated,. in contrast to the closed
authoritarian systems in which physical and psychological forces
operate to impede co-responsibility and co- creativity.

EisMann's views of family structure with himself as grandfather,
older teens' as pareths, chirclren as 'older and younger siblings,
together with their clearly formulated hierarchical lines, are a base
of operation through which support networks on all levels are
maintained and tises are prescribed. In keeping with such a.
structural approach to the symbolic family, echoing Mintithin and
Haley, Eismann *consistently changes the structure of individual,
symbolic families to bring influential symbolic relatives from one.
'family to came to bear on children in other families willgh have not,
been able to heal their own members. Eismann says h often does
this in real family therapy when it is evident that an acting-out
youngster, for -- example, may respond to the interest and attention
of an admired uncle. In that case, Eismann will direct the boy's
mother to occupy herself with her well-behaved but% friendless
daughter and leave the son's management to the uncle who by this
time has also been included in the family sessions. a

In addition to reworking the structures of the symbolic family
groupings, task assignments; and maintaining an open systein of
dialogue between family members, Eismann encourages the
strengthening of positive bonds through empathic statements,
building commonalities among the children, paraphrasing
communications, and, above all, reframing all communications in
such a way that defensiveness is neutralized and the positive forces
of healing are Teleased. For much of this, We is indebted to the
family therapists.

When it comes to diagnosis, again Eismann thinks in family
therapy systems, particularly the concept of refraining. Traditional
diagnosis, according to Eismann, assumes a negative attitude
toward patients and their "diseases."

Satir, Virginia. Conjoint Family Therapy. Palo Alto, Ca.: Science and Behavior
Books, 1964.

Minuchin, Salvador. Families and Family Therapy. Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard'
University Press, 1974.

Haley, Jay. Changing Families: A Family Therapy Reader. New York: Grune and
Stratton, 1971.
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The way we phrase things determines the way

we see a .peisOn. Saying "vulnerability" in-

stead of "pathology" is a way of refraining;
I do this within.y.axprkers; it is %Oat I would
do in therapy...to tap into .the healthy forces',
of people, reframe what they say in order for

,them to be, able to more comfortably talk
about their concerns, releasing their-poisitive
energies. Pathology, being negatiVistic, is' part

of the Freudian radition.. No wonder Freud
spoke So much about dealing with resistance.

He help encourage it.

Eismann .stresses that therapy shoUld "begin where the. Child is

at.". This does not, however, prsclude gathering background

informatiOn.ibout the child's current life and': his experiences. In

order ,to control- and direct the kind of information Aollected,

Unitas has developed a detailed form, the "Coinirehensive Clifiical

Assessment of Children .V It covers basic inflmation 'about the

statement of the child's problem, his pSychological and

medicil developmental history, his school performance' and his
familybackground and' structure. The forth is not a whedule for

aSking qUestions, but a suggeited Autline of the.tirp4 e of information

the mental health worker should .keep in mind. The information is

not collected in one formal intake interview but over a period of

time Explains Eismann:

There is n6' distincticin made between diagno-

sis and treatment; it Is.-an ongoing process.
There is no diagnostic intake, interview in
terms of presenting the client, with an
onslaught of prescribed questions. We try to
be sensitive to. our healing focus from the
very beginning.

Eismann offers an example of HOW this philosophy of looking ,at

the positive in a perur and in a situation finds translation in

everyday activities.
One day, during the summer,' a group of mothers of some of the

more disturbed children in Unit4 happened to come to the street

dpring play time. They began to jump rope together, not with their

children, and from all accounts, were having a wonderful time.

Strict Freudian thinking, according,to Eismann, -might interpret the

behavior of these women as indicative of their ego regression,

thereby. placing a negatiye interpretation on their play. Eisinann's

interpretation of this event, while not ignoring the former

perception, focused on the pleasure these women were deriving

from their play and the compiny of their peers. He perceived the



event as reflective of social interest and Creative spontaneity. The
therapist whlkyitrialtie"dAliis activity in fact viewed the situation in
just this way, encouraging' women to continue. Also, seeinOhier.:
as an ex0ellent opportunity t9 begin interacting with these woriefen,::
she briefly entered their ganie, which enabled the energies of
bonding to take place naturally.

In concluding this section on the philosophical underpinnings of
Unitas' teaching methods, theological influences are clearly
integrated with the, psychological,and.sociOlogical influences already
delineated. Although formal religion. Plays no explicit- role in
Unitas, basic Christian notions :'pf (Ore, and interdependence find
voice. In an address to clergy and. WO at the Pastoral InNittoe of
St. Joseph's Seminarrat DunwqodieliNew York, in. 1976, tifmann
related the goals and methods of thertilhistry to those of Unitas:

a

Thc'%.question fin the ministry is, this: How
are people lid most effectively to become
loving parts of each other?, pc model of
ministry I propose is reminiscent of the early
Church. It is a shared ministry with emphasis
put on the entire Christian community being
Ministers of god's love (and thus His grace)
to each other.

Every Christian, indeed, :.every 7person
possesses the charisma of jove. It is a given ,

as hunger is a given. For the Christian, .Hite. '"

natural charisma of loie becomes a speciall' :
consecrated power through the grace of '':;"
Baptism. Through this charisma the people of
God become channels of grace to each other.

To build a charismatic co unity of love
first requires the presence of tentiality for
love.

...The more love is understood by any one
person, the more possibilities that person has
to energize the latent charismatic powers' of
healing in others. Psychology (particularly
psychoanalytic theory).has given us profound /
insights into the nature of love, the effects of
love on people and the effect's of deprivation
of love. Use of psychological thinking in
creating and maintaining a community of
1pve is a prOfOund way of incarnating God's
presence.

...In sum, where you find love shared among
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a cornnuntify'., of *pie, you have God's pre-
sence; 'did ministry:.

Eismann; who-at 'tine time .'studied to becoine a Catholic priest,
a strong belief in Chrittian values and in the universal need, and

capacity for healing. and, love; ,therefore, whether it be
ministry or healing community ;'-it comes as no surprise than
religious. elementS and themes are identifiable in Unitas.

C: Underlying Values of Unitas

At the. basis of healing .instilling hope and faith in ihe people
lies love, an overarching. 14alue Which' Eismann uses to encompass a
number of other:nines 'whiOvexPress the most positive forms of
hi tnan interdePendence. These values include: nurturance of the

the healthy'parts of others; acknowledgement of the
reality of one's own and others': feeling's; empathy; and openness
and cirrectness of interpersonal communication.. These values readily
translate into technical principles and skills which Unitas teaches
and fosters in its children and caretakers. Each value requires
sensitivity to, the needs of otheri and a desire to understand what
the othekperson experiences.

The Values' ot, which Eismann speaks .eole tloSest to Adler's
concept of. GemeInseltaftsgefuhl, transLated.loOseiy, as 'social, interest

or feeling. Adler Writes:

It is almost' impossible, to exaggerate the, value
of !In hcrease in social .6014., the mind im-
proves, r invIligence: is a communal
function. The feeling of worth and value is
heigltened, giving courage and an optimistic
view, and there is a sense of acquiescence in
the common advantages and drawbacks of
our lot. The:lindividual feels at home in life
and feels. his existence to be worthwhile just
so far as he is .useful to others and is over-
coming common, instead of private, feelings
of inferiority. Not only the ethical nature,
but the right attitude in aesthetics, the best
understanding of the beautiful and the ugly,-
will always be founded upon ttirtruest social
feeling.'4 ,0

Ansbacher, Atiliz and Roweniu WO. The Individual Psychology
of Alfred Adler. New York: Harper and Row, 1964, p. 155.
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The focus the positive Or healthy parts of otheri is .an aspect
of the Unitas philosophy which Eisthann claims*sets.Unilas apart
from many Mental health approaches following a Medital model
with emphaiis on pathology. Eism nn considers the psychiatric
profession to 'perpetuate an error by understanding troubled
children as "emotionally sick" and in need of psychiatric care.
Backing up his point of view with his Adlerian franie of reference,
Eismann quotes Dreikurs, a leading expourfit of AcIjirian

1

psychology and group therapy:
I.... A new professional discipline .,m.grnerged:.:I. .7.

child psychiatry. It is baied- On an .assifinptian'-
:we .cannot.,share, that d help

:.pare "emotionally :-sick:". Few of em . are
really sick;: most are misguided. Who. most
qualified to help them?. The 'teacher,.
parent, thk,counselof, the 'psychiatrist;: the:
social workIPpqrsany adult .friend or relatiire.
In our experience, any one of theln". can be
iffeetive in influencing .Lhe child. and.',in
.helping him adjust. The '011Inurbed child has.
wrong ideas abont,.,hirAself and -life and uses

-socially. uhacceptab e (wens to find his place.
Everyone, who 'n his 'confidence, rwho
undersfands.hi shew. 'him alterna-
tiVei, Can redir the.child:FS.

finites ,stretses,::aboV_e all, the inherent value of interdependence,. ,...

a universal good.. The need °Of the individual for the greup and of
the .group-:for...the individual is recognized; reinforced, celebrated,;,

eXidicitly and vVithin the program.. The.'
Unitas brimd Ofinterdependetice em,pliag20,4aclividuality within. the
group- with Cach.persOn responsible-'fOr
oven welfare. but also. that'Of .Others....This tesponsi4lity tor', othgrs '

...carries iwith. it the cliffietilt task; of fOitering theirsitragthsy'enabling..-
,

..:thefh;:to function :Wbolly .Social
,- conceptualized, then, as the interplay between the forces of self-:
interest ,and.eOneern for Otheri, an interplay within polarities which
are' .constantly ,entaged.and..bilineedfori.the survival both the
group;anii,tie individual:.

. MutuafdePendenie.-dOes. not' mean that, members take over each
other's functions.,,':ThusCnci Member is to talk for:,O act for any
other Member. Unitas-,.puts it this way: Help your"bretharto,do
for himself.. To ''heip'":therither per*, to the ottentthat.bis OW,h,

". Drikurs, Rudolph. Psychology in the Clitevom. New. Yo)PHarper and Row,.
1968, p, ia.



capacities for self-care and for aaring4for. others would, atrophy,
': would -destroy the other 'perion as an., individual #itli',A distinct

Thi'-othett tten,oni-Atts 'depriyed-ofautononly- -f`and indivi-
bechnes inciPable: of,fielpiiag !:nliers"and'.therefOreai has not

'really been helped at all The two polarities the indftiduarand the,
group -- cannot alwayiharmonize, however, since individual needs
may run counter to 'groun needs_ at ,itty moment in the ongoing
interaction. While the aim of Unitas is to promote the mental
health of the individual child,"the preferred means for doing this
'involve activation of the grouiror community. The uppermost aim`
Then is to maintain group', functioning in 'a process which will
provide asense,of belonging for the children. ThelnayidUal, thus,
becomes subordinated to the grouP for his or her ofriA4ifare.
come full circle when, realize that this interdepepdence is based
essentially on the beliFf tihr people can heal one another through

1, their charisniaiir Lift -of healing.
?

M example a; this interdependence is fostered on a one
to-one with repercussions On the group level,.is through the
pairing of troubled children widi. teenage caretakers.. Raul, at 14/ear
old who has been in Unitas fotta little 'over a year, liveitwp doom'
away from David,' a troubled. 10/ear old:-EismannEismann deterMined that
David; One of the Ettore disruptive and needy children in Unitas,
WOiild benefit froM frequent 'gentle contact with an "oldqi" male
fiiure.,:.,.Linking David with Raul, who is closely supervised by

' EiSmann and supported by other teens and trained staff, appeared
tobi h. Solution:, Raul' is encouraged to, check in on David every
day, to play with him after-schoOl, bring him, food, engage him in a ,

variety ,of..activitiei in a one-to -one' relationship in order to
prOniote bonding between himself and the,.boy. No pressure is',

placed on ~David to deal with his problems; rather he is learning
first that he has a friend in Raul, Someone he can turn to if there is

problem. Raul talks of 'hoW, frustrating it is to:'work, with' Deld
and how he tirOi ,of reaching out to 'him only to be repeatedly
rejected. The teen : group in which 'Raul participates (made.up of
symbolic motheri.afid -fathers) steps in to help Raul figUre out his
qwn.° and Daiicr.S;needs, After lengthy discussion, Raul feels
encouraged to continue with David, recognizing both thi strides
David has made 4ridthe difficulties being faced. Raul is growing,

his experience with David and with the group; whited'Davie
benefits from his. interactions with 144 The 'grOup of teenagers 4.

also profits in learning how to help ilitilAnd fell closer tO' Whim.
Eismann often points putt, hOw satisfying it can be to make a
connection with another peen, to feel that ',you have been able to
help that individ01 move forward in his ori:lier life. Jo

Finally, handmaiden to the values of love; interdepenilenee, and
individuation within the groUp context is the' value of mastery.
Mastery, achievement in the sense of control in the individual,



artistic, or, physical realms (including athletics, dance, or physical
fitness), is emphasized as a means to foster:the more basic values.'

.-Mastery of the intereersonki aspects orlife.-- constructively open
communication; effective give-and-take Of emotional and material
Supplies,,and caring for each other and for oneselfwithin the inter-.
personal tontexte"- is. the primary goal. It is through a control over
one's world -- whether' thrabgh learning to tumble on the mats or
tgspeak up in a group of peers -- that the child begins to gain self-
confidence, necessary to be a whole person relating to others.:
Eismann's yidd+ is that 'a child's lack of mastery -- of ipterpersonal
or.marerially-basep skills, is a sign of his more basic psychblogical'
deprisitiort The gaining of a sense lof mastery, then,: becomes a
way for children' to have positive experiences in relation to others;
as thei;gain, too,- a sense of:belonging to,a caring group:
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HEALING MODALITIES
AND TECHNIQUES

In the previous chapter we described the philosophical baCt-"
ground:of Unitas' concept. of a healing force imbedded in human
relationships. This section diseusses how healing takes place; that is,
the specific therapeutic systemk and techniques developed by Unitas
to treat its, children. Vital to the understanding of the healing
process is the importance.of the 'faMily as both a symbol of healing
and a vehicle for bringing it -about.

. me Extended Family Circle as Community-Therapy

The extAded family,circle is the one therapeutic mode of Unitas
which ,brings together its'philosophy, its therapeutic techniques, and
all its children, teenagers, and staff. The extended family circle also
dram,atizei ,the Social structure of Unitas, clearly revealing its
hierarchy 'orauthority. In the family circle two symbolic systems are
combined: the ,familY and ritual,' the former becoming the base
which is maniriblated and played upon by the latter.

"Family organilation and, ritual 'are used in Unitas to promote
interdependence4 Everyone "has a title which denotes the person's
role'in the group. Each family role, carries with it responsibilities
and expectations for, behaiiior. Thelarge family is decentralized into
smalfipnbalic families to permit an individual sense of belonging
without anonyinity. Decentralization spreads the source of controls
with Unitas. teens .a-ting as deputies for 'Xismann, the
"grandfather" ocif the extended family- It also allows' for some
degree of flexibility to accommodate the'needi of different kinds of
children and different parenting styles among the teenagers.



The drama of the extended family circle ritual, based on the
symbolic family structure, is a communicative as well as ap
aesthetic act, functioning to reinforce values which serve to unite
the group and to provide jeassurance and relief -cif tensions
prevalent in everyday life. It /comprises everything from Eismann's
poetic introductions and conclusions in family circle meetings, to
the formation of the circle, and to_the various standard directives
and invocations, such as "I will know .you are. ready (to hear me
speak) by your silence." Ritual also includes the mundane regu-.
larities of ordinary procedure, such as meeting in the same place on
certain-days and at certain times, and sitting with the same people.

The extended 'family circle convenes once each week during the 9'
school year and four times each week duripg the suntiner. The
children, assisted by their symbolic Telatives, arrive at the appoinied
hour and go to their appointed places in the Unitas circle. As soon
as everyone is seated in the circle . -- there may be as many as 120

children and 30 teenage and adult caretakers present -- Eismann
begins, the meeting. Sitting with slightly bowed head, Eismann
suddenly looks up. "When you're ready I will know by your
silence." The group quiets dovirn, hushing each other, parents
arranging their' children in tight clusters about themselves aloni-the
circle border.

This is Unitas. It is a program that helps children to
help each' other...

Although the won-as may vary from .session to session, the meaning
repains constant. Some children are, creating a small distUillance
which has' not yet been quelled by their family members. Eismann
turns his head towards them, raises..hii voice -and points: "Did you

,heaesne over there's' The circle is 'once quiet, and Eismann
continues: ;

It's a program that helps children' to help each other...
It's like in a family where all the members help each
Other's° that Mom doesn't have to do all the work.
So. that *not all the'work has to be done by the aunts
and uncles or brothers or sisters. It's a great. big
family made up of little families..

Ile.,siieaks easily but emphatic-ally, -enunciating clearly, as might a
minister, not needing to shout to be, heard by his respectful and
attentive audience. Motioning.with broad round arm movements, he
directs his tttention toeach of the clusters of children and teenage
parents: , 4, n.

There's a family over here. And there,1 see another
family...Over there,' there's a family...
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Soon,-all of the fifteen families have been distinguished.

Unitas is made up' of families to be one big family.
We break bread together. A loaf of bread can be
broken in pieces, but is still a loaf or bread. One big
family divided in smaller families, but still one big
family. Bread is for the ndurishment of the body.
We are here to nourish and help each other. Twig,
now loolc--,around to make . eye contact with every
single person.

Eismann lifts his arm and points straight out, slowly sweeping it to
single out everyone in the circle, looking intently at each person as
he passes, remaining fixed On that person until eye contact is made.'
Occasionally, a child must: be prodded and directed to -look at
Eismann, who is, waiting, pointing at him. As Eismann does so,
each child seems emerge from the crowded circle, as a distinct
ihdividual, serious and dignified. Eismann asks' that those who have
something to say craise their hands when eye 'contact is .made.
Perhaps ten children raise their hands. One' introduces friends to the
group; another comalains that someone has not visited her,:in, a
long time; another explains that he must 'leave early today and
hopes the group will understand. A staff member, reminds everyone
to pick up their garbage and place it in the trash cans before they
leave. Much of what is. brought up is mundane, apparently trivial,
and some children. yawn and fidget. Eismann carefully listens and
responds. to each word, dignifying the speaker with his .indivjdual
attention:

On this particular 'day, Eismann has decided to lead the circle
into a discussion of the family and: friendship.

As you know; the reason we have families is so that
the children can be taken care of. Our mothers and
fathers take tare of...us in the family. The reason we
have families is so that the children can be taken
care of:

Repetition, within one meeting and from meeting to mating,
emphasizeS the iMportant messages of. Unitas, assuring that ,they.
will not:be lost, and'creates continuity from one session to the next.

Who in the faMily takes re of us besides Our
mothers and fathers?

A boy from Carlos' family raises his hand and responds:
"Everybody in the farnily." Eismann repeats, "Everybody in the!
family; Yes.. Like who?" The boy, unsure of himself, finds safety

'his first answer, "Everybody." Eismann, seeing the difficulty
this child is having, ,but not wanting to focus on it at' the moment,
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again repeats the response, and turns his attention to the larger
. circle. "So, you say that everybody helps in the family. Who elSe?"

An eight-year-old Puerto Rican boy responds, "The aunts and
-;-._unCles." Although relatively little has been said, . Eismann takes this

opportunity to summarize the interactions.scilar.

Okay, so we have a thought going. In a family the
aunts and uncles take care of. us, and everibody*
helps out. Who else helps take care of the family?

Alina, a nihkyear-old girl, bellows out, "The older brothers and
sisters.'.' A few minutes later, the grandfather is added to the list of .
those who help outtin the family and a short discussion of the
grandfather's role follows. One boy comments that the grandfather
separates the 'Children when they fight. This: idea smooths a
transition into'.a dismitsion of what to do when a fight begins.
MoreChildren and teenagecs are now eager to: participate but
Eismann does not allow a ,flowing, open discussion to develop. He .
seizes upon every statement, taking every word and every child
seriously and deserving of full attention. 1.

Lisa.,..a7bashful.girl in the'ieCOndratle, wants to say something
but seednis unable to raise 'herl'Voice ,sO that she can be heard.
Eismann now works to help-her speak U:R.,'7,-:.V.S.snigrk.ai for this

young newcomer to Uniffiri,,in lyont. of 'over.:Mielfuridred people.
He does not directly encourage her himself,,b47#sks othert,' first of
all, hey friend Maria, to help her "answer thyough encouragement,
not by answering for her Eismann theft Zelnincli the group,.."We
are here to help each other, to have
many attempts,'Lisa manages nervously to eicPiess. he brought to '
the group. Eismann jells the family, "She has done woYderfullY:',T:.*
And we want to help het do it even better." Lisa has been helped
to speak up publicly, praised for doing:it, and encouraged to'
continue to work on this.

The discussion now centers on how to resolve a ,fight, not
necessarily within a family, with children offering solutions to a
hypothetical situation. which Eiimann describes. lie has the group
imagine that Nelida was very upset because someone was calling her
names, and, then asks the family members what they would advise

typical fashion, Eismann, repeats what each child says, both
to check that he understood and to reinforce the communication.
Now and then 'he steps in to make a point as when Henry suggests
that Nelida "call him a name back." Eismann pointedly asks,
"You mean give them a taste Of their own medicine? Whatado you
think would happen if you called him a name back?" Henry thinks
for a. mbment, then concedes, "There'd be a fight." This line of
reasoning is dropped since it is obvious that retaliation will not
resolve the problem.
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. . . . ,

Neitt,oa girl suggests- that the children who are r
-older person to talk about -Their problem. To emphalifzellhin,:,:ideir.
Eismann asks Terry, an experienCed Unitas
what the girl has just said.. Paraphrasing is frequentlkeinisibyedin'-.i.:'"':
Unitas, especially if the emotional content of thelittera*".-14-11"."

To. emphasize. the importance of friendship and
Eismann selects children from different Unitas faintieS;J,irkifitihk....f';',:'
them to 'choose 'Others in their families to talk to abOtk,:te:fil!di4,;i4i,-i-,
on their -.minds. With their partnerS, these children.C.Oine',;-.4,dOie..:.!,!ti-
center of the large circle, where they are instructecFJ;t6,414e:;ekh..4:
other to .talk. With role- models in front of them, eii.4yOne*:,tlie,!..t:.:
large circle is asked to do the same thing within their,,Striiii;tnini.:::,;
unit. Eismann then summarizes:

.

EverybOdy needS a friend. SOmetiMes you
friend in your real family at home. That',.gire*,::::=

-Sometimes you can't. No big deal. That'iS,004-;-:,
. Sometimes you, can 'find a. friend. outside: 0(yOtir..,

./ family. 'Something yOu can do when yoU get aaig.. is
.what was suggested over here -- you caii.'lgo.;
friend to talk about what .happcned.

Eismann pauses, looks around, and continues
. clear..

To make ,sure that you've really understegid,!:Oatf-::-!*.
I've just said, can anybody say what:41 is .that,
just said? 4.;;; d'.' r."040

After a silenCe, Douglas, a.psychocliamatist iiol-ttniepred
time at Unitas for the past year, respond% :!'g91iitqi?.b1r.i
don't keep it to yourself. Take*.'it :to! a friencr:tist001, the'rt asks:,
"Who heard Douglas?"': Julio: repeats What;',DOtw,las:',:said,,: .then

-several other children do the same,;. each.
,she has uh4eistood arid iimembered the

Cin'this positive noti;:.Eisinann aMiotintii:tliat'4,,i§..tinie:(O..liday.
The children hive about 45 .nlinute§,
independently, nece#sarilY;.witii thOr tyttihOk:faiiiiiyAhOihefs,
in indoor and outdoor Ispont§, -paRitirt:04',40v;irtg,
board games, and blockp.. t ;

The circle reconvenes' briefly. at routine; of
many months;,Eisniann explicitly ltiItifteilii.ii:piiptjoh.,0-the4ession
to the group. .

The reason-AN se Me6t at the end
to give any 1aq. minute iness4ge,S.;y0011c1.180, ..4n4 ro
have, the :lost-:and;found: If arYifO
w6f it (a 'and if anyone. fou0.4hYttlg,,spksw1*.
it was. I/11;ga around

,

Me..eircia0Criilease



'it is that you lost or found.

A pencil is reported missing, a blue jacket is found and returned to
its owner who, after. urging frOM his family, thanks-the Boy. who

found it. {Sally, a symbolic mother and psychodramatist, asks one
her children, on the other side of the roonf.whY she has not come:

to sit With her family. She suggests that Anna speak with her about
it afterwards. Eisniann Pulls together the session in his comment to

*Y.
. I like your idea .that when someone has a problem

they might like .to talk to someone about it. ft-brings
us back io what we were talking about.. Maybe if
Anna has something she'd like to talk to you about
you could get together and she could tell you about
it. That brings us back to what we were talking
about before.

Today is Margaret's last day at Unitas and she expresses her
sadness about ,leaving. Once each week for two years, Margaret has
been volunteering her 'time as an -art therapist, working with
children: during play time. The circle applauds as they often do
when someone makes an announcement; of an important- life
change, such as a birthday: But the applause this time is half-
hearted. Eismann interrupts the group's response:

It's hard to clip when someone you know IS: leaving:
us. It's kind of hard to-_clap. I feel sad. Margaret
has been here for two years...

Margaret readily agrees, to Eismann's request that she leave her
phone number and address with him so that anyone who wants to
can contact her. To the group, Eismann then ad 4s: "If you want to
say anything special to3vIargaret You can say it to her in your own
special, why:'!:Ockid(jyei are sad and the children die:encouraged. to
recognize this, but they are also taught that bondir;withpeople..you
love remain strong even though the people may 6e4One.: ,

Once each May, at the time when the social work students \
complete their year of internship at Unitas and other mental health .
workers leave, the program conducts a "breaking of the bread"
ceremony. 'The lessons of this ceremony, held as, part of the
extended, family circle meeting, are, the lessons of Unitas: human
interdependence, the unity of life, and the strength of 'love.. A loaf
of bread becomes the symbol of the Unitas family and friendship.
Each year Eismann tells a, tale -- fashioned on a Biblical story
(Luke 24) enacted' in pantomime by the teens in the middle of;the
circle -- of two men on a country road, saddened by the death of
their friend. Before his death, the friend would take bread, break
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it, and give it to' the two men, saying, "Eat this bread and
remember me and I will be with you." A stranger speaks with the
travelers on the road, then takes a loaf of bread and shares it with
them. When they look into the face of the stranger, they see that he
is their friend.

When you break bread, remember each other. The
bread is not many breads, it is one loaf of bread.
We are one family. But know that you can take the
bread and break it into little pieces. The bread and
we are alike. If we break the bread and share it with
each other, then it's like having a piece of each
other. Today, we break bread as a sign of friend-
ship.

Eismann instructs the symbolic parents who are leaving to break
bread with the family and remember them. The symbolic mothers
and fatliers are then asked to come to the center of the' Unitas
circle tb;ieceive loayeS'of bread. Eismann haft& every "parent" a
piece of bread, telling each of them, "FedeYourself and feed your
children." But first, As.,the,."grandfather''#Of the family and the
"father" of the Unitas patints, he breaks off a small piece of the
loaf for the "parent" to give to his "child." When all the
"parents" have their loaves of bread in hand, they are instructed,
for the entire extended family to hear,

Mothers and fathers, en I give you the bread,
break off chunks for' the aunts, uncles, and older
children. Don't break the bread' for everyone'... Let

. ths aunts,-uncles, and older children share the .bread
with the younger children.

MAhers and:fathers, teach your children that when.;
ever they take bread and cat it, ic.is 'a sign of lov,e :

and friendship. Go and show your Childien...

The children cannot contain theit excitement any. ronger; .they
drown our. Eismann's sentence with their eager conversation,
exclamationi,- and pursuit of their, `:parents" as they return to their
small- farhily gtoupings.

'.As the extended faniily ,circle continues, children exPress° their
'feelings of loveand.friendship toward the symbolic parents who are
leaving. No negative.fiefings emerge during this time.. Anti-social,
non-gtoup-oriented feelings.7are actively discouraged within the]:

'large group sessions by the lack of attention they receive: The boy 't
who ,suggested that Neljda retaliate in kind against the person who
called her names was pointedly, discouraged from pursuing that way
of thinking. Just as Unitas attempts to evaluate its participants and
their behaVior in the healthiest, most non-pathologic :light, so; too,



it seeks to cultivate the strengths -within them, accentuating the
positive and subordinating .the negative. . .

'In addition, Unitas teaches its children important social inter-
actional skills. Within individual therapY or family therapy, where.
participants are constant and therapeutic interaction is ongoing for

all, it would be appropriate to express anti-social, hostile
Sentiments. However, within ,the very. large group composed of a
changing cast of characteise it is inappropriate to encourage
negative feelings, which is not tct deny their existence. Rather, it is
to suggest that they need not be. foremost in highly ritual, social
situations. implicit is the idea that childrensufferigg from a lack of exter-
nal structure need to develop internalipid controls, a 'capacity for planning .

and foresight, reflection 'upon feelings, ability to concentrate,:,and ele-
mentary social skills. The extended family circle.provides children with a
highly structured environment in which they may learn tO handle inter-
actional problems effeetively,. focusing oh the goal .of creating greater
harmony, friendship, and love., .

. There are two ways, not mutually exclusive, to view. -the fact that
-Eismann has been the sole diredror of the meeting thus far. First, it
Might. be argued that, . as the main force behind Unitas, he has the
training and experience to . run the sessions with great funky..
However, there are times when Eismann, for reasons of health or
other commitments,' cannot be present at a session. During these
timeS, the reponsibility. for leading the meeting falls on-one of the
experienced teenage;, !!Parents." Although none of theM has been
formally instructecrin:leading 130 people in a lamily,lcircle, each
has gtOwn up in Unita and learned its lessons well ..leads to
the second: 'view of EismanWs",leadership of the meeting: These
structured :sessions and Eismann'S behavior within them. furiction as
Models for' the teenagers in the organization of ritual therapeutic
meetings. The older teenage bbjrs emulate Eismann as the elder of
the familY,' and it is reasonable that they aspire to' be like him, to.
:direct the sessions as he does. It comes as no surprise, then, that
inner-circle teenagers speak of planning to- become psychologists.
and social workers when they get older. Training in Unitas, just as
therapy, does not take place only in formal sessions, although these
'are extremely important in instructing the teenagers in psychological
concepts and skills.

B. Individual Therapy

Individual treatment sessions include psychotherapy proper and
one-to-one interaction centered, around an activity, such as playing
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ball or helping a child with his homework. This type of treatment
may take place on a regularly scheduled. basis, from time to time,
or in times of crisis only. The place of treatment may be, one
of the Unitas offices at Si. Athanasius, .the street, or the .client's
home. Clients include children, familiesi:and teenage workers. Most
of the clients, especially the teenagers,7are averse to the idea of
being in -therapy, refusing to be seen on a. regular From
January iffrough May of 1980 Unitas determined that an average of
41 children were seen for individual psychotherapy approximately
three times every. month. ',

Individual treatment in to prepare the.: child for entrance into a
therapy group. This may also be a first step, toward draiving the
child's biological family into treatment. Some children are unabletto
participate in a group modality for the following reasons: ,

1) They are children who enact their conflicts through, bizarre or
violent,stossmotor---behavior or vocalizations, and would. be

-disruptive to -the group. They are unat;le to. abide by basic rules or
order without which there can be no constructive groupinteraction.

;) The parents are non-cooperative regaiding treatmient either as
participants in family therapy or in permitting .their 6hild to take
part in 9.-icoup.:. ,

3) The problem of the particular child»may not be appropriate ,-
foi resolution in a group context tither because. the nature of the
,ehild's life exmience and &Privations require the closeneti-aItd
intensity of a one-to-one approach, or because the problem pertains
W private matters that could, not beneftally be shared Ivith others,
such as in the case of sexual problems. 1

The aim of individual treatment is usually, to establish a firm..
rapport between one child and °one worke-Sulisequently,.this bond
can be used by the worker to lead the citild into the family circle
and the play activities, or into a small therapy group.
The bond betweeh worker and chird canialso a tfted to respond. to
the child individually when he provokes a crisis in the group.' An
example is provided by a core group Member:

One afternoon, Doc was so fed up with Bob's disre-
spectful behavior that out of, character and regret

,ling it afterwards, he swatted him right in front of
the fa)pisiy circle. Bob was infuriated with shame and'
seized a chair with which to hit Doc. J-Ie would have
done it had not Carlos, who had formed a bond
with Bob, intervened. Carlos rose, walked over' to

,Bob and said in a low,calm voice, "'Put the chair
down." Bob put the chair down. Carlos often uses a
strategy with Bob that Doc recommends. This is to
distract him before the storm breaks by taking him



f off aldne, often tooget sprnethingo eat: "Hey, let's
itif for a pizza."..

display. center, -Eismann

In play, individually or. in groups, behaVior more
than talk is the niedium of communication. But how
precious, ifis;"for actions speaklodOr than:words..
in ;play, children synthesize their outer experiences;

,*, '74' integrateIle:nal upsets through repetitive play;
sublimate li clinal and 'aggressive energies; enhance

.Self-esteem through mastery7 establish rules of order
and norms of fair play; learn teamwork in pursuit of
a goal; learn to' absorb losing as well as enjby
winning; develop ever increasing levels of socializa-.
tion; develop, cooperation' as well as autonomy; and
develop a Sense-of initiative as qiey overcome a sense
of helplessness.

In a therapeutic setthige. activities best suited to
accomplish these goals are ch s
play chosen- for its natuvl r arative function,' but

en. But not only is

equally for .opportunities ,t( offers. for interpretations
of the 'meaning of behavior* as it shows in the
context of play interaction.

,
. .

Each ,play therapy group at Unitas consists of 4'to ethildren, of
whom have been referred by the school they attend. The children ,

have a range of-difficulties from two or three of the broad Unitas
problem categories -- acting out withdrawn, or atypical. The
groups meet once ,a week for one and a half hours in a local school

ri during class* hours: During the 1978-79 academic year five or six
groups met, one in St. Athanasius and the others in P.S. 39., The
group leaders are the B.A.4eyel social workers, the MSW social
work students, and Georse,-a core group youth worker; They are
supervised by,fiimann, who, is not directly involved in the play
therapy itself.

The worker picks up, each child from his classroom when it is
time for the therapy session. The groups always meet in the same
place 7- in one of the school guidance suites,°the nurses' office, or
in an empty classroom. The end of the school year marks the

.



termination:of Ihe'graups. If .a connection with the child's family
has beeii made. by that_iime':-. an imPOrtant aim - the child may

N

.'';'' also beiseen in the. Unitas .summer program and in meetings with
` the fainilY' Sonic' Cliildreti will continue in a newly constituted

gronP the f owing school, year if :the teacher requests it. Stekas
rePOrts'fbat eititbdrawn childregt generally do better in these
-roupS;th the aeting-Out: ahildren,- as measured by teachers'

.. ratings of heir students_ before and after: theit participation in the
tsgr ----SOttie7Chititren : who paakipated-, sfibwed-no

iiiipr meth:" . .

The Unitas- p y therapy: Ieader comes to the sehool with a
"Suitcase as a traveling clinic," according to Eisman-h, stocked with
the materials of. Slay "therapy: draWing paer..., pencils, crayons,

_small plastic 'far and jungle animals, a toy, telephone, clay, toy
soldiers, a ball:br two, and jaaks. No board .games are included
since they are considered to afford only "low.;; therapy." They
are provided only fopthote children for whom less structured toys

too t neatening, eliciting .frightening: fantasies in a particular
.Su :children will be seen Ystreferably on a one-to-on basis .

er t in groip sessibns. I- *
e role of the worker is to connect.what he knows about the

. child's. he..child's .choice of Play materials
con his , p.y. wofier will: say things-to the ch ren to
help them;. understin hat-. they are doing and why. will
connect. his ' observati s' of a particular child's play with the
concernsof other children in the group, perhaps clarifying what the
Child is dding in terms of his or her'role in th coup: Thus, if the

.

child is using a 'jungle animal to..attaak 'a farm *al the -worker.
I

may observe' that the other..childien may snineti es f el like the
farm animal when this child attacks them.

The worlfers'interpreiations remain' close to the hild syMbolic
leVel. iThiks,, the Worker can clarity. the. child's activity by putting,
into words .what the child is expteSsing through play while using the'

own Metaphor. Otherwise, according ta
"cf

mann, "You will
hasp the .". For exampl if the worker perceive the child's play. '-

in terns - conflict ith the mother, he w il refrain from
.... saYing, "Maybe tha at MOther does at home," since the child.. .

IS PlayingWithioy pigs, not a mother doll. Instead, the worker will
comment" to the group is a whole, "The little pigs are scared of the
mother Pig:" Liter 'On, -: when the connection with the human

,, -, mother is clbser. to the chig"s conscious thought, the worker' may
drop the word "pig" in-talking about the feared mother..

1. What happens if the Children:, fight over the materials?-Perniissive-
ness 'does not reign. Play' grout, therapy is not a purely cathartic

- experienCe behaviorally without limitations Of any kind: A major
aini s. to strengthen and build 'the ,child's- ego functioning, that is,-

V -1
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to teach to take certain realities, such as time limitations,
:respect for materials and other people, into account before Acting.

The major strategy' to aChieve this, reflecting+ the 'Unitas belief in
.
interdependence, is to help the children to be helPers and controllers
of each other. Eismann considers this a uniqUe.contribution to play
therapy. Rather 'than solVe- the prOblem at hand, he urkeS the
Children to seek solutioni:themselves by teaching them how to deal

with each other, telling. them what to say and when. Eismann
presents it as folloivs:

Two. children are fighting over the use of-the jungle
animals. What is to be done that will be both thera-
peutic and, sound social conduct? The worker
observeS: "YoMith want the jungle animals.. Two
people want th me thing at the same time."

Iri the parlance of clinical interviewing, the worker. is "reflecting
what is going on. A deceptively sitnple tool, but far removed from
fieid-on attempts to dr, something about the situation, .such as,
"Well, wait until she is finished, then you can have your turn."
Eisniann continues:

The worker then turns to the other children in the
group. "What can they do. about 'this?" If no one
canies up with :anYthing; the worker may cue the
child himself: "L have an idea. You .know wharit is?
Ask him how long he's going p with it. He
says he . Mr him, w_h.en7

you!reifinishid-rait .-yoa' let me play with ittl--'..4"7

Always- more important for Unitas than the immediate solutiOn
of any problem is to convey to the child and inake his own the
attitude that there are reasonable ways of accompliihing things
through the child's own resources; to build up a: repertoire of
behaviors that will provide the .child with flexibility and a sense of/-
competence, and self- confidence, and that will, above all, hfing
children together In harmonious MatiOnships setting a pattern for
their lives outside-and in the future. 14'

D. Classroom Therapy

Each year; .Eilmann runs classroom therapy groups at St.
Athanasius. In 1978 -79 he led two such groups.,;The- 'classroom
group is run along the same, lines as ,the family circle: Eismann
opens the meeting with the same, ritual: "The reason' we're\ meeting
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tOgetherMs to talk about. he concerns that sixth grade people have
about lots of gingS." As, in the family circle, he directs his
attention around the classrooni, pointing to each stuilesit; acknow-
ledgin those who volunteerAosaysoinething:the 'agenda cowsists
of classroom andinterpersonal .incidelits or particular stuaents'

' attitudes and behaviors. Sorrietimes Eismann.contirnies a discussion
of a topic raised in a preVipus session..'

One goal of the Vassroom therapy7.sessions is familiar, as itate4
byEisrhann::....

...let me go into that classroom Ailiere those pioblem
..kids are together with to other kids who, you say

are not peOblem kids. ,:nd let me see how. I can,
work together with that whole clasaand the teacher
and try to crate a climate in. ihe class so that the
troubled kids can be helped not so Much by ate, but
by what I stir up in thehealthlei.kidS to have ,ag.
influence on the other,s.

closely_relatd aim, just recently undertaken,:is "networking"
------ the children, putting them in structured coiltact with each other,

Class to class, grade te grade, by establishing, for example, regular
meetings- between upper and lower graders. In. 1980-84, 18 upper
graders at St. Athanasius, were linked to 36 lowed graders who had
a variety of acadeMic and infiersonal Rroblems, as perceived by :
their teachers. uch linkages, organ'Pzed around tutoring after
school, aim to create .a friendship bond for these needy young
children. The older "mentors "" are supervised by Eisrnann in order
to achieve the goal of this pairing arrangement, namely, to heal
loneliness, shyness; or attention-getting behavior through a frieully
relatiOnshiri with an older person. "

-In the classroom group, the elementary school teacher must be
present not as a co.-leaderl, with 'Eismann, but as a partidipant.
Concomitant seminars With teachels alone' are cotducted to further
their understanding of, the grouP sessions and to provide them yith
ongoing supervision of,theiioWn work with pupils..

. A brief description follows of a portion of a classroom therapy
session conducted by Eismann with thirty children in a sixth grade
class and their teacher. TOWard the end, of this class therapy
session, Carmen finally works up enough :courage to bring up
something that has been bothering her very mue4tithers have been-

4 speaking their minds, perhaps providing Carmen with the encour
.

agement she Aieeded. She tells of hdiv she had' an, argument;
yesterday with,Martha in the 'lunchroom and accidentally broke her
eight dollar record, which she now has to replace.:. She expresses
how angry she is at Martha :who; alWays seems to have the
advantage. :.A struggle':now occurs 'between the. twO girls, each c.



expressing her anger at the other. Eismann 'Rite upts, §aying,
"Yoiecre both an,gory, perhaps ern hug; but screaming oat each
Other is not helpful. Let's try ifiother way." Eismaqn 'then asks
each girl toithirkokro thirigOrshe does.nof like about the way the
other treat?her and.say them to each `other. armeti begins by
statinethat Martha,thinksihe is best in everything,:a show-off who

..t," "thinks she can get. any tiby in the school." Refreing what she
lft: said, Eismana comments011hat4while., of course. should think .

well of herself, Cartnio would' like.* more if Martha,would be
*are' thit other people. al have Rod things to s'htiw off about 4'
therriselves. To the rest of the crik,,.;,,Eismarin t that %liken
people are growing up they feel proud.° e way the odiei begin
to look 'and like adnliration from .ot ers. "Sometimes, 'tie adds,
chilaren\wurry when their bodies;are not deve g as quickly. It is

. now. Martha's:3/4iurn. She claims that Carmen 44Ways "acts like a
baby'' and "cracks her krilickles." AgOno,Eismann reframes;
"Carnien isla young ladY, but there is a baby parSof her that shows

'-'frequently. All of us have. a baby part.'. Ii. is. hard growing up,
wanting to and not .wants to at the iqme time. Does anyone know
whatel, mean?" SeveraP students elaborate ot) this, reinforcing
Eirann's tactic, to neutraligighe anger betwgen the two° gird by.
surfacing their growing-tip'etsncerns about sexuality and self-image.

In closing the sessiw,%ismann tothments to ifie class on the
courage ffrese gi4s ha(tO talk to ,each other in front of everyone.
"They do not have to Wgree gith, each other's tiewqoint,, bit can
listen enci'sopt out whatOnight be useful jo learn about oneself."
Intteed, Mintha awl Carmen were giAkean opportunity to percebe
each other as "co-travelers" stry,ggling with issues of maturation
rather than as Tenties v4tOdivided agend* Again, the goals of ,;5

Unitas are reflectedii ceop;ration, mutual fielp'

4t
fulnes, interdepen-

dence, and focus on growth,Aot pathology.

'411'
.Igt:

E. Art Therapy and Remedial Reading

Art th Papy and remedial rEagling groups hais, had checkered. 0.
stIccess at nitas, partly becadfeof poor planning, an inadequater:
referial system and a lick of competent staff t n these
programs. In Fltrbruary of 1979 UnWas handpicked. a group of

ito"most' chronic jbungsters" to receive a paikage, orlrious .404
therapies, including either art therapy qr w edial readingjou days
a week for tw9 hOurter 4col. Each. child was pat fill with q*,
volunteewteenater t'ttlici7was receiving on-the-jcit training in these
sPeci#1 treatment modalities. This program trailed, accortfing to

aUnitas, because 4:.q
V4

'7' 'TM,
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...choosing the ,most severely, distilrbed children to
come to a structured: remedial program fomf days per

Roweek was o high an expect-atiop. Due to the severe
performanCedimitationin academic, visual,, coordin-
ation, and basic' skills, 'their progress, according to
our consultants, was nobsignificant. ...7

'IThe remedial education consultant evaluated the real
gains to be in the training of our volunteer teenagers
who could now duplicate part of her prograM them-

"selves. The art therapist conversely judged the volum:
teas in her program as being themsenes in need of
an art experien refore, not ready 'to take leader- t)

Ship in the art the y program.
C1 '

For .these reasons, Unitas changed the art program drastically..
For the summer cycle of 1979 Unitas hired an art therapist to run
the art 'therapy section Of playtime after thg extended familw circle:
At the end of the summer, arrangements were made to develop, for
Unitas' winter cycle, a. new art therapy progrim which would be

.., . :0open not to' a carefullyichosen few, but to.all Unitas children.
Each day, twcr or three symbolic families come to he art r

create art 'together, al .a family. Milk and coolcies, prOvided b,y the
program, and in keeping with the nurturing, experience of Unitas'
clinical thinking,'enhance;the.afternoon's experience. This program
has been, highly' successful, with average attendance reported of 82
'o 91 percent. If a child ,does not attend, his or her surrogate teen

. ,
parent does outreachinto-their homes.

The rem `dial read% program did not share the fate of the art
therapy prograni. In spite 'of its potential for.success, thg remedial

ireadng component of Unitas was not developed with the same
strong support as, the'art therapy program. After. theinitial failure?..

. Eismann suggested that individual tutoring might be 'fferediluring .
schooPtime, several heurs each-week,. by experienced teenagers.. .,

''Such a program was initiated during 1978-79 through the Urban
IF t Corps, a 'city ageitCy employing low-income college stlidenti to

work' in one of its intern sites. Unitas teens, now in college were
able 'to work' with' their symbolic children in need of remedial` help,

., up to 20 hours a week uring school time. e.
Iii addition to thi temeilialveducation program, other teen

"parents" establisbed:9a second program, organized by Neil; an up-
and-corning. "patent,';". This is'signifiCant at an indicator of the
ilicfeising'Nwer of teenagers- and other workers within Unitas.
High attendan4e rates and improved reeding; math, language arts, -

As'cieneekand socAOLIdies 4cills'astest to the success of this INP8rEgn.
''although thelintoortant pas made were in terlis of the relationship
of the children and the surrogate parents.i According to Unite'
astessment:' r.



The main thrust of this program was not tutoring
but to expand the involvement` the teenag. surro-
gates have with the children:. The goals were to
afford, the children individual attention from their
Unitas parents, Some- homework help, and a half-
hour play peribd.

6, h.

F. Family Therapy, Family Work, and Advocacy

Fafnily therapy sessions, when conducted, are held every week or
two The aim is to sit down with the family, identify work that
needs to be done in terms of problems in the relationships among
all members, and attempt to solve them by restructuringahe family
relationships. In order to be carried out, family therapy requires a
commitment .on thbfamily's part and regular attendance at Sessions.

Sessions are usually held in the family's home, rarely taking place
at Unitas offices in St. Athanasius. Stekas feels that families fail to
attend putside of their homes mainly because of tra-
ditional resist e to intervention and praCtical constraints, such as
the presence of young children in the 'family whoM mothers do .not
want to take out into the mid-winter cold. Families feel `More

encouraged to participate when the workers go, to them. This sets
the workers apart from, the kind of contacts such families have had
at a multitude of agencies, hospitals, and in the schools.

In beginning family therapy, Unitas sometimes arranges a
meeting of the child's social network, which may include, in
addition to his immediate family, relatives not in the home,
neighbors,. friends, leachers, and .the school guidance counselor. The
aim is to explore the human resources in the child's life. Usually,
someone is cliscovered who' has raptibrt :with the child, ,who can
wield influence .with him, and, whose participation in the treatment
plan will be enlistediby Unitas.

Between December 1978 and April 1979 an average off, 28 families

were treated in family therapy, with an average of three act four
individuals present at each session. One, year later, between January
and May 1980, this number had decreased to 20 families, due tos a

. shortage of trained staff.
Many families are unable to make the commitment to the

concerted, organized effort which constitutes family therapy. A
number of families are headed by a mother Overburdened by, the
concerns of little money, many children, little or no vocational
preparatkin and a tendency to resign herself to her fate. In Unitas'
terms, these families are in a state of collapse;the parents have all'



but resigned from their parenting functions and, have sunk into
profound apathy. Unitas sees such families for what it calls family
work. Family work is also the natural antecedent to ,family
therapy. There is no distinction between family work and therapy in
terms of. frequency or regularity. However, family work often
involves contacts during-times of crisis, such as when a child has
been in an accident or is in trouble with the school, giving' such
work a frenetic, emergency-room character.

A third type of work done with families is advocacy. Unlike
family .work, advocacy does not explicitly aim at eventually bringing
families into family therapy. Rather, a specific; short-term goal, is
established and work towards it begun. An example,of advocacy is
if a child needs to be taken to a hospital for tests but there is no
one available at home to do this, or perhaps the family members e

(available are monolingual in Spanish and an interpreter is
necessary. Once the tests are completed, the advocacy role of the
Unitas worker ends. .

.

Many of the family contacts made by Unitas staff involve a
combination of family work, family therapy, and adyocacy. For

1.1

example, .Garcia, a .A.-level social worker, visits the' Rodriguez
family regularly ev y two weeks. His family work with them has
many goals, such to help them obtain Medicaid for an adopted
child, and to coma e the mother that her son needs glasses. It
involves some suppo veness,.such as asking after family members'

ihealth and helping them out in everyday tasks. For example, if the
mother is washing the dishes when a worker pays a call, the worker
is encouraged to pick up a towel and start drying; or he may help
ter defrost the refrigerator if that is called for. Every oppoltunity
is taken, however, to initiate a therapeutic process; that is, to
instigate a shift in the family's characteristic mode of

As of4the summer of 1979, Unitas staff have been seeing fifty
families for either family therapy or family work. Fifteen of these
are seen weekly, thirty-five are seen every two or three weeks, the
majority for family work. A few more experienced teen, parents do
family work but may not do family therapy, which is reserved for
the professional workers..

0'

a

Family Therapy Case Example: The Lopez Family.

The Lopez family consists of the father°, stepmother, and four
children, \one of whom, the youngest, is the stepmother's own.
Three of the children attend schOol; the fourth is still too youne,
Unitas received complaints from tlie school that lbei
dren, while not behavior problems, were, coming to class Withoute.r.



.

notebooks..and looking negleCted. The most 'serious complaint was
aboutHelen, in kindergarten, who was stealing money. The Lopez
children. had 'been coming, to the Unitas family' circle all -along;
where they seemed to behave well. . .

Sanchez and Stekas went to visit the Lopez family in their hoMe.
On their first visit they limited themselves to explaining whiltUnitas.

was- all about and to talking about the children.. The workers put it
this Way:- "We are interested in children their:
homes. and .want toget-to know More about them. Sometime& when
children are .problems . to .themselves, usually Avhofe--
family .feels 'P.". The aim of this preSentption was to intro7.1'.'
duce.. the importance of the family s'Ystem,..
relationships among family members as the problem; 'rather .thin
any one member.

. All the children and Mrs. Lopez were at the first 'meeting...This..
gave the Unitas workers an opportunity, to oPen.the'queSti.on. Of, the::
upbringing of the children. The ° workers remarked.
neutral' way; as if taking. note of the weather,. goodnesst.s.Sti..

Many children.'.' Mr . Lopez 'responded by -conoentinis:,..bii:10,
hard it was to hand all of 'them, One worker answ.ered:syni:
pathetically, still in a non-probing,. 'ConversatiOnaL.::.yei4 ,;:'..1.7.
can imagine." This terchange 'broke the ice. Mrs.itapei-beginto.:.
talk .about -her- concerns. with --the children. Thus the 'first session',
.followed the format of ' polite, social -discourse with, introduCtory;
eXpressions. of good will and.-of benign, nonintrusiVe .interest
comfortably shared aspects of the family's daily life. ; 0;:-
. .During the second meeting, attended also by Mr._ Lopez, the .. ..
workers questioned. the couple on the general .facts of the
history:. They learned that prior to the father's .reritarriair.tr77Nk
months befOre, the children had .heen 'living-apart from >him.and .'
from one another in foster 'homes and with' aunts. The .fatlieb had
sued for and obtained custody of the children. 'Now.' the- .0,Oblem ..
seemed to center around the family's relations ,with. the childjen's:
natural mother, who maintained sporadk. contact
Lopez said that he was pot interested in further discussini;this
Problem with the workers and that he was .takifyi:::-care,.,of tt0:1,z,

.
matter in his own way.. Although . this point- vtif$ judge.d..to!;-11e.,A
largely responsible' for the Children's prOblems, the wotikefe4traie-..
gy was 4o deal directlk, 'Only.. with the presenting ;PrObleins".tthal
enough ,arust was :established to target the central .Copflikr.,

In keeping . with -this strategy, at_ the third meeting',". :the workers
broached 'the.',.:qneWon,91....the... teachers'. coMplaint: tothe ehildra

..directly: -"What:- dp..YoU 'think the teachers.. told -us; about
uS-':onc.gOod.: thing and one bad. Then 1,t4haf.. they i

Agaht;'the, workers_ sought. a tactful; ,
potent kally-antagoinzing subjode,..while also di#gnOsiug..the;children,!*..
ca.picity,,. far gobd judgment '.ah.d:

"7
. i
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themselves and of others. The children's answers, were on target.
This good fortune enabled the workers to yoke. theiteachers'
complaints while simultaneously' affirming the children's ,positive
qualities: "Helen, yqu know you are \ really right about what the
teacher said.". The workers attempted to make clear to the Lopez
family that they wee not part: of the school system, nor that they
necessarily shared the teachers' ideas about What. the trouble was.

After, several sessions, the concrete PrOblems for whiCh the
children had been mimed were practiCally..teSOlVed. The., sibling
grOup was encouraged to muster up Self-iMPoSed controls. Each
Was to see that the other fulfilled .certain. duties. 5anChez met
weekly with thiPthree older siblings, in the .r.nOrnitiOn 'An: office it
their school. Hefoeused .,on the 'tasks of keeping clean and .getting
homework done,' The,.children now went to school. washed and with
the nombockli's,the ,Unitas .workers, had bought -for -them. The':
viorkersionofiCed; that the children, who had alWays participated
actiVely;:in -family -circle Meetings, two or three.of them having
Soinethingto say to the gramp each week, were asking to be heard
fess: often: It 4eetried. that ,heir need for the)grouP'S attention had

'..;subAidecr cOnCornitant ta;their, participation in fainily therapy
4essionS.: Helen stopped: stealing 'after her behavior was framed in
terns of aw a tte pt :sto w nen :by b uying t h em can d y with thestoYe ;

.

MethOds bfwinning friends were discussed
by' the grqup in api7,aftempr,idchelp and encourage Helen.

Offeied other more acceptable means of starting a friendship..
The::family had nOW'bept meeting.; fof therapy sessions once a

Week for two:and a : haff;:rponthi:r`up!-Utfill this time only .isSueS"fiiiA;;?;.
C16with:the childreWs..liqineWork; cleanlind squabblei:ag.they.,
came up had been tow Abdut: then indicated.
that they wanted t9t4e0-1viith 'Concerns ce 'ring around the
family's :relationship: With':'Nfi".- Lopez's IAN ;wife. The'' couple
brought this issue uptItenillve ahrkvinti ranged a meeting yifithotit

;111,e,'children'Rresentilthif...toR 'Vape; aly*s, .in the co,uple's
viii/ji*T9p0,:ii the 'eati N1/41Afi" anelTild strayed 'in, the

wOr)cetS:,#'0,14 ct Sekceftit .1.6 or her to leaVe,:: as
ott,sussed .' The couple brought up-their

tended, to yell; he to be
more ye[ttebt Th* ol,,y bog, I s, Lopez's'-, son; vias. overindulged;

.iesented..;byrlie :girl ' Mr'. ,Lopei':-tot Iylrs, .Lode , andaecci
.spOi:-.:arciffAotliTe's in .10iing 'With his `former wife. e could not7., -, 44-3 wishes, . 4

against gep if tnik,mant ttbr taking thepchildren
-:,014Y±:"-.otf';,tv,iq0;:v.72:inopp '..tiMCS, ',such as duAng a seh

The...;WorPers he .Lopez td beteraine the
of vi itatioist4419CgeS;:lie Jic :set On the mother an

.T1.10:,0:;ttii.s,1:pany,',fhoiititit of the, sessions, while shifting'to
rental issues' directly involving' ledo-

:
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children, Subsequently, however, the couple began to talk of more
personal: concerns regarding their marriage. Thus, Mrs. Lopez voiced
her uncertainty. about Mr: Lopez's cgnlmitment to her Andher am-
bition to, return to school in. preparation for a job: This becaMe:the
core issue :around which the family sessions were now .cOnduCted.
Family therapy was now directed toward resolving the opened up ..
area of the dysfunctional marital relationship. .

As the farnily,continned in treatment during, the year, the Unitas
workers 'framed' theissue in 'terms of relatively normal adjustment

-
problems 'of a reconstituted 'family; that is; a family that has re-
formed and taken in new members in the process, a family which .
Must reinforce new bonds of loyalty and reconcile the newly formed
couple's mutual .expectations and childrearing attitudes. The focus
had shifted to the .couple, in line with the 'theory of family
functioning subscribed to by Unitas, to, the effect that a .dysftina
tional family' rests on a dysfunctional marital Subsystem, and also,,
in accordance with the pez's own shift in concerns. ..

G. Training Modalities.

-1. Teenage Circle

Together with professional staff, the main theratiiSts in. Unitas

are the teenagers. Several of the "teenagers," however, are actually
in their early twenties, but all 'entered Unitas when they,were either,
childreh or teens. All the teenagers are in adult roles, of "parents,"
"aunts," or "uncles,'! and as such are reponsible for the children.
in their respective syinbolic families. They are expected to treat the,
children with:respect, sensitivity and therapeutic awareness, and to

turn,to one another when a difficult. situation arises. Symbolic
parents are more responsible than symbolic aunts and' uncles,slut
they are ;.not' o a different level. The teens are the catalystsinor

change thehe ldren. They do this through their direet contact
with th children in-the extended family circle, in play, and in the'

outside inunity. In order for them to understand the nature of
such wor perform well, they must participate in training

- , sess CO b -Eismann. Training occupies an exceptionally

important place Withia.kinitas for-both paid and volunteer staff.
The training of the teenagers consists of two parts: the teenagers

training eaeh, other ,ancl*,the teaching by Eismann of the psycho-
logical concepts and skills needed to handle children effectively.
Usually, these tWo: parts are combined so- that formal training by
Eisniann is interwoven in one 'session with the more informal peer



interactions. The teen circle meets twice each week during the
summer, for two hours each session. All teenagers who are
employed full-time attend these sessions as part of their work week,
as do most staff members.- The presence of trained mental health
workers does not change the purpose of these' meetings. They
function primarily to train the teens, regardless of who is present.

It is now ten o'clock on a. Tuesday morning in July of 1978.
Seated in chairs in a wide circle around a classroom at. St. Athana-
sius are 35 young people, some staff, and Eismann. The, stifling
heat has prompted the purchase of doughnuts and cold juice for
everyone by the program -- a little sustenance to lift drooping
spirits. The first item of discussion revolves around the organization
of Unitas. Some dissatisfaction among the staff and workers has
been voiced. Tiained health workers complain that the teens .do not
respect their use of the room. At this time only one _room is
available for seeing clients and for teenagers to socialize. Eismann
asks the teenagers not to use the Unitas room for socializing when
workers are,/ti the room for business. He quickly adds "but
friendships are important...they are .what make Unitas work. ".
Hours are then set when the room is open to all teenagers: before

_ the morning program, during lunch, and after the afternoon circle
on the street. Workers are asked to close the door to the room
when it is unavailable for socializing, thus providing another clue to
the teenagers of the behavior expected of them.. Eismann, who
usually repeats messages to insure their communication, decides to,
ask instead if there are any questions. Several comments later, this
discussion closes. Eismann then raises the issue of bureaucracy,
noting that

Three-quarters of the families of the area here do
not respond to formalities and referrals. They
respond to a person's touch. For example, your child
has a bad problem and the guidance counselor says,
"Your son 'is having great problems in school and it
will be necessary for him to see a professional coun-
selor."

Eismann speaks with great formality as he mimics a school guidance
counselor. He then asks the teenagers, "What might you feel if
someone said this to you?"

Raul: I'd feehlike I didn't raise the kid right.

tismann: ...that yciu were.being yelled at.

Juan: I'd be angry.

Eismann: Juan suggests that when you meet somebody who
is angry with you, you get angry with them. You



then ao the opposite of what is asked. Nobody likes
to be blamed, criticized, made to feel no good. We
get defensive. In Unitas we try to reach out in a very
personal way to parents and children, to empathize,
to literally touch, to reach onto. and touch with our
words.

The teenagers. are being taught rnethotse. of understanding and
dealing with the children in therapeutic `ways, for, he explains to
them,

People helping people will do better with a body of
knowledge. Although it dan Jake Place .without it, it
is better with it.

The techniques he ,uses to teac e teenagers are also the
techniques which they are being taught, ismanit:attempts to make
the teenagers pin' theinselves in the Children's' Shoes, by reading
the children's facial expressions, gestures, tones of voice aricl words,
in the. process he calls "decoding", to arrive ae"the underlying- .

motive,or purpose-- that is, rationale -- behind seemingly random,
annoying, or inappropriate verbalizationsor behavior. He then has

them p,-act. by casting them in the role of the child, hiving them
repeat what the ,:, and then put into words the child's de-

coded messages This, e argues, is a- povierful. healing tool. HMV
decoding can be healing is illuStrated by the following example,. in
which Eismann ,demonstrates how the teenagers can heal the ,
children; and indeed, each other and friends, by. applying his
method to the actual iSroces's occurring in the teen circle itstlf.

Eismann: ;There are certain people who, when you feel. .

down and out, say certain things and you fee better.4
Others Yoti stay away from. Who needstheir Words!
(As-senting laughter from circle) Eut these people
May be that way because that's what's said to them.
Here you begin to learn the language of feeling
'which is the language of healing. This not aca-
demic experience where you take a test to pass and
then Iforget everything yon knol. (9ucicles from .

circlet.

Here I'd like to provide experience f; :you, which
you will use in life. When a person Cothes0 :talk to
you, try to figure out ,what the person,feels. Words
are not that When a person is depressed,
if you get. across to him that you have an idea of
what it feels like to be in his shoes, their something_
will happen, will help him to, feel mobilized again..



(To Andrea): I said I feel lousy.

(To Barbara, in a soft voice): Gee, Barbara, you
really feel washed out; you feel like getting away
from it all.

(To Juan): Gee, Juan, you really feel beat, don'
you?

Anybody want to try an expression?

No one responds, Eismann continues to address various people
from the circle, verbalizing the feelings he reads in their bodies, but
not looking for a iesponse. He is still demonstrating a technique.

(To Howard): Gee, Howard, you really feeMed up
with the world today. _ _

Other teens laugh. It is a hot, muggy day and everyone islimp.

Any other expressions?.

Again, no one responds. E,ismann changes his question.

Who here feels lousy today?

Many hands-are raised in response to this. Teenagers begin to speak.

Howard: I feel tired; I don't feel like loin

Eismann? Andrea, you could rea

ything...

y that. Sa It!

tossed, voicelessAndrea: (Consumed with an ous; emb
giggles each time-she makes an, tempt to speak as

1` Eismann instructed her,' she shields her face with, her
hand)

Howard (to Andrea): I can't hear yout

In both'the extended famil)i circle and teen circle, meetings, all, are
encouraged. to express- their ideas and feelings clearly. Teenagers
and children alike are publicly and explicitly praised for such
behavior,. especially if they Obviously 'have" difficult doing it

Andrea is looking down now, still embarrassed' by the attention
she is getting and her inability to speak. Eismann decides to pursue
this issue in a -different way. He rises from his chair, walks over to
Andrea, indicating to, her that she should move her chair into the
center of the circle. Ho does the same with Howard. Then, to the
rest of the circle he says .

Eismann:; 'When yOu're'depresied, you talk softly.. No won-



der I can't hear Andrea. When you're with
somebody who is depressed, don't shout.
softly so they will really, know you know
feels like to be in their shoes. Andrea
softly that you couldn't hear it at all.

Howard (repeating what he said earlier): I feel lousy. I--
'don't really feel like doing anything.

Andrea responds to Howard but she is no longer visibly upset; as
she was just a few minutes earlier, Eismann decides to bring other .

teenagers into the interaction. He asks if someone else, could come
up and say, that he understands what Howard feels. Eismann's
question is.gt:eeted again, with silence, but he relentlessly proceeds,
without irritation Or impatience.

He asks'Howard to repeat what he said yet another tittle.

Howard: I feel lousy. I don't really feel like doing anything.

Eismann: (stands behind 'Howard's chair and speaks., for
loWard); I feel lousy. This Is :really the pitt. f don't

know hoW I'll. get through the day. If I had my way
I'd go hoMe. (ChucklesOfrom circle: Howard nods
vigorouslY, agreeing "wh leheartedly with what
Eismann has just said). Is t ere anyone who',can say
it ?

0

Janet:raises her hand and she is asked to join Howard and Andrea
in the center of the circle. a

Janet .(to Howard):. You're really feeling tired, aren't you?

Howard (to Janet): Yes.

,Eismann calls on Jesus, who has raised his, hand, but does not ask

him to sit in the center;

Jesus: You feel hot?

Before Howard can answer, Eismann interrupts to Comment on the
question just asked, directing his response to. Howard.

Eismann: Yes, but. that's just on the skin. Deeper
in, how do you feel? Howard., tell us more. about
how you feel, to give us ideas.

Howard: I just feel, sleepy, like going hoine to take .a. nap::..
and not wake up Until tomorrow. (Snickers can be
heard from the other teenagers),



Again, -Eismann shifts the train of thought to ,get the teenigers
more involved in this exerciie..Asking about their current emotional
state is not getting them very far - perhaps the day too steamy
and miserable for anyone to go beyond'their discomfort. The day
before, the entire, group of teenagers, children and eat' had gone
to Bear Mountain State Park for a day away from the hot concrete.
of the city. Eismann asks about the trip.

Eismarin .(to Howard): Did anything happen yesterday that
got to yob?

HoWard': No.

Eismann: Eyerything went okay?

Howard: Yes.

'Eisnitnn: Just tell us anything thaihappened yesterday:

'loward:, A boy...he, went toolneal- the diving bOard where
*N- he was told not to go. He almost droWned. The life-

guard-had to go i and get him out.

Eismann (to circle): How do u think Howard felt? .

Now,. a . number, of teen s are ready to respond. , They fell
Eismann that they think H ward felt afraid, anxious, shocked.

Eismann: Afraid.:.anx" s....shocked,' Everyone who has a
word for how Howard felt, come. p, please.

People come into the circle' and take turns sitting in the cliair across
from Howard, each offering him a word. When they are done,'
Eismann sits down in the chair opposite Howard, saying, .

-HoWard, people say if they had, been in your shoes
they would have felt anxious, afraid, shocked. -
ihese the kind of feelings you bad? Do those words.
describe it9.:

Howard nods in assent. Again, Eismann institu change in the
flow of the discussion.

Eismann (to circle):,Now do the opposite, not- supportive.
Be as sarcastic as you can (In mock 'aside); We are
all gopd at that! )A-9.es

Janet (enthusiastically volunteers,. leaping up to sit in th
chair across fromHoward): You should have Iet the
kid drown! ,t

Eisrnann (to Janet): Good!



Raul (taking "his turn sitting in the chair): You cotildn't
have helped the kid if you tried! (Snickers from the
circle).

Janet (once again taking a turn): The kid was told. 'dot to
go to that part.of the pool. You shouldn't have felt
worried. You're not his mother or 'father.

O.

It is not surprising that Janet is deriving so much" pleasure from
venting her spleen in this relatively' safe, c.ontrolled setting.
Throughout the summer, Unitas staff described - Janet as an
extremely angry4,oung woman. She was gruff 'and insensitive to the
children and to, her fellow Workers, who 'could be heard
complaining to one *ther about her behavior. After the summer
during which this meeting took place ,Japet conthrded to volunteer
at Unitas, eventually making the transition from sym is aunt to
symbolic mother status. With her continued particip ton and added__
responsibility, she has become more at ease with oth r wcirkers and-

the children.

Eismann (to -Janet): That's it! That captures it in.a nut-
shell! (tismann then sits in the chair opposite
Howard.) (To Howard):: Tell mehow, did this make
yOu feel? (He leans toward Hoilard and says in a
low voice): We'll talk quietly, between us only. No
one else has to" hear.

Howard begins to relate the swimming pool incident in more detail
to Eismann exclusively.

Eismann (to cirale): You hear? He's telling ma more about ,
.the kid, about what happened with the lifeguard. He
feels better now.

Various teenagers, their curiosity aroused, Want to know what,
Howard is saying to Eismann. Eismann does not 'respond directly,
at least not in the way they want. The point he makes concerns
form far more than content.-

Eismann (to circle): We have to finish up now. The point
F want- to Make is listen to the; feeling a person is
having and tell themr..with childrenparticularly. Do
this with children. That will help them to behdve
better. When you really 'feel like cracking somebody
in the face, try hard to understand what- feeling he's
having. I know it's hard. This is just.a beginning...
an appetizer. of

What if a person doesn't know what .he's .feeling?Paul:



Eisinami:- Then you can say, thin u don't kno
you're feeling, at this Moment.' There! You
already captured it!

Viz.

Carlos: When I don't know what I'm feelhig 1 start talking
arid Alien :after talking and talking L can catch Wfi4t r
I'm feeling Soit's good just to let them talk. . ''''*,,1.;

.. "(1:y,;,:leig,,,,.''....-,
Carlos has beeri::LiftMiitArOince he was 8 years old; he is now one ;,...

,...- of the inner core ,teirragerrs... i#pmnakes his point in the same
declarative Manner. as doies:;AEismann, 'Who neither commen e

s..youth'. statgment nor. find's 'ft, necessary to reframe it, to it
.clear to the other teenigerS. In this regard, Carlos, and the ro
teenagers who:5, have his stature within Unitas, are midway between
the new, younger teen's: and the professional mentalheakh Workers:

-..4ismann (to circle) OnCe in training, I had' a sUpervisor, :

, .7' so critical :of me, I hated her!

arious voices are raised in mock 'shaming of Eismann
Cloolf!

Eismann asks what,that response meant.

Mary: Maybe you disliked her, not hated her

Eismann: Mary brought lip a' very important polift. (to
Mary: What did you say? (Mary repeats herself) (to
circle): That's an important point; trying: to talk me
out of my feeling. Maybe Mary is right that I didn't
really hate her, only disliked her. supposed to

-love everybody, not to hate anybody. Did you hear
+that before?

(Murmurs of assent from teenagers). 11 ,11---f

But you feel what you feel. But when you find some-
body whd scan be With you in your feeling -- "You
really hated her, didn't you?" -- When you hear'
that, then you don't 'have to hat; her'anymore. So if
a kid 'says, "I hate yRu!" let him feel what he feels.
He may not even beliatineyou. Maybe he's hating
his father.But he feels what he feels. That doeset
mean you act on what you feet. If somebody says; -

"I really felt like killing the guy " it doesn't mean
you say, "Go ahead and do it!" .

The session ends and the,seenagers go to lunch with the chilifillen in
thegym downstairs. -t

Two days later, the teenagers meet again fOr a training session.
;XX



-Gloria, a social worker, whp was not present at the earlier session,
indicates that she would like to know what happened, her interest
having been aroused by allusions made to Howard's feelings about
a child drowning. Eismann suggests that Howard go to the center'
of the.circle. Teenagers are first empathetic, this time giving a quick elk

run-through of what happened, expressing their concern easily. This
time Howard opens up not to Eismann but to Jun, an inne4. circle
teenager who has been at Unitas .for years. Again, it is an( older,
-experienced teenager who replaces. Eismann..- Empathy is followed
'FY sarcasm, except that now the teenagers are embarrassed to be so
insensitive and unkind to their fellow worker. A quick summaty by
Eisnianitconcludes this. session.

2. Staff Meetings

The content, style of,' Man and d the ultimate goals of staff
meetings are much the same as therapeutic community practice is

for.;IMitas in general. .This is not accidental.; Following the
Mrtherapeutia community model, Unitas .attempts` to unify its

p4uppants, blurnng the ordinary distinctions between patients and
stainflOtbers.. All staff members have family roles within the
Unitas extended family system A ard. so are connected, to one another
-and the. Children ;a§ symbolic kindred. MoreOver, the inner circle:
teenagers, who participate in teenage training sessions. and 'socialize
with the other, ,teenagers-, arealsoastaff Mernbers. More than anyone
else; these :teeriagIrs link theTrofessional mental health workers,
who tend to be older and from outside the community, with the
loCal teenagers and the children,,

IsiueS which arise- dultng staff meetings include the general
functioning of the progratn,0 the teenagers' feelings about tlfe-r-
PrograM and improvements which might be made, the need to'
maintain. aceUrate, up-tordate statistical records of children's
attendance, the relationship of Unitas to :§t. Athanasius (which
hOUSes the program) and its -staff..

Besides these' formal :staff,meetings, informal meetings often take
tillice daily ,-- especially betiveen..teenagers in the hiller .eir40....and
EisiOnn. These teens are weekend guests frOM time to time at
Eismanr4S summer house;. visit him BrofiX, apartirient, and. '
stay late at Unitat, Meeting. with each other and with Eistnann as
ifriends more than as co- workers or employees. The' teenagers,
particularly with one _another, live the Unitas philosophy in their
daily activities. They play basketball an. the St. Athanasius gym, go .

ti the movies, party, and get together as friends to "talk and share



their lives. After years of terious participation in and devotion to.
-1' Unitas, it comes as no surprise that these teenagers are able to carry

the 'program's- <values. and methods over into their outside lives.
Indeed, this, is the goal Of Unita?, and of any therapeutic'
community.'

H. Techniques for Maintaining a Therapeutic ComMunity
"..

Therapeutic intfractiolls take place wiihin the context of the
symbolic family stacture, within ritual ifarameters in the, extended

anfamily Circle, and in the`-itrious therapy tithdalities described above.
The therapeutic techniques used are sit filar in all modalities, thus

iiidual and small groupproviding consistency, althou
therapies offer more of a sense, Macy than is possible from
the therapeutic community at The following Principles
elaborate the basic therapeutic ,etPinnings of all interventions
practiced in'Unitas.

Principle One: Structure, order .artd basic antkherapeutie prohi-
bitiOnS are' essential to healing. Rule's of conduct and disciPline set
the stage for therapeutic interactions. Unitas provides its children
and teens with clearcut rules by which they can define the limits of
what they can and cannot do 'Vas part of the program, 'thereby
defining their own position and wants in distinction to those of the
group and requiring them to exercise `Self-control. Role-Modeling
has a plaCe here, since children internalize the standards of behavior
of their models, older youths and adults, with whom they have
formed an attachment,.\: The list of prohibitions is lengthy, and is

. directed primarily at the teenagers who are expected to teach the
policies and principles to the children: At the outset of the summer,
Eismann informs the new youth workers of the basic:rules:

NOw for some ground rules. Kids will do as you do.
So there are ground rules for health reasons only

not open to. discussion:

No drugs, Drugs..are not good. It's a health point of
view, a philosophy.

No alcohol. If, in your family, it's a_custom, that's
fine. A littleiltte in your belly; as Scripture says,
is fitie43e:ttistyijig can be misused. If the parents
see one eft- tanking' with, the :kids, that's the end



of Unitas for you It's-generally. agreed its not' good
for kids. Maybe it's not' good, for adults either:but
we'll leave this

There's an, accumulation of evidence througho& the
world that sm is bad for, your health. Salle it
for:when you)* °me if you need to Not even. at

time-out here.

Rule Number Three: Please no smoking.

Rule Number Four: No radios. When radios are pff,
nutted, people 'connect with the machines. It tares'
people away from the opportunity to communicate
directly with each other. On the street, , if 'a kid
brinp,s a radio, politely tell him to take it home. If

'he wants to listen, tell him to take it down the street
and listen. When he doesn't need to listen anymore,
he can come back...There's a time and place for it.

Rule Number. Fivt We're in the'group to be helpers .
and healers for each other. When we're out there,
we're helpers and healers for the children...to
support each other, yes, but I don't .want to see
workers just playing with each other. Similarly, teen-
age workers are: expected to maintain their focus on
the children, not to get involved, in activities for their
own sake. If you're scratching someone's back and
look elsewhere, talking but not looking; at the *rson,
you Jire out of focus.

Juanone of he_ Unitas old-timer fathers, addsathis
rule: "No fighting...No insults." lismagn confirms ,

him, "Yes, no physical for verbaPabuse, no calling a.
names as a way to handle a child. That's not healirr

Principle Two: All communicmions jn Llni(ps aim at healing
brokenness and reinforcing strengths. A number of techniques die
used to achieve these goals: 4 *

a) Rules of speaking. In the case of group nipdalities o therapy!,
one person is to speak at afiirne, and inrerruptionS are not
permitted. If the flow of-ecfmniunicatio*does not golarnootWy, the
children are expected to deal with Whatever problem has arisen to 4
rectify matters. Within the confines of these rules, Unitas
encourages its participants to speak for themselves,aarticu& ate them
feelings, and create bonds of friendship andlilove otheis.

b) Empathy. At the base lbf many of tie techniques of therapeu-
tic communication used by Unitas workers is the need to empathize.
Empathy involves paying atteption to and acknowledging the



humanit of another person, responding accurately to his, or her...4\1'

....N.

1communications. It is ameans to achieve human interdependence
and love. Through empathy the UnitaS worker may create an
intimate bond with other people.

.

c) Refraining. This is <the reshaping of an utterance, situation, or ,
,

event in order to view it in a positive vein.'When, for'exarnple, the
girl described in .a classroom' therapy session complaineAitterly
about another girl, Eismann repeated her.worts but,changed the <

emphasis, adding a new and not inconsistent positive note to what
she was saying. Reframing is related to the Unitas value of seein
the positive or healthy in the individual or situation rather, than the
negative or pathological. , : 'y'`

d) Repetitiori. Just as 'ritual refers, by definition, to standardiz6d
verbalizations and behaviors, so standardization implies repetition.
In Unitas, examples abound cg Eisrhann's use of standard
procedures to influence children. At evry meeting, one hears "I
will know you areregly by your silence," "Unitas is one big family
made up of many .sffiall families," "Help each other," or slight

±

variationn these .refrains. Another kind of repetition involves
Eismann drilling the children to help them to remember a specials;
event or a change that is fO. occur; For example, when "the summer
program begins, Unitas'' meets at a different time. After in.f.

forming the family circle as a whole, he addresses himself to one
side of the circle, "When Inilk,we meeting? At w"hat time? here?"
The children on each sifile of The circle repeat the answers in unison,
directing their responses to those on the other .siAp. Eismann repeats
the process several times. This may seem to bep.no different from
teaching by rote, yet it is also a ritualized group interaction, like a
dance. And, like a' dance performed-biNtsmoniously with
synchronized steps, it instills participating perfiiiiners and spectators
alike with an exciting, jinagical 'feeling of oneness with others.
Repetition also seryes" to clarify and em. litsize points made during
circle meetings and., other therape .interactions, as well as
insuring participation. ' ;II

e) Deco is is anoth hod for understandinAand.2?.
comm cating what the o person is feeling. As _a, 0
commu tion skill it. is relate eframing and reflecting. Ire
decoding, the therapiSt, changes the si;age around ti, make the
child know that the therapist understands what he is saying. . :4' '..1

j) Storytelling. Eismann makes ample use of vivid anecdotes tos',S
get across points to the children in the exteuded family. It i eiteraly:,e:
Unitas policy that children who ,strive to. ittract of
themselves by means'" of &trading others dining a-
meeting or while they arekpsy at work or play,.

.ctinrr..i:-

they participate coopetVely. However;.. '0).iild !'are .
disruptively interfering rather than merely distrabtineth roup, by
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icing'it fi t'or throwing 'a tazitrujn Verhapati abdin to injure
the insekes eaters: are given intenseitieniion,'dprini the

; -often, bymore.thartone Unitas Oar- ent ff 04)34. ,
.'" .The.:following.:stirtey, told by 1 d tkelassembled ext
family, is R.. igularly relevant *en whO, distract
disrupt: the' group

Once upon a ": time on f tpp: Street;; when the houses.
nOt..bitt7tetr.ittit, lhere4as a fire

It had:a ospecial:Jadder ihat they:pOitp.. After
'they put".neViie first ladder, they Ot4.,arOther one on.

.
then a third:extension ':Andwheit I.

goi them they hid PUt:;it. up to the top of the
Chbrci...YOtt:;itnciii. the clitirch7:-.. Now, many know the

' church am referrii;tg to? (A: show of hands). And
tihre..,v1ere"Oebtde.3.0.0king.' A.:: little: boy: was on. top of
the 4hiitck'.1'ini:tailcitig, 056143... 2 . :," :

The, lithe bOY liadlurnped .;irOrn
hOptc4.0iV,the':ehOi.elk aitdhe...eoOd&t: get off,'
,Whert,41;geft there.,the aboy was beginning ;ici:get. onto: .

4. -the.1413def: was{
th, :taCiciet;;:isi he
dank...4ciwit there: *to ..,Chter.'s' :And; 'claps: When he

r`.
the 'Tiferilen;.:catte. to shake his karici

4, The his *tole inisir.:,....cboisgda;: He was . .

knur.,:ft4411apify.,-Aii.4...liten,.0.010iie, wept
't and: that; boy learned.a lesson 'What les:so:in '04

S.:Cflr10411. -

tiat ;*..:enOrtnqukanOiint..of::AttentiokhS
clinibinitheyfooftopst;:. isrhanntt0N#ciyk...tlie y.py:..ropgatecto,wht he

shad fittried; a ...special :home
children r'there s ie learbed to .develop his artistic ability, became a

'.4. painter; ,Ana now
ikorjc:;;;";t"

:receives
7

rthciple 0-n;:

he an indiv:idUal:' his' .,eapacities:
1.1,10:;cechniques ,Unk,aS *Ploys regidOlY..Seek:*;ernpoyer the child,i

ct`OtIbe Authority, with the ability4nd the tesponSibility othandling
::WAC:isLredefined, Tenet-tot!, refrained,' as his and the other child's,'

eStablisbing:. direct .:11rieS..-Of;.remedial ComMtinidation',
'them. This:. bieaks::.the vicious: circle of complaining to
perior and of'Introducing:.4, third party as judge or ally' for

self-. indication or aitention-iettiiti., This form of prOblein,fesolu-



...-titm is-';,riat,,coksistetit egied oi i at Uniitas: 'Ei snann remainS a
,*s:P000':(3*Itely',A.Itogec directly, and is the self
,a0diitec;itlVnatearbt He abstainsfrom wielding his
0§w.d.0i) 41.0:40rikpf; .direct, 40i-vniioti, hOwever,, and reserves

,masking '.use :qty6diiiiiiaircl.for':urrie's.. of chaos when for exaMple,
airixiety2ad?.iiOe ', iriiy,,lbeciSme;'contagiOus among ''ffre children:

,. AP'...iicii:'*00+,;.'-fieL%kill';;AllatP orders or angrily voice his :: own
,

,peisti41-;iiiik04:4?,,6 erally e,;,striVes to maintain "a consultancy
'$01e.lOW.ars.::theleOltz Arent 0:',are expected, to eMpower their

own OiY:10:0\''sdicSOC ahn'airtis, torerripdwer them:. Yet, in-
'.: settingAt0';:iiiie064 ofig':Unita'S members, even While:

'41501"ii;i. ''-'' I iR+,;.(i.om° .4d4tesing themselves to each other
iltro4h...`lii' dn, like stage director; is an enorModsly-
,poWertulsCeige'*".:0":1 eit4-i )

:. ''j '

....--

1?,:iifeyo/e4.F',Oue..1,'; nte al- conflicts are best resolved' directly.
by t4. Yi4bAtilicinse s thioUgh :activation of the interpersonal.
S)stei flri AP6,' iS A4 opening' up of communication: between
the maple

aht
in an interaction. This may be done in a

''.:,11Ptilbqfit.':i h-'as bringing ttwo or more of .the participants
..... y

into ti. *tiK tom yi,..for example; in the center of a teen or
.,- .plaSse triithijile. ,

.,-, : :., , ... -:.. ,ri:,, rAc....;

rOci,gle POenling experiences through. physical nurturance

r
:are eeded ball ilhildren, particularly those in need of corrective

e ie*es. Unitas .emphasizes the physical 'expressions of
4.!` iffeptitzi a s Ong; holding, touching; stroking, and, eye contact.

tig is alsp',icluded. Symbolic parentS are encouraged to give'
children" food to 'nourish them physically. An iMportint

ft)-Uhibsduring the summer is lunChtime, when the teenagers
tli;4131r ."families". and share food with their "children."

Teen ees' Vithdays are celebrated with Cakes;: doughnuts and juice
.

.:Cifteit'Zitp any a training session. The teenagers learn, by
t "t the offering and sharing of food can create a strong

'44" bond.A2,e een people. The annual "breaking of the bread"
cersiOity ipitdmizes this belief.

terithiipk Six: Positive be avior is reinforced through- positive
respofse. This requires the t eraPist to focus interaction on a

strengths', building on,..thenViather than on weaknesses.
.is the outlook that describes the jar as half full

rarber thar. half empty. It is often used in the family 'circle to
,...t,ncourage 'ehildrbli. to .express themselves verbally before'the group,
.-`to congratulatet em or whatever they have managed to

*
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adcomplish no matter how meager, and to affirm faith in their
capacity. for improvement. This bolsters their self-confidence and
rewards their assertiveness by eillipcing tkeir ielf-image. Positive
reiponse works to undo the apathy, hostiff, and self-defeatism of
children fdr whom family and teachers tend to reserve a Pessimistic
view: helps to reverse the vicious circle of failure and low self-

.

,esteem particularly common among disadvantaged groups.
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PLATE 5. .Ei ann attempt 40 bring the .
necessary . sychotherape services
directly to t e children inneed :and withi

. the social context.of thafneett;,



The roots of Unitas can be traced back to both the history a the
Community Mental Healih Center movement of the 1960's and the
personal development of Edward Eismann; Unitas' founder. It is at
the point, at which Eismann-begins to develop a program based on
the community- mental healtlf,:eoncept that we can .best understand
the shaping of the Unitai program.

What was called the "community mental health revolution'"! of
the 1960's stressed agency. accountability for service utilization in a
particular catchment' area and encouraged the development of
human resources among the client population, rather than 'relying
solely on outside professional expertise. Animated by this innovai
'live thrust in helping'people, Eismann accepted a position at
Bronx community mental health center as a consultant in the
consultation and education division. The time was January. 1968
and .Eismann was then 35 years, old and had recently completed a
clinical doctcmue in social work.

During the first six months of his tenure, Eismann sat in an
'inadequate office in a .hospital building looted away from the
mental health center. By Eismann's descriptioc, there was no room
for anyone to, sit, the hallways often doubling as office space. He
passed six of his eight months, at the center "waiting for something
to happen." He did help to Conduct four mini-workihops that were
successful, but this was not 'enough to

received
him. The lack of

contact with community people he received two phone calls
during his eight months-at the center and saw only a handful of
Oients particularly depressed him. -,

months after he began this work, Eismann decided to go out
;the street, to stop waiting 'for clients to come to him for

nonsultation.,,

" Bauman, .0epald and Ruth,. Grunes. Psychiatric Rehabilitation in the Chow.
-Lexington, Miss.: D.C. Heath and Ca., 1974.



On the streets, I- saw a lot of .things happening. My :.

depression began to lift. A little'boy askt-cl nie,
you be here forever?" And from that time I saw
what I was to do.

"Yes," was Eismann's reply, he, would be there forever. During the
summer of 1968 Eismann spent most of his -.time on the "streets of
the South Bronx getting to know the children of ilie area With4iim
was a center art therapistr.also dissatisfied with being tied .tIllte
office. They selected FoX Street in the center's 'catchment area Si a
good place to begin Aheir new work. .The following is an excerpt
from Eismazin's notes from August '1968, when he was. working
with teenagers on. Fox*Street. The interactions of the Boys with each
other and with Eismann, over a two-day period, underscOre the
need to work continuously and closely with children on their- own

August 29, 1968:

Today the boys were playing tag. I told them to con-
tinue their game.] was happy just watching them.
At a certain point they started hurling- rocks and
stones. I could not see their enemy,. but they said it
was the "niggers7 from the other end of the street
who had begun bothering them, I was caught in the
middle of a rock-throwing party, quite anxious, and
trying desperately to think of ways to distract, re-

. direct them, or reason with theth, or something. I
tried thoughts with, them like, "I think you have
shown them enough now that they can't push you
around." No reasoning helped. The war continued.
Pin*, it was over (I still had not seen e enemy
whom the boys were saying was hiding in certain
back yard). "We won!" was the battle cry.

Eddy came onto the scene and was ly hos-
tile, grabbing things from the boys d the boys not
really defending themselves or each other against him.
Eddy wanted me to see how scared he,-could make
Howard. I expressed no interest, but he proceeded,
making Howard run into his house and not emerge. ,

thereafter.. Is was adisheartening day in all-

August 30, 1968:

Today I'retiirned te.the group, but found a cool re=
ception. I was not hailed nor related to except by
forced "hi's, I tried forcing conversation but to no
avail. The boys who were outside were not really



playing with.each other; other boys were inside look-
Mg out the w.lyindo I knew this Unsettlement between
them and m even between them and each other?
had something to do. with yesterday's war. I kept
hanging around; sitting on the stoop, not letting
them reject me although I was feeling...it. A block
party was scheduled for the evening: I -Stayed around
to be at it When I got food, I deliberately went to
several.pf:,the boys and offered them some of my
food. they' began coming near me again sand eau-
tioualy conversing: One boy venfured. ask, "Would
you beat up a kid?" I said, "Mel' Wily would I want'
to do that, I might not like what a kid does; but
beat him, never." As the evening went on and I sat
on the curb, four df the boyscame over and "dined"_
with me. At last it came out. 44 said: "We thought
you' were real' mad at us yesterday because we Were
throwing locks; we thought you did not like t.f.s any-
More and were not CoMing, back." I commented that
thatatas the :way he felt, like I' wait; through with
them. Did the Otheri feel this way too? They agreed
and talkdd more about people who get mad at them
and then are their. enemies. I said, "I sure was glad
you brought this up, that you were able to say these
things to me." I was so pleased. that they could tell
me what was on 'their minds and how they Mt. :I
then expressed that I was not mad, at them yesterday,
but I was feeling something when the rock throwing
was going on I felt afraid, not angry. Afraid that
someone might get hurt and I did not want anyone
of them to get hurt 6eciuse I liked them. They were
right, I was feeling something but it. was not what
they thought. It pleased me-so much .that we could
.sit here and get to understand each other better.,.

,4-We went over to the stoop and talked for another %
hour. The tht4hts and feelings that emerged now
were of a tender variety epitomized by Gregory who
commented.fit a certain Point: "Wouldn't it be great
if we could all live together in one big house?"
said it was-a:beautiful thought, but at least we could,
be real close- friends who care about; each other.

'Through the . experiences of that summer ann gained a
,/-clearer underitanding of whaticould e done to reach community

n4nbers therapeutically. He 'Opted transfer to the ou atient
1,1#unit of the mental health cen ere his wanted tij iign a

4
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2` children'S program. Jlowever; soon after Ile Was hired as a child.:
clinician, the budget foT the children's psychiatric sere' was Cut,'

..: leaving no funds for the,developinent of then ogram.
Undannted, Eismann still htiPed to develoP a childre clientele,.
either by advertising with "Ciraulars. or by -meeting children t rough

.*-.. Street Contact. - . -_

There was exi elementarY school near the outpatient clinic but
'. because ,of the lack of previous contacts there, the clinic director

prOhihitecickismann fiord approachitsC.the administrators, teachers,
or Children:. A,s *he related the, detalTrof thiS period, Eismann's

.

growing frustritiop with :the priorities and constraints of the *.

,community mentarheaith center bedarrie* apparent. His overriding
'concerns continued to,, be the people of the community...especially
the children, #nd how to reach them. He had little patience with
what he perceived as the misdirected .priorities of the community
mental health bureaUcracy. .

By the spring of l9W Eismann was known athe local junior
high schocil, where he had been permitted to speak with people
6ecause of contacts that others had made previously.. The guidance
counselor, referred a troubled, Puerto Rican boy, Alejdndro, to
Eismann beCause of ,his truant- behavior. Through Alejandro,
Rismann met a number of cityer teenage boys. Eventually,
Eismann's network expanded to incTude the boys' parents 40c1 the .-

teachers in the4Chool. Eisrnann points out that this expansion could
not have occurred in such a' natural. easy way had he remained'
sitting in a clinic office waiting .for clients to arrange and.show up

for appciintments. o. . N

Also at this time,' the first group of five neighborhood teenage
met with Eismann. on the street: It was not, long after this

"--tisinann chose the" name tnitis for the -*gram Which-he,
*'; developing with SOuth Bronx youth. The name UnitaS derives (rem .

Biblical Psalm 1-33'which.. says, "How good and..noble it is Or.:
brothers to live together in ztnity," To Eismann, "Mental health:
difficulties involve broken, unresolved/relationships," anci-stfilit"divided relationships are signi of'divideld minds. If people' ,head:,

inare together, then you can be a. community. 'Unity, us, is
projected as :the goal for humans in their personal lives' and their
relationshipS with others. , ,-'

Eismann held daily gronp and individual sessions' with these boys
during that summer, but they spent "virtually no time in the
outpatient clinic. office.. Meetings occurred on tenement stoops,kfire
'escapes, at the local candy store, in the schoolyard -- wherever-and.
whenever it made sense to talk according to the needs of the .boys
and not thc.needl of the clinic. Usually they would meet:on the
boys". own grounds, in the vicinity of'the junior.high 'school. With
little success;',ismann tried to interest Alejandro and his friends in



joining
.

ng the street. On Fox Street. Although Fox Street was
just a few blocks away- frOm Alejandro's hothe, the children
thought of it as a separate world.. It was not yet time to consolidate
the newly emerging program.

By thIS time, the outreach program Eismann was developing had
won, the recognition and approYal of his colleagues at the
community mental health center. In the fall Of 1969, Eismann was
invited to become the acting direttor of children', services and to
coordinate all childfen's activities' for the center`. From clinician
'Eismann became administrator,,dealing with /fifty people,. most of
whom were ;community mental health workers. Eismann accepted
the position because he believed that he could build 'a centralized
children's service where referrals, could be handled effectively, a
belief which was soon prOven false.. \

His new duties curtailed his .Working diiectLy 'With children, so
Eismann, transferred..his cases such as Alejandro and others from
Fox Street and the junior high school

according
workers. But the

:workers, Were.generally not competent, according to Eismann. They
were late, :Often absent, antagonistic, stole from the clinic, and
lacked the , training and commitment to work effectively with
children, Eismann found his new poSition frustrating since he was
unable44O build the kind of program he had intended and,
therefore, was not displeaSed when his directorship ended.

In February ,1970, after less than half, a' year as adMinistrator,
,Eismann returned to, being a "simple,Clinician" with a clear sense,
of. relief: He soon, picked up wherel he had left off, six months
earlier in his work on.the streets, following up contacts and making
inroads initiated it community agencies. lie speaks of how he now
felt free to take his "ideas from the street and bring them into
buildings." The community leaders and workers whom be
approached at schools, a, settlement house,: and a recreational center
welcomed hiM enthusiaStically:'-'Before long, Eismann. was
developing varfous.pildi'programs within these institutions aimed at
both: staff and .Children using the "serifjce. in each of these projects
Eismann attempted to bring the necessary psychotherapeutic services
directly'to the children in need and within the social context of that
need. He soug t to train teacher's; administrators:and counselors in
how to handl effectively problem'S of the children without auto-
matically refer ng the child and his Or, her problem to an outside
professional.

At the loca elementary school, Eismann initiated a classroom
therapy Program in which he met with a cies§ of children and their
teachers once each week. Other teachers from the school were
invited 'to obserg/but not to participate in the sessions. After each
session the teachers met with Eismann in a 'different room to
discuss what had, happened during the, session. At the junior.bigh



,
school he established a similar program. in which he worked with
the guidance douriselor and the children, in classrooms. Several

Eismann deVeloped teacher-trairting workshops in
Which a' doten or so teachers met every two weeks to discuss the

'Management of the troubled child in the classroom.
He also set up the Crisis trop -In Center at the elementary school

, coriceived as:

...a pilot program for intervening in the lives of chil-'
dren in the context of their own community -7- the
School. Children experiencing crises in the classrooM
can leave, immediately to come to the Crisis Drop-In
Center and talk and/or play out the problem which

.'has just occurred. The child is then returned to the
, classroom and further efforts are made to ease the

class situation which triggered the child's crisis, even
Iv by involvement of the whole class, where necessary, ':

in discussion about why a particular child became so.
upset as tct, come to the Crisis Center. '

This center, h operated two days a week, was not-Successful
according to Eis n, for two reasons. First, the two or three
community mental th workers in charge of The program were
not effective as the ts. The problem' of staff incompetency is
one to which Eism en refers. In this particular case the
problem lay predomin in the lack of training of the workers.
They were community members selected to bemental health
workers who did not have the skills necessary to understand or treat
psychologically the children's problems: Faced with tasks that they
were ill-prepared to handle effectively, the workers were often
absent, or became anxious when faced with difficult situations. In
the Crisis Center, for example, they would tend to play with the
Children for lack of other solutions. .

The second:prohlem with the Crisis DrOp-In Cent ik Was:that the
teachers would send the children. there simply to get tm outof the
classroom. The center was used not so much to help the childfen
and the clats but to punish the offending children: In retrospect;
Eismann believes that ."the idea was good but it wasn't thought out .'

well enough." . . .

There was another problem that Eismann encountered when-he
began to wotk with the ,children's parents: they often resisted the
efforts of the community mental health workers. Patents sawthem
more as. neighbors and peers than as professionals with tfie expeitise
to help them. Parents wanted to have, their, child seen by the doctor
and, not by' just a community merntier. Gradually, Eismann began ,

to .rely less on the community mental health workers and more on
his own direct efforts with chi community leaders, and trained



professionals workinlin the area with children._
By 1971, Eismann had `established an effective community

network. "could be activated to help:. children in need of
-therapeutic intervention. He. tells _the story of Juan Ruiz,- a
psychotic boy of 12. who Eismann and._ other's sustained in the :.:
community for four years, 'until' he was.10. Eismann worked in the

frschooil/with Juan's s:class, with the guidance counselor, with Juan'
fa 115.'0 and the local settlement house:;; :where Yuan went .4fter-
school. During the -summer, -Juan iSirticipated. in the Unitas Fox
Street program and was watched out for by the teenagers, under
Eismann's supervision: When Juan. was 16, his pinny moved out of
the neighborhood and, soon after, Juan,,Avas adinitted to a state
psychiatric hoSpital.

In the settlement house, Eismann, during the wiluer'months, met
With children from the comm y and from his -caseload at' the

Ritwice ma:week. ,./"trotin0. a large
Set up ga es' and activities in a

ac vitieS'cintsisted of one
s worker and-four,teenage volunteers, all

community mental health cente
room Eismann and his stat
structured way. The st

;Neighborhood 'Youth Cor
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workshop. "Teens-were given time for their. own social
gethers, to talk or Play; after the day's progiain for.the children `'"
ended. Eistriann, thus, appealed to theleefis on several levels --,,the
spcill,recreational;eConomic; and psychological in enlisting then;
into Unitas., . "

due of Eismarin's original ideas:ha-0 been to builda group home
for the yciunssters on -the street, to keep' them from tieing sent away
to foster homes or institutions. He thought that if. the very troubled
children could be helPed within their own neighborhood they would

a better e*fice*9f working Out their problems; After pricing
several fiotties, Eisrnann,- decided' to buy a . "modest wood-framed
..house near a., lake in- upstate New York, about a one-hour drive
from the South- Bronk. Eismaim then began to invite, the inoSt
troubleeteihagers to spend WeekendS- there. This, however', was a ,

short-ljved prtijet-.- After a week of handling psychiatric-ally
troubled youngSten, he was Obliged td_spend,the weejcend teaching

_them to close'the,refilgetatOr door when they were through with it,
fiush 4he toilet, iand, clear the dishes- from the. table. He=,

tied to use trips to the lake house not as treatment for .the most
treibled. but as s a .reward for the healthiest. These were the"
feeriagers from /the neighborhood who ,had been yoluhteering their
timpo work With'children durjng the summers on the, streets and in
the Winters in the ',settlement' house. At the time of this rwr'itin'g,
these weekend- tripsto Eisrhann'S country house continue.

In -.1973,tismann became increasingly involved in the local
schoois;:cdnclikting,:more workshops with teachers and-meeting with
gtoups of chiidren: He continued to meet regularly with teenagers .
at the mental health .center and run the twice-weekly .afternoon
sessions at the settlement house. In addition, for a'period ofseveral
Months, he met with a group of local elementaty _school teachers;
guidance periognel, and parents because of conflict Over the
pa'rents' desire to be involved in the running of the, school. Eismann
describes how', by the time these weekly sessions ended, the,
antagonism had disappeared,. His schedule also included ?weekly
meetings with ihe! -staff at the settleinent house. Meanwhile, the
number of teenagers Volunteering to work in the summer.phise-o-f
Unitas was increasing.

In July and August 1973, in addition ,,t0 eunning the 'regular
street program on Fox Street, Eismann ;offered a 15-weeltageminar
workshop on working with disturbed children at the local
parbchial school. and the community mental' health center. The
participants, all of whom were working daily with troubled yOuth,
included teachers ' front the 'school, workers fr6m the Bureau of
Child.; Welfare and, the mental .health center. Response, to This
workshop was overWheiminglY positive and led to an invitation te)
Eisniann to work with children and teachers oat the, school in the



,fall,:Tor a' full . School, .ypar Ei' n ran a ojcshop- training
Aeielyers tb be therapeutic agents in their own classrooms, without
Welting children to Outside anent health "experti." He a
devised a workshop for teacherS sip t e use df empathiC comm
cation in play,-therapy, This asSociatikti with the parochia4s
continued the following year, 1974,1197 :

, Meanwhile, Eismann was treating hildren at the corir
1

mentaV health center, bul I less frequen y than before: MQ
^ more of his time was 'spent with wo kers and children, pt-

settlement house- and the local school's. is interests were tur
--away froin the one-to-One. therapy in which he had beem.frai-ne.

toward working withlargir numbers of People. Eismann i ropo st. cr _

to. establish a therapeutic community ihth very place. Where people
lived and not In an inStitutionalsettmg. , e 'decided to in
this plan in the spring of 1974 by inviting all tine groups <4- children_
and teenagers with.whoin he had !been-1,yorking to k Meeting, on ToxV

s'. Street: About 25 youngsters came to thisfirst meeting at ,which,
Elstnann was assisted,by teenagers whom 'he% had 'asked foi,help. .41
At first, Eismann had doubts .that this plan wOuld:wotk; describing .'
it as.^."a ' crazy idei.i:?. But by this time the lecision. to prate a
therapeutic -Community with 04 still disparate\sroups, of children
was firmly made and there was no turning back's ! ' .

The children -were iespohilve and 'soon the Fpx. Street irtogiainti
.,. meeting once every week, was a reality, By-the.\5ummer, Eism'aillr_',

.had arranged to have the street closed off to eraffie, creating iitore,,IA
' . space for play and meetings. The youngster's. went. along With tiiis, t,

according to Eismarin: . . -
6 "

.,,.becatiie of their boncredness with me, :because of
their valuing my rel'atiopship to them. I wai,.a good,
father and they had common identification,with me. ?r ,

He saw MS job at this time "told help them become, bonded with
each other." It was during that summer that teenagers begin-TO`, be
called mothers and fathers rather' than counselors or big brOthers
and sisters, as was the case until then.' 2

Eisffiann believed that Unitas could be an. ofien \ system On`,
Thursday afternoons; that is, any teenagert could come lorovided
that. they took care of the ,younger Children. The reward YoF doing
this would be free 'recreation time fOr the teens afterwards. Tilts
new system was initiated -and resulted. in "chaos, the teens taking

, over and not fulfilling -their responsibilities toward the" children: In
order to rectify this unmanageable sykem, Eismann jeci,ed that
the. teens meet for three weeks on a different day of the week, in
addition to the, Thursday session, for training and as,. a'waylo test .

their commitment. The original group of nearly' 40 teenagers was
soon reduced to 12..

1 ,



as an enitriaCh. program was now moving ahead
,.Successfully, the community mental health center' began to

Operience difficulties.. 1n 0975, with less mopey available for
innovative work, the Ceigeris administration ordered that all
-outreath programs be stoPPed..Even before this-policy declaration,
however; restraints had .heen place-'-Eismarin., He for
example,,Ordered to stay at, the clinic more, his private cfiCe space

1,a the basement .- and with it the workshop space that he had ,
,.created,lor tlie teenagers - was sealed. Eismann conductedya small
lstatistical, study to determine the effectiveness' of= the clinic in
treating children of the area From April/ 1976":tp October 1976,
'Eismann found that the mean, intake in one of' the center's ;three
outpatient units was scandalously low, with only 1.8 children per
month seen per worker. He writes: P

It seems incredible that the catchment area with the
largest, children's population and' the most .,serious
needs, according to. A study ni40e bk'the Albert
stein College of Medicine in 1974-75,- should be so
untouched by its; essential source of community psy-
chiatric help. It seems obvious that the approach df
having youth come into, a psy4hiatric facility is nei-
ther popular nor serviceable in terms of what they
need. , ..

This finding; coupled with the recent mandate that outreach
--.

firpgrams cease,/ reinforced. Eismann's growing conviction that he
must move tp make the Unitas, Program independent 'of the
community. mental health center. Furthermore; federal funding for
the mental health center ceased in June' 1976 and the center became ,

primarily a.Medicaid clinic, no longer able to sponSor. Unitas. .?

; The; Unitas program continued on a part-time basis while
Eismann took the necessary steps to create an organization that
would functidn independently. A Board of Directors`,was organized,
consisting primarily of South 'Bronx community leaders-, who had
,been involved in Unitas , and older., Unitas particiPantS. Unitas
became incorporated with the Board' of Social Niielfare as a

' charitable organizatio4 and proceeded to apply \to various
foundations and corporatbns for financial support to begin in the
spring of 1977: The Greater New York Fund (GNYF) and the New
York Community-Trust Fund (NYCTF) approved Unitas' request
for financial support, amounting to $55,000, and Chemical Bank
provided additional Support in dOriations of $2,000 and office
equipment.

1
'Eismanh severed all ties with the mental health center at

\
the end

. or lune 1977. He was finally frie to work full-time on Unit , now

officially the `,.'Unitas :Therapeutic Community, Inc., orianiza-

88
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tionally and financially independent of major institution restraints. .It was Priinarily its outr ach -thrust that enabled the Unitasprogram' to get off to a ealthy start. We canno , however,.- discount the nine years . tha Eismann had already edicated.: to ,building the program and shah g the fruits of.his labor with others'.. involved in community service. He had, by this time, a small butdedicated following of teenagers and children who helped recruitothers into the program.
ili.Unitai also Owes much to other community organizations whichhelped it surtive..during_these early'. times of .independence, Tore-, most among .them, St. Athanasius and Casita. Maria SettletnentHouse. For several years, Psmann, had been in close contact-withteachers and administr4p at St: Atanasius, where he ran'workshops, worked witk, problem. children 'and their "families, did: and taught play therapy', ; ,Unitas began to- use the school gym in1975 for its Thursday afternoon extended : fan-illy circle meetings.Then, in September 1977, Eisrnann was granted permission to usethe school's offices and classrooms on a regular, daily basis asUnitas: headquarters. For nearly.one and a half years, while funds ;Were extrentery. tight, Unitas paid no rent for the use of this space.With available budget :funds of .1977-78, Eismann hired a ftill- t.time MSW social worker who specialized in family therapy: A: .-teenager who began participating in Unitas in 1976 was 'offered asalary as a Unitas Youth .Corps, worker, a position which- he held, for six months..After this period, another youth took over theYouth .Corps posiiion for three Months.- With the exception ofgovernment: monies available to pay teenagers during the "s mmer,e.g., Youth Eniployment Program positions, and the sal es paid . .to Eismann ,and the MSW social; worker, there were.-no aid staff'Members at Unitas during its first year of independent operation. 1_,Funding has.proven.. to be one of :Unitas' greatest problems thusfar, and any study of the agency's functioning must include ladiscussion of its financial history. As funding for the first year wasdrawing to, an 'end, Eis n,

clinician, found himself i
funds to insure Unitas' exis
unsuccessful in his attempts to
permission from the New York. Co
over from the grant they'had given

po
Ily and by preference;

of having to search for
unctioning agepc first
as refuh e did secure,

unity st to use monies left
port the program duringthe coming summer., These funds, amounting to several thousanddollars, were supplemented by consultation fees which Eismann wasreceiving 'for services he provided:weekly at a family counselingagency. This combination of funds enabled Unitas to continue func-tioning throughout July and August of 1978 with its staff andprogram intact.

Unitas had applied to- the Greater New .York Fund (GNYF) and



the New . York ComMunity Tr for continued financial support

from July ..1978 .:to. June 1979, liut the GNYF, :displeased with the

managementof Unitas, reqlred\ that an administrator be hired if

refunding was to be. forthcomingAIn addition,. Eismann learned late

in the spring of 1978'7 as Unitas; funding was ending -L that the.

New York State Division for Youth, in conjunction. with the New .

York City Youth Board, would be willing to match any funds that

Unitas could secure. It was not. untl the middle of the summer that

'., the details of this matching program. were clearly known to Unitas.

By this time, 'however, it was too. late to apply for funds' for . the

fiscal year beginning in JUne 1978. !:,'he tour agencies, involved 'in

possible funding were on different fiscal Aietables, further compli-

.cating'matters. ; .

September found Unitas without m ney f staff, programming,

or supplies, a, sititationk-which prevail for our months through

December 1978. To eope'-with this, the gency e 'urinated 'all bin the '

most basic aspects of the. pr ram. I salaries were stopped. -

Eismann began to collect uneinlOyme t insurance bin 'continued,

.
working as a:consultant for .the famil counseling ageney. As he

had done in the past, he directed th fees from theSe weekly

.consultations into Unitas. A B.A.-level social worker, Garcia,

......worked with the understanding' that he Would* be paid as soon as

there was money available.' During this .period; however, in

eMergencies Eismann 'paid Garda frOm his own pocket. A number

of dedicated teenagers' continued to work at Unitas, doing whatever

clerical, physical, and therapy. work was. demanded ,,to :keep .the

. program functioning: Only one teenager, who had been in Unitas

for .five years, receiVedjederal CETA funds. In .addition, two MSW

.. P

.

,,. Students. from New York University interned at Unitas .from

September 1978 'until, May 1979. Their Work, for which they

received. no salaries, included running small therapp;groups and

seeing indivitilualsand families in treatment. ,

:The Thursday circle was maintained as was .outreach work..with .

individuals, families, and local schools. Special programs such . as

art therapy and. remedial leading, both of which required

consultants' fees . and materials, were temporarily cut out. No

' money was. spent on rent or supplies. St. Athanasius contributed

sPaceand. overhead and the. program survived on whatever supplies -.

remained from its more :lucrative claYs.

During this period, Eisinann, secured funds from the GNYF, the ....

NYCT, and matching grants from the New York State DiviSion for

Youth, through the New' York City. Muth Board. The total Unitas

budget for the periodI.January to DeceMber of 1979 was $85,039..

Working staff began to be paid. and Eismann ,recruited a full-time

: administrator: (who was alto. a trained psychotherapist) in keeping

with; the agency's needs and the' GNYF's requirements-.. In all,' for
-



the three-year period of June 1977 through'' June 1980, the GNYF
,gave grants to Unitas totalling $55,000; with the amount of the
grant reduced considerably each year.

Ironically, the features which make Unifas' approach to
community ,therapy unique haVe.worked against its chances of being
funded. The agency has proven its viability and,. through its
popularity and frontrvarious evaluation measures, its success. Unitas '
has not, howeyeri bten willing to modify its programs to allow it to
fit into the traditionally oriented mental health establishment. It
has, for example, turneedown an offer to be affiliated with a
community mental health clinic, which Would make it eligible to
receive. 'Medicaid funds: Such proposals hold little appeal for
Eismann who sees them as involving too'much time and too many
uncertainties, as well as possible alteration of the Unieas program in
unacceptable wks.

After receiving funds Mi. 1979, Unitas resumed a full optrating
schedule,and new personnel were brought it. In February, a second
full-time B.A.-level social worker, Rosalie, was hired mainly to do
outreach family therapy. HoWever, like Garcia, her male counter-

:\ part, she also participated in many other aspects of the prograM.
At the same time, Lynn Stekas, an MSW social worker,was

hirras .full-time administrator of the program. Her six years of
social work experience prior to joining Unitas involved casework,
group and community outreach, coun'seling, coordinating and,
supervising grouO work programs, and superviiing sociatwork
students for Catholic Qharities; After. completing an MSW at
Hunter College (CUNY) in 1977 she worked in administrative

- positions. As coordinator of a youth program for Catholic
Charities, shedeveloped and managed a sports league for 2,000
children and 200 adult volunteers in Queens. She was also
responsible for writing, administering and evaluating a Youth Board
contract for a Catholic parish. Her experience also includes years of
work as a teenager in charge of all the bookkeeping ror her. father's

' small business. Stekas also poinft to her marriage to a former
accountant (turned social worker) as helpful in administering
Unitas.

Stekas' Unitas responsibilities have 'primarily entailed overseeing
'all administrative functions of the agency but, as a trained
therapist; she has* also become involved in other aspects of the
program. She supervises several social-work student$ training at.
Unitas, runs a weekly young women's group and a weekly group of
young men, all of whom are now or are about to, be in college. The
newly- created position which Stekas holds brings with it
opportunities for. her to expand Unitas programming in significant
ways, such. as cktveloping the, institutional ties and the therapy
groups just described. But Stekas' energies have perforce been
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focused 'on they`` Zment of Unitas and on trying to raise funds
. to keep the ag nning.

The above hifitp cal sketch of Unitas makes clear how Eismann
and Unitas a' ound together as Concept, program, and
organization. d P. Eismann was born in New York City in
1932 to Germ h parents. He was educated in the local public
schools in NevOiro k City. Although his family, which included his
parents and sister did retain some aspects of German culture,
Eismann descrt:hes his background as being "simply American."
Perhaps this Orb] ns Eismann's implicit encouragement of cultural
assimilation 1+:1" uiring English to be spoken, by deemphasizing
cultural ties,%'an by preparing Unitas members to enter the
mainstream o dle-class American structure.

Since botkhis Eirenis worked, Eismann became independent at
an early age; dev loping his imagination and creativity. He recalls
forming a restaur: t in his cellar, where he would serve his father,
and opening an = imal hospital in his home where he cared for
stray cats ancl.d s. This quality of providing service is continually
reflected in hiSli

Eismann poin to his adolescent years in Brooklyn as especially
significant in cfo ing his present philosophy. He describes those
years as very lo ely, since he never had a sense of belonging to any
group outside th family;

One of e things I prayed so much fot were friend!'
ships wi h other kids, but somehow I did not have
the.Can idence in myself that other kids would like ,

me:

He could not assert hinilli with others, was shy with girls, and
wary of tIi gangs in his neighborhood. One of the reasons that

-- Eismann fofined Unitas may have been to enable other children to
avoid the same sense of loneliness that he experienced.

. t

I think, "What have I done?" I have created a lot
of;friends of kids. I have created a group.

Eismiun feels that as a child he was lacking an adult outside the
fa)Mily, upon whom he could rely and with whom he could feel
coiiifortable. He was still very young when he decided that he
wanted tO become that adult for other cpildren. For this reason, he
decided to `become a priest -- priests were, to his knowledge, the
only peaPle offering direct helping service to children and the
neighborhood. He viewed teachers, who were in fact important in
forming his self-image, merely as people who imparted information.
Through ',the sacrament of Penance, Eisminn could go to a priest
and.have,--.:an intimate dialogue; however, in the confessional booth
he was assumed guiltjr, evaluated, judged, and scolded. "That is all

,
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s.

1 needed when I was a guilt-ridden kid," he reflects.
Eismann was actively involved in church functions. ing his

teen years, he taught Sunday School and Wednesday-after on
released-time religion 'classes at the local church. He also play
organ at masses and headed a children's choir. Eismann did two
years of undergraduate study at St. John's University in Brooklyn
where his loAg-time love of music flourished. In high school, .he
played the piano in the.Glee Club and helped create music groups
for youngsters. He played the piccolo and the- flute in the sChOol
band and as a member of a swing band performed at weddings and
receptions. Today, Eigmann is a classical organist and pianist,

Atiough he has not applied these talents within Unitas.
At St. John's University he became more philosophical and-ex-

,
perienced a growing sense of dissatisfaction with music alone.

I earned whatever"' did to be worth spmething eter-
nal and infinite. I did not want my life 40 be mean-
ingless. I wanted to be a person 'who dealt 'with
others in a way that was different froni what I had
experienced.

With this in mind, Eismann transferred to a seminary college in
Massachusetts operated by the Congregation of Holy Cross. As a
religious order the congregation emphasized the values of silence,
prayer, and a varied, active ministry. Hi. graduated and was
admitted to the order's novitiate. Ordinations consisted of a four-
year graduate program. Eisman' n spent his novitiate year in Benning-
ton, Vermont, .and, for the next four'years., 1954-1958, he attended
Holy Cross Theological College at the Cathblic .University of
Anierica in Washington, D.C.- During this time, Eismann worked:
part-time with a group of black children from the.,yashington
slums, incarcerated youth in a 'detention center, the mentally ill in a
federal hospital, and neglected children in a group home.

At the end of his third year, Eismann began to have doybts
about being ordained. He realized that he did not merely want to

.o6tain more knowledge aboyt the Church, God, and the' Bible at
the expense of training in human relations, which was the aspect of
the priesthood that had initially attracted him. Eismann wanted to
learn more about people anti' understand theM better, to give them
"helpful service built on knowledge, not just, impulse." He left
Theological College five months before ordination, receiving a one
year's indult of exclaustration from Rome. During this year, 1957,
he worked in a Boy's Home,/ where he received room and board,
and attended the School of Social Work of Catholic University of
America, paid for by the Congregation. For a time he entered
Freudian analysis but,. in keeping with his desire to move away
from introspection toward interaction, he found the experience



dissatisfyink. In 1959 Eismayift received an. MSW deg4ree from;
CathOlic University.

Eisalyn never returned for ordination /;but haS remained faithful.
to the atholic Church. He ' shiessei the importance of Judeo-
Christian underpinnings in his development and present sense of
self, However, he feels that there are many ways to worship in
addition to the ways of a traditional church, such as by simply
gathering together people and letting leaders naturally emerge Who
can assist people to express and share their religious sentiment
among themselves in a natural .community. This 15, in his words,
"everything Unitas is."

After graduation from the School, of Social Work, Eismann
returned to.New York to work for Catholic Charities in a child
guidance clinic fro'm 1961 to 1965. For §ix months during this
period Eismann was in Sullivanian analysis, after which he turned

fef:views

analysis, the latter having a. profound effect on his
44iews of therapy and mental health. He became increasingly

dissatisfied with an analytic approach to therapy, although he
acknowledges its contributiog to his personal. growth.. One feature
Which impresSed him was that his Adleijan analyst was a good

' listener and was, not'opinionated. This attracted him since the major
help figures in his past, priests and teachers, seemed to pass
judg ent freely. Eventually Eismann entered group therapy,- an
exp fence which exerted an influence on the creation of Unitas in

th "what peOple, could give to each other was reinforced in my'
own group experience."

In the sumnfet. of 1963 Eismann traveled-iiiMexico City 'where
he cared for a young boy and attended the Instituto
Norteamericano to learn Spanish. The following summer hcovorked
in Argentina and Chile in a self-help village project. Eismann thin
returned, to school to obtain a doctorate in clinical social work from
Smith College, in a conjoint plan with Harvard University. After
receiving a D.S.W. in 1967; he traveled .around the United States
for two months and decided that he wanted to settle down in a
lifetime career. He was torn between his family in New York and,
his desire to work in Hull House in Chicago. After hearing about
the Broil* community mental 'health center and its new thrust in
helping people,. Eismann returned to New York and began working
there. He pursued post-doctoral training at the Alfred Adler P,sy-

oanlytic Institute in New York,- which stressed. interpersonal'
,ilations'and he received that Institute'sidiploma in 1972.
i, A

/II( In the early 1970's, Eismann felt that he would like to have a
:more permanent relation with-, a child, instead oi dealing with

f. ,: children throughout the day and then having them return to their
'feat mothers and fathers at day's end. Eismann approached
Catholic Charities about' adopting a...child, and within six months



Eismann was given Tom, a nine-year-old boy. Tom was born in the
Bronx, was abandoned by his mother, And brought to Catholic
Charities.by his father. After that, the child had been in and out of
foster homes. In 1974, within'a year after receiving him, Eismann
legally adopted T6m. Eismann"and his son now share/an apartment
in the Parkchester section of the Bronx. Tom is a high school
student and)an active symbolic parent in Unitas.

In termeof family life for himself, Eismann says thAt his lifestyle
does not necessarily exclude marriage. Unitas is his entire life, but
Eismann, does -not feel than:an emotional .involvement would
diminish his commitment to the program. It is difficult, 'though not
hnpossible, to imagine Ed Eisrnann involved in other activities with
the 'intense 'devotion that characterizes his concern rifor Unitas.
However, in tracing his personal development, we fiiid. that such
seriousness of purpose and zeal have been hallmarks of Eismannis
work.: His clarity of vision- coupled with dogged hard work have.
enabled Unitas to clevelop carefully, as it has. Unitas survived
and 'flourished Ihrougki period of community deterioration, cutbacks
in ftinding,, ...staff shortages and .turnovers, and upheavals in the
community mental health. field.-In large part we must attribute its
'growth to the dedication and abilitieS of its founder, .Edviard P.

.

Eismann.



PLATE 6. "In Unitas children learn to
absorb, losing as well as enjoy winning;
develop ever increasing levels of sociali- .
zation; develop cooperation as well as
autonomy."



SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

,

As in a family, so in Unitas individuals receive encouragement
and, support for their dependency: In the context of kinship,
dependency generally implies inequality, the dependent one
subordinate to a superior, powerful relative. In the natural family,
the parents have power over the children, and the older children
often hold . sway over their younger siblings. Autts and uncles,
though clearly not the mothers and fathers of the nuclear unit,, are
tecognized as'parental or potential equivalents. Power, then, within
the family unit, refledts age and kinship role, which. often
correspond. The structure of Unitas encourages this kind of
dependency and hierarchy, with power' assigned according to age
and family connection,. albeit a created, symbolic one.

Since children are usually cared for and socialized., by their
biological families, the justification fOr the creation of an elaborate
symbolic-family structure, needs, to be ditcussed further. Eismann's
view is that a great number of actual families in poverty stricken,

-ghetto areas "are so disrupted and disorganized that they are
virtually inaccessible to change through, family, treatment." Whether
this is 'indeed truelis 4t the issue here, although the problem is ,

certainly an important :cone. 'Unitas begins with the premise that -
traditiory family therapy intervention in disrupted families' is, at
best; inimally effective. According to Eismann, the. climate of
actual ainily life for many families in ghetto circumstances may be
psycholo 'cally damaging for all involved.

Without addressing himself to the specific social and economic
causes orthii 'unhealthy situation, Eismann charges Unitas with the
awesome task Of resocializing in healthy ways youth who have been
psyChologically hurt by their families. He states that

...the troubled kids need mothers and fathers. This
means that they didn't get enough of their parents.



If :a mother Is raising ten kids, maybe alone, then
she has a lot to do mid perhaps can't give enough.
to each of her children. .When a kid comes to us
angry, we don't smack the kid in the head. He pro-
bably gets enough of that. Thlre are other ways.

',Eismann portrays an angry, overburdened single mother without
healthy, options in her life. It is the family system which is
unhealthy and in need of fundamental change, not simply the child-
rearing behavior of the modier. The social. system iri which Ate
operates, however, is not readily amenable to improvement.

Psychological health involves people helping,. caring for, and
controlling each other, as well as sharing __their, thoughts and
feelings. When people're able to nourish one another, then they
are like the memberS 'of one family, a healthy family. Ironically,
this kind of nqurishin& or healing does not often take place in real
families in whidli the parents are emotionally unwidllable to help
their children. Such is the situation which prevails to a large extent
in the. South Bronx. The justification, then, for working with
sYmbolic families lies in the need of children who are In an
unhealthy, dysfunctional real family structure to receive adequate
parenting elsewhere: Unitas claims to provide such a healthy
surrogate structure.

Unitas is toticeive$ as "one big family made up of little
families." All participants in Unitas become members of a small
symkolic family. Together, these symbolic families form an
extended family: Authority resides with the grandfather, the oldest
and most powerful family member. There is only one grandfather;
.there. is no grandmother in the Unitas faMily model. Moving
dOwnward through the generations, there are .mothers and fathers,
structurally equal, to orie :another who are the -heads of the small
,Unitas family units. their responsibility is to care for their Unitas
children, who divided into oiler children and less responsible
younger children.. Each family may have one or more aunts and
ncleVOlde-F,than children, but not ready to be4, parents, aunts and

_,uncles are regarded as .parents-in-traininc. it is expected that they
will move into symbolic parent potions quickly. .

Unlike biolo&ical families, _WhitaS flies rarely extend formal
.. kinship terminology beyond. the immediate - members. Even within

the small tainily unit; not :all_ kinship ties are-recognized. When
either. .addresSing. or referring to a Unitas. niothers-In4nttier- of
another 'family, a parent does not use a sister, brother,' or 'n -law
term. Sibling relationships exist only in the child . generation. Only
children have brothers. and Sisters; their "parents". do' not
Similarljr, while there are Unitas parents,' there are no Unitas
spotises..Unitas does'not recognize symbolic marital des, and there
are no symbolic .husbands and wives. The Unitas family members:



...
. .,

use only first names in Speaking to or about the others.
An exceptiOn to this is the' use of the terms cousin,' sister., and

brother in the chadgeneration. 'Cousin and sibling terms are used
by Eismann when he, asks' a 'child from one family to interact- with
another child in the same family or in a different' Unitas family.
This serves two functions. FirSt, it relieves Eismann of the burden ,

of having to remember the hundreds of names of Un,itastchildren.
Sectind and more importantly,\ir reinforces the ties that Unitas
children have as symbolic family members to one another. The
focus here, as it. is in much of\ the Unitas strupture, is on the ' .

bonding between children an.cn'theigpeers, facilitated by the
symbolic parents. ''. 1 ..

At the center of 'Unitas are'' the teenagers acting in the roles of
mothers and fathers. Unitas mothe and fathers fall into two main
groups: those who have been in U tas for several years and have
proven their abilities ansl commimie , and those who areirelatively
new to Unitas and are still being te ed and trained. A( a group;
the Unitas parents form the backb e\ of the program; without
them, there would be no program as it noweexists. \

In 1979 five teenagers could be sin led out as wielding reater
power in Unitas than their contempor rieS These five ha more
contact with the children, with Eisma , and with other nitas, .,

administrators than other teens. They a.ted as mediators be weer
iother teenagers n the program.andthe .. inistration, and as the

;,interpreters and translators of Unitas , olicy to the, children.
'I Through the years this number has shifted, bin since its beginnings

vitas hat always had a group of dedica . , in uential teenagers.
In this year, we,:rnees Juan, George Riche d; Ca lop, and Terry.
There are a number of feature's which thes teens share, not the
least of which is their,true-believer dedication to Uni s, as both an\organization and _a waY of life. .

As a group, these five tend to be closer to Unitas 'hildren -and \
i

' 'their families than other teenagers, This closene s, obser able in the
ways they talk to and touch the children, and th frequen y,Of their
contacts with children and their real families, as ell as th concern..
they shOw for their ,well-being, -comes from th years o Unitas
training in child development and behavior. We c easily trace the '
values (\underlying the behaviorsA4-these symboli parents toward
their 9ildren and each' other to Unitas' teaching Examples', will ,.

serve to illustrate the . differences in behlviors.between the
experienced teens and the, novices.. . '

It is a Thurgday afternoon in April 1979. At 3:15 small children
begin to enter'the fit. Athatiatiusgyth to participate in the ,Upitas
'circle. Eismann greets :tach 'child' at the door, asking which family.\
order, sets the-mood of the gathering, and reinforcei the children's
he or she is in. Eismann explains that this practice maintains

commitment to the symbolic family. 7 ..



A smile, a 'gentle greetin: and often a warm touch welcomes
each child as he or she am es at George's family. George is 21
years old, black, lives t ho e with his parents, and is about to
graduate from high school an begin college. "Hello Darlene, how

. was your day?. Nice to see stivE..."Hey; Leo, hello. Come sit

nev r ceases to interact with di children, intently watching ancr

'their skill. Henry, a boy of 10, na s perhaps half the children.

Within ten minutes,/there are erhaps fifteen black and Hispanic
Swirls and boys' assembled aroun Georg , who now has Sara on .his

p nd an arm around Greg, a sad looking boy .of nine. George .

themdirep

iit arrange themselves, seated, in circle, so that they can play a
ame. It takes a couple of minut s, a bit of verbal and physical
udging, and the'enlistment of till older children's assistance but

the circle gets formed without"GeO ge ever raising his voice. The
game involves one person in the f ily trying to name the other
members of the family. Several of th children are anxious to show

/ When he cannot remember a name, eorge urges him to ask the
Person directly ,what his name is. Oth children are encouraged to .
help Henry in this task hut not to tell \ im the name. Most of the
'children comply; a few cannot resist w pering the- name, but this
is mostly ignored EY. George and, folio g his lead, by the other *.

. family hieMbers.
''pr ;Now 'it's. Jose's turn. When .he gets to eo, the only excessively

,

'overweight boy in -the family, Jose calls ou \"Fatso." The children,

laugh, as Jose apparently intended. Withobt hesitation, George
mildly but clearly and publicly reprimands J se and: tells him the
correct name. to use. As soon as George

-_,

sp aks, the snickering
, , r'stops. , .

,. 4 This
,../contrgsti with the conduct of Jesus, a nitas parent like

Georgei,' but witticibt George's degree. of commitm nt orincorpora-
tion. o Unitas .philosophy, and 'without George's geltle control over
himse f and the children. Jesus arrives a few minutes late at his
NV '6 usual location, In the Unitas circle on this Thursday. He

..hurries in and treads immediately to 'Howard, his friend from. the
stre, ts, also a father in anothet family, to say hello. Juan,.the more
'exPerienced and responsible father in this family, frowns, 4hoWing
his displeasure at his co-parent's actions. He briefly. mentions Jesus'
lateness. and stopover at Howard's family. Jesus, however; directs
his attention toward .a couple of the boys in his family %lid are

t
larl., anxious to be with him. He cannot resist this. oppchtunity

a id Juan's criticism. He tousles the back of one boy's hair,
pushihg his head forward as he does it. "As the boy stumbles
forward, laughing 'and clearly enjoying the attention, Jesus. turns `-

toward his friend, Tohnny, and lunges for hits legs, startling the boy
but nothing more.. They are all laughing now, and.although there

\ ,

' a,

a



has clearly lieen-positive interaction betWeen these boys acrd their
' surrogate father, one wonders ineyitably about the therapeutic, value

of theie 'actibns. TheiapY does not seem .to be foremost, on Jesus'
mind at the moment. Soon, fiowevei,.Jesui- is seated with his family
as they prepare for the' weekly Unitas circle, The children, Robbie
and.-Johnny, are by Iiis!side, noty joined by',Frank, who is: busily
chatting about a television pr9gclim. be ha& seen the night .before.'
Two girls standing nearby greet. Jesus shyly. and Jesus says hell°. to .

them, but makes no effort' to b'rin'g' them into the circle.' Tfie girls
drift to a spot.near Judi's and sit.down. .

George has.,been ming to 'Unitas frif nearly silt yeartirsifice he
,was fifteen Years old. In addition to being.a symbolic at her in the

. Unitas family, George tutors' children in reading, does therapeutic.'
work with local familieg, meets indiy,idually with troubled childned,

-

work' in art theraPy, does group Counselling, plans group outings, 4

and suPhitises'youth workers. He is proud of the ,work he dog. in
Unitas;" t his commitment tot the program and of the cliange's he '
has experienced personally. "In 1974, I as making the 'transition
from childto .workei," he explains. "I grew up,in the program. In
high. school I was quiet and never spoke to anyone. Then, Carlos.
and I started. talking to each other. That's how I got here." .

The :talking that George refefs to is .not the kind of 'verbal ..,,

badinage that we routinely hear from,. say, 'Jesus. Rathere the
rspeech is highly explicit in form and intention; its stated and
/understood purpose being to facilitate, communication between the

.,. speakers. In training sessions, the teenagers, motivated in varying .
degrees by their desires to harmonize with other teens:and wOrkerg
and to handle the difficult children more effectively, learn.
communication skills along. with therapeutic techniques. The two .

cannot easily IA separated, however, since effective. communication
. -- verbal and non- verbal -- is crucial to effective healing. The.
problem, as George explains it, is to "get the kids-to interact with
each Other," and this cannot be done..by explaining It to them. 1

.

"They cannot:grasp it, they have lo:.eiperience it." George no
longer feels that there is a fundamental distinction between :his

. behavior outsid6 and his behavior within the Unitas context.
Jesus, when asked about these' issues., hesitates and. falters, ,not

'knowing how to respond._ He agrees. that communication is superior
to hittingas a way of handling a difficult situation..Rut Jesus does
not speak with the .same: commitment and' undergtanding that, one
hears from George.,Observing JesuS playing diking the recreation
hour of the family' circle meeting on this TliurSday,. we she him
involved in a basketball game with five other boys, '.all but one of
whom. are in their teens.-Con the sidelines stanpl. tWolloys,i perhaps
nine yearS old, watc ing the game. It is a Units Uncle, iot Jesus, a

_

Unitas father. who vited them to join the game. As Rug, Of thek
training, Eismatin i sists that the. teenagers not confuse:th recrea-),.._

, .
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tional work vvith_the Children with their own amusement. The teens
are not, he stresses, there to play their own games; they are at,
Unitas to. work. Evidently, Jesus has not learned this lesson well.

Jesus has no regular responsibilities in Unitas the way that
George does, but then he has only been in the prograrrOor eight
months; During the last summer, he moved to Fox Street from a
different section of the South Bronx. During that summer JestaLsaw
people playing on the street during the afternoons. Not woIking,
with no money and only a few friends, Jesus foind himself lured
by the activity he watched. One day in August, he-left his house

, determined to find ut how to participate. The first person he met
was Juan who too Jesus under his wing, introduced him to others,
and helped him feel comfortable.

Jesus can be understood perhaps as a young George:in the sense
that he is the age George was when he first came to Unitas, and, at
least by his, interest and attendance, he is as dedicated to the
program. Also, both George and Jesus were motivated at first by
their loneliness and the need to participate in a group. Perhaps time

.and training -- and with these, maturity -- will overcome Jesus' lack
of skills and sensitivity, and develop in him a genuine commitment

- to Unitas goals.
InCorporation into the Unitas hierarchy is slow, often requiring

years for a teenager to be given or to take a place of authority in
the structure. We have identified two routes toward incorporation.
-Pne can start out as. a child in Unitas and eventually take on
greater responsibilities within the family and the organization. This
was how Richard and Carlos, for example, joined Unitas. A second
route is to join Unitas as a teenager and, through commitment,
work, and the desire and ability to fit in, be accepted. Juan, Terry,
and Neil followed this approach. This is the faster but 'perhaps
more difficult of the. two avenues into the inner circle because it
requires that an already formed teenager, new to the organization,
prove his or her ability to do the work well and to fit in the
value system and with the other workers of the organization.

Until the summer of 1977, thee was wItt the teens called 'a ''hot
seat." Eigmahn would first interview tie new teenager in front of
the group and then the group would interview him- with -Eismann
present. The person would be asked about his or her interests, experi-

ences_ with children, and ability to speak in a large group. This
procedure is no longer followed in4arge part because of the internal

,restructuring of Unitas,. In, the pasi there was no separate core of
teenagers hired as summer workers as there are now. Teenagers had
to serve .in Unitas during the winter to prove themselves and to
make friendships,with other jeens. The "hot 'seat" served as a test
administered by the-Unitas ,tipper,echelon.to worthy novices. Nov,
summer workers ale provided with the same work experience is the
Ieens in the past but without the burden of going on "trial." Moit

. ,
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temporary summer teens view Unitas as an agency in which they are
placed to work for an hourly wage. For those teens dedicated to the
program, there is still the element of testing but it is now diluted by
the presence of many' uncommitted youth, a facto which disturbs
many of the more devoted Unitas workers.

Not all teenagers. who are assigned' to Unitas, howeyer, are
allowed to remain in the program. In 1979, six summer workers
were asked to leave and their transfers to other work sites arranged.

..,, The main reason given for the tfansfer was the inability of these
,,orA teenagers to interact with oth ica._ They were either too shy or too

marginal, because of their own anger or lack of interest. Of note is
that five of the six dismissed teenagers were girls; the sixth, a male,
was transferred out of Unitas on the first day because he was too
young, not because of personal difficulties. Perhaps it was chance

: that only ;females were asked to leave Unitas that summer,
but most likely it was not. The shyness that was cited as the reason
for the transfer of two Puerto Rican girls is a characteristic person- -
ality trait of many Hispanic females. Two blaCk girls, friends who
tended to stay by themselves, on the street, were asked to leave in
Part because of complaints from other teenagers who observed that
-these 'girls twl "an attitude.a' Other teenag s, Males, were also'
mentioned as 4being only marginally accept ble, but none were
asked to leave., They remain, according to Eismann, because,
although they, may be too young and "dull," they are known in.
Unitas` and are neighborhood kids. '"If they came' to me nOw,"
'claims .Eismann, "I'd Piobably have them reasSigned." Unitas will
not go out of its war A accept. children or teenagerst from outside

mof the comunity. The are striving to build On local turf, to in-
corporate this into Unitas'. daily functioning: Iii 1980, to avoid

*earlier Rroblems, teenagers deemed unacceptable' were weeded out'
in interviews before they began to work in the Program.. .

The Unitas circle illustrates another feature whiCh can be used to
measure differences between one sylnbolic parent and another:

'attractiveness or the parent to the children. Throngh their actions,
the teens communicate to the children different degrees Of. interest ,

in them and 'their activities. aIt is this natural- attractiveness which
Unitas .uses to establish symbolic families'. Children are not assigned
to a family when they enter Unitas. They spend time in a family
that appeals to them and 'into which/they are welcome. If they
choose, tifey may switch families. It is not uncommon, alSo, to:find I
g Child who has one parent in one famil9" and a second parent in a
different family. . .

The use of natural' attraction sometimes leads to situations which
may be embarrassing to teenagers, 'During,' the, su mer of '1979,

,

time to organize and implement the pcogra was , severely
mited, Eis'mann decided to let the established "families 'select new it

,..teenagers,. whq had been assigned to Unitas, to serve as aunts and
, ,.. .



uncles in their symbolic families. The means to do this -- lining, up
teenagers outside, at the end of a circle meeting, and having family '
groups choose their favorites -- emphasized individual differences
and public display. As noted earlier, Unitas does npi extend the'
same kind of unconditional welcome to its new teenage workers as
it does to its children. They 'rapt work hard and make themselves
attractive to other teenagers and to chitdren in order to succeed.

One way to quantify this attractiveness is to look at the number
of children who are in the families ofthe teenagers. We would
expect that the more children in a teenager's family, the greater: that
teenager's appeal. Fuither refining measures of a teenager's appeal
are, at best, a difficult task. We might hypothesize that agteenager's
attractiveness to children would consist of a combination of_his or
her personal characteristics, including physical- attributes, commit-
ment to the children's needs, and skills in fulfilling these needs.
Also, bound to influence at least some children is their 'sense of
which teenagers have been informally designated as leaders by
Eismann. As an initial measure, we are considering the numj,er of
children in a teen parent's family as a. broad measure of
attractiveness, encompassing the finer indicators mentioned above.

In this study, two methods -- Unitas parent information, from
roll books and from questioning of parents, and informatitfn from
questioning of children .-- were used to learn the structure of family
units. Once we learnedethe structure, we added up the numbers of
Children per family and per "parent." What about families in
which there are more than one Unitas parent? We handled this by
asking children for the narnes' of all their Unitas parents, and by
asking each Unitas parent to name all the members of his or her
families. Not all "parents" named 'all the children in their family;
they generally provided the names of only thOie children for wtrom
they are responsible. Family structures could then be combined to
learn the total number of children per family. This would not,

wever, offei adequate information, concerning the appeal of one
rticular teen "p nt''' versus another. Thus, the onl method'

that proved useful i is pursuit was the second, the qbestioning of
each child about his -or her Unitas parent(s).

The size of the teenagers' Unitas _families as rehected in the
children's-, naming of their symbolic, parents indicates, though
imperfectly, their 'relative ,positibns in the Unitas hierarchy. Fdr this .
analysis, we designated three groups of Unitas workers: (1)

dministrativeworkers and professional trainees. Administrative
orkers include paid full-time staff whether they are working

pr. marily as . therapists or adminigtratbrS_ It does not include\
experienced workers 4ho, though they may work at Unitas full-
time, were not specifically brought into the agency to Ma particu-
lar eniployment slot. (2) Inner-circle workers. These are the workers
who make up the core-group of Unitas. In 1979, each of the five in



this group had been involved in the program since 1976, and tended
to be older than the other teens, ranging in age, from, 17 to 21. (3)

Teen workers. This category includes both "up-and-coming inner-
circle" workers and marginal teen workers -- the leakt experienced
and .least committed workers at Unitas, The latter category includes
teenagers who were assigned to Unitas by the Youth Employment
Program for summer jobs and who never returned after August, as
well as teenagers who' continue to participate in :Unitas but tend lo
remain peripheral to, it.

We find that the 'five core workers had larger Unitas family
groups, than other wprkers. They averaged ten children each. Two ,

of the workers in this grout, Juan and Terry, had surprisingly 16w
numbers, with only four and six children each, respectively. Closer
examination of the data 'reveals, however, that there are sound
reasons in each case for this finding. During he summer,. Juan
worked more as a supervisor and coordinator than as a counselor
to the children. He hid the responsibility `of managing the lunch
crew to assure that the children received lunches every day and that
these lunches .were cleaned up. Thus, he rarely ate with the children
or stayed with, the before ortafter their lunch. Also, Juan generally-
took more of an interest in the other teens, making sure that they
were doing their jobs well, than in working directly with the
children. Had he not incorporated the Unitas values and policies so
well, he would not have been allowed sqch managerial license to
translate and interpret Unitak philosophy to his contemporaries. it IL,
is not unusual to hear Eismann talk of han's.special sensitivity and d
expression. Juan's position is more one of middle-managementhan
of worker..

Terry, Juan's 'girlfriend since before coaling to Unitas, also
occupies a special position in Unitas. Unlike other Puerto Rican
girls who participate in the program, Terry is not nor was she ever
shy.'Eismann describes her as,"the brk and she can sound cold."

suggesp "that `:.she could learn to,bg. more mellow and
affectionate." But like Juan, _Terry articulates Unitas philosophy
well and, adamantly, never hesitating to interpret Eismann's
teachings to other teens. It, is perhaps because of this ability that
Terry has become one of Eisman- n's favorites. Terry's.outspokenness
and coldness, coupled with her considerable time commitment to
hercollege work she is prepiring to attend law school -- account
for her lack of-a strong following among the children.

Compared to .the average family size of 10 for the inner-circle
teens, the "up-and-coming" teenagers average-6:3 children in their
symbolic familiei .during the summer, and the "marginal teen
workers" averaged only 2.2 children To the extent that the
numbers accurately reflect the commitert tint to arid involvement in
Unitas, this appeal quotient works well, with the inner-cirele
workers averaging more children than either of the teen worker
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categories. In short, with few exceptions, -tie more
°
involved the

teenager, the greater will be his or her popularity among the
children, that is, the more attractive he or she will be.

We should note that the involvement of the .workers goes beyond
economic concerns. During the 1979 summer program, all, the teen
workers were paid the,'same ihourly wage. In 1980, college students
were paid $150 per week through the Summer. Work Training

, Program, considerably more than the $110 per week paid to high
school students. As in any group, some workers fit well into the
Unitas structure and others did not, regafdless of their salaries. We
cannot, therefore, attribute differences in participation to differences
in subsequent-rewards for labor. The zealousness with which many
of the teens and other workers devote themselves ref Unitas helps
explain Unitas' ability to run year after year on a shoestring budget.

Three related questions might wellbe asked here. First,. why do
some teenagers succeedin Unitas while others do not? What
qualities characteriZe inner-circle workers and up-and-coming teen
N4orkers, distinguishing them from niarginal teen workers and teens
who have been asked .to leave the program? Second, what is it
about Unitas, the teens, or both, which fosters the hard ,work
devotion which we observe, and without which the program could
not continue? And third, what is the process of moving from up-
and-coming teen status to inner-circle status? Each of these
qupstions concerns the maintenance of the hierarchy of workers in
Unitas and it is this to which we now turn our attention.

Unitas offers teenagers friendships and the skills necessary to
develop and keep them. When, we asked teenage workers to tell the
story bf how they first came to Unitas, several themes emerged.
Some marginal youth workers, those assigned to Unitas by the .

Youth Employment Program to work for the summer, were not
personally motivated. to join Unitas..They came to Unitas.a& a. job,
only in a few instances reporting that they fOun'd the worelc_
satistying. None of the teenagers; in this .category stayed in Unitas
beyd the summer. Other marginal teenageri, those with longer
histories in Unitas and greater commitment Gto the program, were
often attracted for reasons -having little to 'dO witti --the primary
substance of the program: Peter,,f_or, example, entered Unitas four
years 'aga;-' when he was twelve' years old. He has been coming
regularly ever since, participating in both the winter and summer
programs. He is now an wide in Richard's family. This is
'significant because first, Peter is "old enough to be a Unitas father
(the minimum age for symbolic parenthood is fifteen; Peter is now
'sixteen) and second, he entered Unitas at the 'same time as or even
earlier than other teenagers who hive since moved into symbolic
parent rolei. Peter responds to the questions "What was your first
experience with Unitas? What attracted you to Unitas?" as follows:
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George and. Richard told me about it. They told :me
that there would be.,a lot of sports and other Stuff,
that I would .have to go through routines, like meet-
ings, that there' would be a lot of gigs. I

"All right! Jost me gO!" That was enough.

When asked why he stuck with it, Peter responds,

"Because. of the girls and the snorts:"

Peter, however,: does feel connected to other teenagers in Unitas,
especially 'to Jimmy, a,,,boy froth the biock Where he 'lives whom. he
knew before he cattle into .the.program..Unlike inner-circle workers,
who talk of:how they slowly developed friendships with other
teenagers. Whom; they met in Unitas, .Peter has a hard time distin-.

oguishing one friendship v?ithin Unitas from another, claithing that
the teenagers are "all.the same, all my friends," with therexcePtion

.of Jimmy,, whom 'be names. as a closer friend; .

Unitas has been influential in Peter's life,: however, apart from
providing him with . sports and girls. In talking of a. problem that he

'and Jimmy. were having he says that ..: :/:.
. . .

. I

Weottalked about it wouldn't have done it if it
weren't for UnitaS. Usually if a friend does some-
thing *against you, you strike him out and put him
down as an enemy, but here we- learn to 'give a
second' chance, to see hii point of view.

Peter did not like Unitas at all when he firSt came. He didn't like
sitting on -the floor drson,the _street, the. meetings were boring and
seemed interminable, the children were very. hard to handle and,,
finally, he couldn't accept the Unitas Style of problem-solving which.
relied on talking rather than directly ,actingi.' usually in. physical'
ways.. Struggle is lheierm Pet& chooses to describe the time' he has
spent in Unitas,..especlally to solve problems. . .

In spite of his seniority in,Unitas --.both-in term? of age and the
length of time involved Peter mud be classified as a marginal
teen worker. He' cares for Only one child in his symbolic family, has
created no strong bonds in Unitas with oiher teens, and has taken
on no.respodsibilities which might serve to create such connections:
Perhaps at the base of this is his lack of commitment to' Unitas. It
is not simply that Peter does not understand the Unitas teachings..

-His description of the change he has experienced inhis methods of
resolving conflict with his close friend Jimmy illustrates that he has
incorporated some of the program's philosophy. It is, rafher, that
he has not accepted Unitas asa crucial part of his life, the' nexus of
his social activities and friendships, the place where 'he feels most
connected and the most growth.
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Contrast Peter with Neil,^a black teenager two years older, now
eighteen, who has been in Unitas for a. little over' One year. Neil
heard about Unitas from Juan Whom heknew from the high school

.' where they were both students. Neil does not, nor has he'ever, liy!ed
in the South Bronx. He lives with his mother in the north central
area of the Bronx, a residential section. that has, until recently, been
predominantly Jewish and Irish. After being told about Unitas; and
eispecially about Doc; numerous times, Neil decided to see fvhat the

I experience would be like. What attracted him was not the recrea-
tional aspects of, the program or the girls he would meet but the
relationships that Juan had described. Neil describes :his first

, .I expetiences with Unitas:
:

I was in awe. I had n'/been thinking about working i
a center Or somet,hi6g to occupy my free time, but I
wanted it to be meaningful, something where I could
teach a kid or help the kid instead of just being an
instructor and giye out equipment to a kid and say,
"Sign your name and bring it back when ydu're
finished" or something like that. I saw that there
were a lot of things happening here...by some orthe
ways things were set up with kids bging.in families --
some uf the .peofle being ccsidered mothers and
fathers and uncles and aunts. It shows a of of re-
sponsibility because .of the way things were t ken, care
of, with achild considering you as a (at er or a
mother. There would lie a, lot of ,responsibi ities to
that child and other children in the family. You
would have. to be there with them. It was more of a
personal relationship to the icids instead of being just

. a figure Of authority. ,, .

;Beside -s.fting:attracted by the relationship that he believes he could
establish Vrth`the childreh, Neil describes ways in which he thought
his friendship's' with other teenagers- could be deerieiVed.,He also
looked forward to sharing the other teenageri: dedicati9n:

I guess I had only seen the other, teenagers playing )

basketball,. justseeing them in school or at a friend's
house,Ailking about sports or something. There was
more to them than just that, Not the fact that there
was just more to.tbeni but for them to have the dedi-
cation tobeing in. Unitas! Thaer;what I saw. That,
most of all, it would take a lot of. self-dedication.

I'Ff'Avipg established that 'inner- circle workers. are not distinguish-.
able from other teen workers. on the basis of age or length of time
involved in the program; we:turn to other factors in determining



who. will be successful in the program and who will not.' There are.
three.. related features 'which' charadterize the'most successful
teenagers: First, their perdep ions of Unitas and their 'dedication .to
tle program and its philosop ; second,.'the route by which they

.entered the program; and third, their friendship network in-Unitas:
Earlier in this, chapter we mentioned various appeals that. Unitas has
held-Tfor teenagers and .the . differing degrees of commitment that
followed. We intimated that those who were initially. attracted to

.Unitas by its :philosophy were more likely to rise in the hierarchy.
This, of couise, comes as no surprise. It stands to reason that ,
accurate perceptions .both' of the program. and their potential rOles
and growth within it would lead teenagers to successful
participation. In thiS respeet, the Unitas" hierarchical structure is
based more on the identification of appropriate teenage participants
than.on the creation of them;

This leads us to the second feature' characterizing successful
teenagers related to.the question: Do- successful teenage Workers
come into Unitas in a way different from more marginal workers?
There are various routes or social networks into Unitas: personal; -:
cOntact, therapeutic 'contact, and institutional. contact. Personal

:contact refers to those associations with Unitas that originated in
personal ties' with Eismann: These ties are often institutionally
based, such as when. a schOol principal who knows of Eisniann.'s
work tefers a teacher to Unitas.,.Institutional contact refers to

. . institutional. :

- communications .based primarily on institutional rather than
personarrelations. Included in this category are Eismann's contacts
with 'government agetidies which assign otherwise unknown
teenagers to work. Although some teenagers were paid through in7
ititutions.sueltakas the Minh Employment PrograM, only those
teenagers whose first' contact with .Unitas was established via this
route. are inCluded here. None of the teenagers assigned in :'this.Way
particiliate regularly in Unitas, although two in thiS category;{ now

. both in college, have expressed interest in returning to work on a

d:by Eismann; psually direct , tolbut

salaried basis during the summer. Therapeutic contactrKers
to relationihips establishe
sometimes through a mentil health worker, with a child or
teenager!' Only two inner?Circle workers,' Richard add 0.4193, :

entered Unitas in this manner. The other inner7circleworjcerSWere
brought into Unitas initially by one of these-workers. The -point;
however, is that. works ih:thejnner-circle.; and those in the process
of being accepted into that group, entered and are entering Unitas*
only through one route, through therapeutic contact. -

Richard has been in. Unitas since, 1967, when he was eight years
old. He was tistiy child, by his own description;:and did not readily
join iii 'the street gamies .o 9" Fox §treet. He did, however, hang
around the outskirts olthe group. He talks with some-pleasure of



- 'the attention he received now and then from Eismann and the art
,therapist The turning point came when -Richard' was thirteen: He
had just been fffed from a job at a hardware store and so had time
to'spare. Eismanninvited him to the local. community mental health
center, where he mei Mr. Paul, a teacher: in .a. local .sehool, who
had', been working with Eismann for several years, Richard hegan_

- to come regularly;; to help Mr. Paul with a group of children: At
'the tate time, in Richard's wards, ;

.

"I also went over to the settlement house. Also Doc
and I would sit in his car and talk for hours, .and
became. friends...The process took :about four years.
Doc. had to convince me.".

Although Richard Often talks as if he has went most of his,life in
Unitas, his real inyolvement in the pfogfani only truly beginS,
according to' his destription, When he reaches hii early teens:
Richard: speaks of the importanee of not only "Doc" in his. life at
that time, but of Henry and JOse, then the best known, most power;
ful teenagers in Unitas. And; from his earliest association with
Unitas, Richard identifies only,,, with those, doing the therap )*or the
helping , Mr. Paul, Doc, and liter the older teenagers = than with

those being helped. . .

Carlos' involvement in Unitas begins somewhat differently, but is
also characterized by initial reluctance. Unlike Richard, Carlos was
specifically referred to Unitas first by a teaCher and later by a
guidance counselor: Carlos is now 22 Years old, working full-time
as a :superintendent of a building, but still finds time to come to
Unitas with reguldity. He tells the story of how he first became
inyolved in Unitas:

I used to `not talk in school. I used to be a. quiet0

boy. The teacher told Doc about me. We three. sat
down to meet. Doc invited the to !Unitas but I didn't
go because; first, I didn't know What it was all` about
and, second; I .didn't go. places. So he found me in
the park, in school He tdok-me to the mental health
center and I said, "This. is a place for ntitty. people."
I saw kids and 1 said, "Now: I'm a nut, in a weird
place!" We sat in -Doc4 -office and talked. He told
me to come back but didn't show up again. A
couple of 'weeks later Doc came to my house and in
Yited me again and I never showed up. This went on
fOr about a year:

Then, in junior high School, I was a terrible boy in
school, attendance -wise. I. was still . quiet. I didn'tI



stay in school. I'd go home. The guidance counselor
told Doc about.me. Dod came to my,house to make
a. home visits like he" does now. 413ut I still :wouldn't
go to the mental health center. They were going to
send me to a children's home. Doc gave me a choice,
to go to school or .be sent away.

Eismann talks of sometimes anticipating what would probably
happen to k child. He would present the child with, the ChOices, as
though they were not in the future but in the present, thus giving
the child kclea%senie of his, optiOns while he was still in a poSition
to make decisions. In Carlos' case, the threat of being sent away to
a- children's home was not imminent, but Eismann used: this to get
him "on the right track" before the threat became real. Carlos,
responding to the clear message delivered by Eismann, 'decided to
return to school. He continues:

I would spend the morning in school, and the after-
noon in the mental health center. Mr. Paul, a teachei;
was tutoring me. My sister was in his class so I knew
about him, I was in eighth grade at the time...Differ-

, eine now was that now it was 'my school. I thought
I'd get marked absent if I didn't go. I graduated `by
some miracle! Doc arranged it.

Indeed, 'Eismann had arranged with the guidance counselor and a
health teacher for Carlos to follow the unorthodox route,`of

'attending school in the morning only and to be marked' present for
the day. Each afternoon Carlos would be tutored individually by
Mr. Pahl at the community. mental health center. Once Carlos',
graduated, he continued to heiUnitas, but he was no longer
being tutored. He was in hig 1 and, by his own account, had
good grades. In 11974, When he was in tenth-grade, Carlos' father
died, throwing him into confusion. He decided to turn to Eismann
for help....

I. went to Doc and asked for a job. Doc said, "Sure
but ,you've. got to be tested: You have.to come.,to the
center to be interviewed by all the teenagers and if
they like you, you can ;stay; and -if They don't...Oh
well." I had to go thioughan initiation, that's what
we call it now. I said, "This program is not all that
bad," so I decided totrir,it. I went to the..initiation

: at the center: They asked me all sorts.: of questions. .I
talked about school; where I'M from, Doc said I'd
havelo=work for a month first as a volunteer before'
I Could get paid'. I came on Thursday afternoon to
St. Athanasius.



Carlos volunteered for a time, attending the Thursday circles
regularly, as well as spending time at the community .mental 'health
center, talking with other teens, working in the wood workshop that
Erma= had established in an empty-basement Office.

Both Carlos and. Richard speak of their early resistance to Unitas
and their: gradual seduction into the program. in return for their
perseverance they met people;.leamed 'social skills they- had lacked
and, for the first time, started to 'feel" like a part of something. In
Carlos' words,

I stuck with it because there were a lot of new people
I was not so alone. Old teenagersHenry and Jose
were gone, and I knew Richard. He was the only
person I really felt comfortable *ith. Everybody was
nervous 'cause there were new people. In the summer
I became a worker. I felt like an old-timer. The pro-
gram became part of me because I. grew up with it
and it helped me. And then I said, "If it helped me
a little then. maybe I can do the same for the kids
that ale in the same position that I wal." So I said,
"Okay, I'll stick with it and I'll help the kids in
Unitas." . I .guesi that's what made me' so much a
part of Unitas. Doc became a big part of my life,
made a big difference. At hoMe, nothing was, stable
for me. 1

Rich agl reiterates Carlos' feelings . of alienation before he became
involved in. Unitas. He speaks of how, on Fox Street, where he
lived at the time,

...everybody. was involved in their own thing. There
were different 'little groups.: Doc brought the groups
together: The block- was brought 'together. We were
all there together for the pnrpose of seeing Doc and
the art therapist and Ted,, one of the teen Workers.
We all joked around together and talked.

Riellard and .Carlos were the first of the current inner-circle..
Workers to haye entered Unitas. Each describes the attraction, of
Unitas in versonal and emotiopal terms, painting to the important
role Eismann played in draithig him into the program. Both also
name J-Ienry and Jose, earlier inner-circle teens, though in different
ways. Carlos speaks 'of hoW, by the time he becathe involved as a
teenlger,,Henry and Jose were no longer in the program, thereby
lessening his anxiety abOut being a newcomer. Riqbird, on the other
hand, names:IfenrY and Jose, aliing with Eismann, as the people
who had beep most important to him in his early days in Unitas:
Though neither .Carlos nor Richard was brought into Unitas' by
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these older teens, they were clearly influential. This trend of older
workers affecting younger teens continues.

Perhaps the test place to observe the influence of the more
experienced workers is in the area of recruitment and .support\ of
new teen workers. Carlos was directly responsible for bringing three
other teenagers, who eventually became inner-Circle workers, into
Unitas. But not all introductions lead to the.kinds of commitment
that the inner-circle workers express. about Unitas. The personal
network provided the route for teenagers into Unitas but it was not
sufficient to keep them there. Once acquainted with the program,
these workers unanimously describe the personal 'need the program-
filled. .

George has .been' in Unitas since. 1974, when -lie was sixteen. In
1979 he -went to college, with plans to -study' psychology. When
asked to desciribe his first experiences with Unitas, George
responds:

I was invited by Carlos and his brothers (two of
Carlos' brothers were involved in Unitas for -a time
but dropped out) but what really attracted me was
the new experience. It was something new,, in terms
of meeting with, group of teenagers my age, a little
older, just to experience sitting together and just
talking and reliting to each other without getting
into fights or arguments even though people disagree
with .each other. There was an openness. T'here was
a chance for everyone to, say what they felt like
saying. It vs a shocking experience, it was something
that was very new...in terms of just being yourself.,
Natural. Not having to put up a front or.an image.
The sharing of a closeness with the people who are
there.

Juan, too; speaks of how he felt he ,could get something he
needed "because of the different aspects of my personality at that
time." Juan describes himself as "shy and not too surr of myself"-
-a description that his inner-circle friends often give of themselves.
Before, he .went to Unitas, Juan spoke -at length with Carlos'
brother about what the program would offer him:

One of the things that he said wasrthat if you came
and you became a parent, or just a member, the en-
tire group would help you get over any problems or
any hangups you have. And anytime you needed any
help or something, there would always be someone
there to help you. There was something there that I
needed and I knew that if I stuck around tong
enough I was gonna get that.
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Two prominent the es run 'through the self- portraits of inner.-
circle members. First, th tended to,be shy\and somewhat alienated
teenagers when they hea about Unitas from one ott more friends ,

already involved in and committed to the program. Second, by the
time each worker had decided to participate in Unitas seriously, he
had determined-that he lead a personal need that the program.coUld
fulfill.. Usually he articulates this as a need fcAbfriendship with other
people who will listen" caringly to his feelings and Offer'help with
his problems. 1.

We asked the teenager's to compare the way thy wete when they
first came to Unitas- to the 'way they are nbw. The contrasts
between the inner- circle workeri' answers and the 'marginal
teenagers' answers point to subtle lesioni learned ..by more
experienced and.comMitted workers, and not yet by others.
George's serious humor epitomizes the sentiments of all the inner` -
circle workers. In a high-pitched soft voice he says `shay and weak."
to characterize his pre-Unitas self. -He folltics this with A deep

-,..resounding half-sung "macho man." .Richard, hearing George's' 4
characterization, adds, "That speaks for all of us."

George expounds on his first brief dedription:

That .was it ;for* us coming into a place very shy,
scared, being not even aware of anyone else, and
being very touchy. As you notice,now I'm outgoing,
speak up, aggressive and very charming ! I can get
my point across. If I see something that l'want I can
now strive for it. It was an asset in helping me relate
to people and gave. me a clearer. understanding of
thyself and other people which made it a lot easier:
I use mostly the skills of . just listening and empa-
thizing and trying to relate to people and I .under=
stand where they're coming from or hoW' They feel
and whatever it is /that I want in terms of making a
relationshiP, inAerms of talking, touching. It's
simpler, now;daiier for:me to do this.

Richard, an ac owledged leader of Unitas, has on numero
occasions, led th ursday extended family circle meetings and the .

symbolic paren s meeting which immediately follows. During. the'
summer of p.79he held the position of. Crew Chief of most of the
teenagers assigned to Unitas. In 1980 he was selected by Eismann
and.Stekas, with other innercircle workers, to becOme trainers of
other teens and Unitas workers. It is' all the more surprising,
therefore, to hear Richard describe his Past -self in the following . 4

way:

I was shy, not certain about things, not a leader but
'a follower, dependent. NoW, I'm a little overexagger-



ated,:a little overbearing, too aggressive 'sometimes.
I can see myself as a leaderif need be I hate being
a follower. I'm niote dependent on myself. Let me
deal with things myself._ Even in my growth in

.Unitas;I was dependent on Doc, Henry and Jose.
There was always someone there

1
The enjoyment that Richard clearly- gets from being independent
and a ledder alloWs us to !peculate about the: fact that none of the
people, he has brought into Unitas have bedome inner-circle
workers. At- potentialusurpers of his power, they perhaps threaten
his position of leadership.

Other teenagers, not in the influentinl -core group, respond
similarly when asked to describe personal, changes that they have
experienced since entering Unitas: Most of the, teenagers point to
how they have learned to get along better with other people since
joining Unitas. Tom, now 15 and in Unitas for tWo years, describes
changes he perceives in' himself:

I used to be very shy. I didn't like to talk .to any-
body. The way I,used to deal with a problem -- I

-wouldn't talk about it. kln,not shy any more. Some-
times I might be shy, but not as much as I used to

0
be, It helped ime out' it. I can cope with people-.
better. I never could cope with people older than me
or younger than me. I couldn't stand kids younger
than me, but now that's everything, every little kid
next to me. 9 7.

Gaining self-confidence is expressed by many of the teenagers,
whatever their status in the program, as a positive aspect of being
in Unitas, whether in relations with their peers, older teenagers or
young children. .

Unitas has also helped teenagers to adjust to AmeriCan life, a.function never explicitly addressed either by Eismann or by the
innerrcircle workers. Peter, initially attracted by the sports and
girls, describes what it was like for him coming to New York with
his parents and siblings from Puerto Rico when he was six years old
and the .changes' he has since experienced:

I came from Puerto Rico in 1970. I was kind of
'young and got used to the Bronx the way it was

The first day I came' to school, Ih da fight. At that
time it was the puerto Ricans agai st, the blacks and
the whites. That's the way it felt a that time. When
I came over here and I started getting older, at first
this guy that was black said, "Do you wanna come?"
I said, "Oh, sh--." He was telling me this! Other
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blacks asked- me at the time and I started getting used
t6 them and then I 40talonewith them, Black, white;
brown, whatever color, I dckhit-e4reif they were pur-
ple! IsTOt all; blackS were enemies, but mostly all.
When I.first 'came here I went into 'school and this
kid banged me over the.head with a ruler and then'
started laughing. And I started talking Spaiish. The
dude would- be snapping .h1 I didn't .know what he
was saying. Then this other kid that- was Puerto
Riean translated to Spanish. -I, picked up a book and
slipped him over the head mil we started fighting..:.

Brore I didn't use thought so much.. I think abotit
it now, I go to somebody else and think things out
and talk things out. If -it still don't work; I try
talking to him again. I usually try, it three times.

Although

If that don't work, I go back to the old way.

Although the lessons of Unitas of talking things out to resolve
p oble and having self-confidence to speak your mind -- have
been well earned, most teenages: (not innee-circle workers) agree
with Pei's. that if you can't get your point across, the final,
preferred- solution is fighting: Talking with an adversary or a friend
is One way to win an argument but fighting is still viewed as a

.legitimate approach to follow. In this regard, inner - circle workers
do not -speak of fighting as a legitimate resolution of conflict,
although all Of, them have been involved in physical fights. .'

The 'friendship networks that the teenagers maintain are
particularlY important in underitanding both the degree of
commitment of the workers and the maintenance of their ties, to
Unitas and, through Unitas, to one another. Inner-circle workers
name one another as their closest friends. More marginal: teenagers
claim that their friends come primarily from school, play and the
street. Inner-circle workers spend much of their non-Unitas time
visiting with other inner-circle workers. Other teenagers do not.
This fact may he account for difficulties the less eXperienced, less
involved teens ma have in resolving conflicts with their friends and
acquaintances, that is, people, we may assume, who have not had
the benefit of Unitas training in personal. relations. . .

Eismann has encouraged closeness among the inner- circle workers
by inviting them to his country house. The purpose of this house,
according to Eismann, is to reward teenagers who have been doing
a particularly adinirable job in Unitas: Thi ,usually includes the
inner-circle workers; with the exception of Terry, the only female in
this group, Who has never been to visit. Other teenagers who we have
classified as up4nd-coming in the hierarchy, have also, received
invitations to the honse for ,a weekend, which they eagerly accept.
The visits, froth the description of these workeri, sometimes take



on the atmosphere of summit talks. Several of these core workers
proudly say that they often act as advisers to Eismann, keeping him
informed of the needs of Unitas teenage workers and children.

Themale orientation 'o)f Unitas js again'apparent in these visits to
Eismann's_ lake house. Although. Stekas could theoretically
accompany a group of teenage girls on a special trip, she does not
share Eismann's "after hours" Commitment to the Unitas program
or workers. The teenage girls are well aware of how they have been
slighted in the past and it- is this. dissatisfaction that led to the
formation of a feinale therapy and support group.

In 1979, a number of the more experienced- youth began college
studies and faceda host of personal. 'problems unknown to them
previously. One by one, they began to turn to Lynn Stekas to talk

. about their concerns until she decided to bring these teenagers
together to discuss their shared problems:A college support group
emerged, made up of half a dozen young men either in college or
about to enter. They decided to restrict participation in their weekly
gq3up to males, with the group to be led by Stekas. Meanwhile,
the young men of Unitas -- the teenage girls in college or with
college aspi ations -- decided, also encouraged by Stekas, to forma

xgroup of eir own, which also would meet once a week with
Stekas. Until that time, these teenage girls had met only informally,
as friends, without a structured place within Unitas equivalent to
the male support tiroup.

In sunintation,*a number of faactors serve to distinguish more
involved; influential workers in Unitas him less committed, less
powerful teenagers. Inner-circle workers artutot necessarily older
than other workers, nor have they necessarily spent more time in
Unitas. They do, however, invest more of their time in Unitas, t
Vending and running me rags, supervising other teensvand simply
maintaining their own frieddships. These friendships tend to involve
other inner-circle workers, thus reinforcing the exclusivity of this
group.

Related to this, inner-circle teens, the backbone of the Unitas
./ structure, are firmly committed to and %Ore incorporated well the.

Unitas credo in ways that the less committed teenagers have not. In
doing this, they have also learned therapeutic skills -in handling .

children-, and dealing with interpersonal problems. Such dpertise
may well accouqt for the popularity they enjoy among the children,.
who are more attracted to their symbolic family groupings than to
those of less experienced teenagers.

-
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:The theoretical= and organizational underpinnings of the Unitas
Therapeutic Community p-firvdC e a basis for the discussion of tio
key.issues: the "success" of Unitas as a mental health program lh d
the feasibility and desirability of replitiating such a program. I

I success is measured in terms of desired psyshological change in
the children as the result ofpardirmation in Urtas,'then at preseit
we lack the data necessary to arrive at a conclusion. The question

- of improvement in the mental health Status of the children can only
be-answered by the results of car,eftillit designed, experimhptally
oriented .psychometric studies. This was not our purpose in
conducting theo*ment investigation of,Unitas. Our purpose was .co
explore and clarify systematically the institutional structure, value
system and 'social processes imbedded in Unitas. Therefore, what we
propose regard" psychological change among the children must
remain on the 1 1 of a hypothesis. We shall argue presently that
the children in nitas are likely fo change psychologically in the
direction posbdat the program., ,

We must insist, h ever, that the success of a program such as
Unitas is not excl ely a matter of bringing about psychological
change ip the children. Such change.is but one measure of success.

- Thus, if success is measured by the consistency of purpose and the
congruence between the theoretical model and the social structure,
then, Unitas is, indeed, successful. This monograph is replete with
data demonstrating the close relationship between the theoretical or
ideal model(s) of a therapeutic community which guided the
creation of Unitas as a tangible social' organization. The structures
which it creates are planned, instilling social processes that are also
planned.

As a structure, Unitas provides its' participants' with safe.. and
carefully organized after-schrl and summer activities. The value of
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this function- should :not be taken. lightly when we consider that
,Unitas does its work in the South Bronx; an area :which has come
to syimboliie urban decai.in the United States. It is an area lacking
in parkS; playgrounds, planned recreational. and educational
programs for children. Unitas' combination of psyChotherapeutic
and recreational, activities offerS children a set of partiCipatbry
experiences as an alternative to the street. .. .

The alternative it: offers children is also relevant-to an evaluation
of the organization's success: To join Unitas means to be integrated
into a purposefully constructed 'network of social relations
enmeshing the children, the teenagers serving as symbolic parents
and therapists, the progranfs director and the administrator, and
the other participants.' The network has been pieced 'together by

:design to bond each person to another person in `the 'interest of '
intimate and nurturent relations: In turn, the interactions 'of persons
in the network are guided by the theiapeutic goal of mutual help; a
goal which has been instilled and is repeatedly 'reinforced through
the incessant teachings of the program's creator.and director, and is
perpetuated and given face-to-face meaning, by the therapeutically .

trained teenagers serving as symbolic parents.
A point should be emphasized -which our data repeatedly

confirm: the syMbolic parents maintain contact With the children
away from Unitas, and retain the 'folns of the therapeutic, and
parenting interactions with the children. that they have learned at
Unitas. ThiS process is facilitated -- indeed, it is made possible -- by.",
the fact that the symbolic parents and children live near each other .
in the same neighborhoods: Thus, the 'network of social relations
created at the-very core of Unitas' Official activities functions away
from Unitas in the nearby neighbbrhoods of the South Bronx, at
whatever time of the day or night the children and symbolic parents
meet. The Client in need of help does not separate hithself or _herself
from the source of help. ocated. inside the four walls of a clinic. A
.product of Unitas!, efforts is that help - giving extends ..to the
periphery of the network in 'the familiar settings of the _children's
'neighborhoods.. .

Geographically larger ,tharic the site of the 'Official Unitas and
active at all-'hours, the network exposes :the participants' o. a
coherently planned set of Opportunities for socializatiOn.- At the
heart of the socialization experience are a set of cultural values
symbolically expreSsed through the repeated rituals of meitingS,

'such as the'breaking of the bread and the feeding of the children.
The values focus, upon 'desired behavior. :'At Unitas it is good to
shate and to help others:in time of ;need; it is good. to be. :
disciplined; it ispod tO be polite; it is :good to',be .self-cOntrolled
and not resort to physicar egiiylolence; it is' to be reaporisitte;.and
soon, through an, array of desired behatior. Obviously,, Unitas does



not create such values. Rather, it ,selects. them from the .broader
culturil 'Context, . giving. particular. -emphasis to those' values
pertaining to the form, COntent, and nuances of interpersonal
relations;, therefore, they are values likely to have psychothera-
peutic ineaning: ThroUgh repetition' the. "values come .to be
associated with the symbol 'of human unity which is Unitas. The
associations formed, the values are. then linked totherapeutically
relevant skills and procedures which trace to the writings of Alfred .

Adler and Maxwell Jones and, to modern ,concepts of.'sfamily
therapy. If .Unitas can make one claim to uniqueness it is that all of
thil is imbedded in an outreach. psychotherapeutic program whoge .

core .orgaitizing principle' is the' symbolic nuclear and extended
family:. Ironically, the nation of such 'symbolic families is . what
gives reality ib th'e values and skills. forming phit of the
socialization. process. .

Two additional. obserimtions shobuld e Made:,The first related to
therapy., Without placing explicit intellectual at ideological emphasis
upon issues of 'cultural and ethnic. identity, Unitas employs workers
who are from similar backgrounds and who .share the same stoops,
giitters,.schoOls., and friends-f Children perceive .role models from
their. own community. The 'teenagers and workers speak Spanish
with children'and families, translating the concepts and techniques
they have been taught the idiom of the peOple: It is important
to note in this regar. however that sharing the same culture and
ldnguage does not of itself. insure a successful community outreach
effort. Eismann was unsticcesSN in his 'earlier work at a Bronx
cOMmunity.nkretal health center .with' community paraprOfessionals.
More. recently,_ on four separate occaSions. in four years, Unitas
attempted to form mothers' groups to discuss issues brought up by
the mothers. theingelye4. Despite the fact that Spanish-speakingpara-
professionals. were used to recruit the mothers and babySitting,
services were offered, no more than two or three mothers in an
entire school expressed an interest in thes groups. Commonality of
culture and language is no substitute' fOr the.didicult task of daily.

.

work at the' .giasstoots level of urbaii..life,..in the interest of
"-del/eloping stable networks to 'serve the :predispositions and needs of
the participants.'.

The secopd obsenation is that .Unitas coriThines treatment and
preventioicih addressing the needs of .distutted and'normat Children
by stressing the values of human interdependence and reciprocity.
In order to teach help-giving skills, teenagers: are given help. The
training of the teenagers is itsell,treatrilerit,..tapPing:.intO, personal
and family experience for the purpose' of bitter': understanding the
children. Confidence is gained .fichn Mastery _of .neW' skills and

.beComes part of a process of

.

knowledge. The outlook upon : fainily, fife whiCh is, developed
anticipatory socializatibn into future
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roles as Parents: The outlook is optimistically 'based von the value'
of ,hulnan beings caring- for" each other'and of how; mistinder-:
Standings can be resolved throughsoped,;":-verbil communication ..
rather than through physieal violence. -EViiiiiially, the "patients"
become ."therapists.. 'Unitas does -hot 'foster the continuing.
dependence of .the .thildren upon . the teenagers or the teenagers.:

. - upon the progrades director:, As the .life-cycle Changes and the -

; socialization procets, continues;,- natural leaders emerge from the
teenage grotip, fdrin the core group, And 'begin '.10 take on
autonomous leadership functions.

Thus; the construction of-a far-reaching neidghpin400d network;
patterned- according -to, concepts of symbolic familie, provides a
vehicle for socialization .experiences relevant to values and- d

: therapeutic skills. And, even though the children and: teenagers
drawn into Unitas. are probably those lijiely to be congenial to the

4 - program, we believe the .desired "Psyeliolcigical dhange in children
does occur. Why? To be a part of the:Unitas network is to be
goVerned bia highli:aCtive system of sanctions WhiCh rewards the
valued behavior and the mastery of skills while discouraging Unde
sirable"Zonrhict: External pressures of this kind are: likely to'make,
the'.Withdraviii ehild-:more sociable; the acting7out , child more ;
serene; and likily,,t4o, to instill control and:restraiiiiitO children
given to- ehtbizarti ebavior. The .hypOtheiia.tW the desired
psychological:charige occurs is more than jUst Plausible because it it-'
based hpon,iar essentially credible the_ory' of the type of social ...

system likely toliirfitience psychological functioning: We are not in
the realm of hypothesis, however, irc poinfing to the fact that
Unitas as a.scfcial ty'stenrtangipty replicateaprevailing views of an
effective' therapeupic,community; offers; children an alternitive to
the streets of the SOuth Bronx;,integrates the giehildren into a Wide=
ringing supportive ..netWiitk, ind cffOrs: themsoeialization
opportunities for4lie development of (undiOrt4skills and values.

discussing
i

discussing the:problem Oft replicatilidi Iwo are faced with two 4:

qUestions. First, :-.are atteinpts,0 ieplicatihg Units worthwhile?
And, second, is it possible to "replicate: Unita.s? The' to the ,I,,',:,

first question already hat. been foreshadowed throughout this '. q"
Manuscript in what ,has been an essentially: faVorableiaccOunta of the _.
program: *es, attempts' at replicating lAnitasPare worthwhile: The
answer' is fiased- upon the uthors' 'Oluet 4 w iCh cO4icide' with the
objectives , of the program, And upon ;.t ' program 's success

86;aCco'rding to the terms of ..diseussiott just presented: While we
believe stronger.. efforts should, be made to mporate the -partici
Pation and_leacietsh13 of girls and women inc* .t e program; and at ,
the same time recently haVe felt a nudging.-4 ni!Prt that Unitas,:,'-
may be diluting its primary group characte the _interest of
bureaucrile-iprocedures the Program as a 4vlio grits applause:

,q
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Its vOrthiness.li aci entwited by, the context;in which it functions,
-the Sonth -Bronx; :adarea which is so barren of the organizational
lifeito.athenitieS.Ctikomary tqthe lives of Middleclass children.

The consideration. of the':.:secbrid...:queStion, repliCability of .

..r.,Unitas,nust , begin Oh.:the cost' $ "f togram 1. The program has
always had to fditction WithirC.'4,.striatlyltniited budget. From 'June
1, 1979 to May730,1980, 7 413'050e 'participated in the prograin:.

7hiS' figure: iriebges..eh4dieti.:::parenti; and workers.'participatingiin
one *or more of`,, the tutoring prograrn, art groups

therapY.;,...the-,Unitisicircle, therapeutic play groyps, group
".; therapy for tee,nageq; faMily therapy and family work. The:tool
btidgcf. :fdr;that year was $88,900, yielding a per capita treatment
.cosi=sif$215. If, to the total budget, we add cOntributiOns in goods
anfiervic.0 of $47,781," the per:CaRita figure climbs to $331.

UnforttAately; we lack.comparable data for prbgrams similar to
ILIPitas. However, if we turn to the costs...kir:a., program aimed, as is
'Unitas, toward the. maintenance of children within their biological

in their own communities, we find that Unitas' costs ire,'
using:: the: most:conservative figures, one- fourth of those normally
expected. ThUs, in. 1976, the Child Welfare League of Anierica
determined that the cost of providing a preventive service .fOr one
:child for one year. was .approximately $1,200, as compared 'toto the
nearly $6,600annual costs of maintaining:a child in River care.!'.467

limited funds. toward the 'hirin .trained mental Iftalth
Unlike other mental health agencies, has not directed its' 4:

personnel. 'FrOm its. inceptio has been a grassroots
movement based upon the so .ilization and training. of
teenagers to ..Serve as theraPiSts a ymbolic parents. It did not
emerge as ,a bureaucratic response to, a set of federal prescriptions
or funding opportunities relevant to mental health. odthe contiltry,

.

'' In 1979-1980, theie includedcontribMkins from St. Athanasius of space (56,000
per year),, the ..Youth Employment Program sitliich supported 12 Unitas workers

.(18,900 Pe(yeur):Iiie:Uttian Corps which supported 12 workers (00.300 per year).
the National. Institute of Mental I.3ealth which provided stipends to three MSWill
students.(194)00.eaehear), and teenagers who Volunteered. 1194 hours of their tiMe
tp.Weirkat Unitas(dt S3'.Per hpur = .S3,582). .

Mary.:Ann it:Second Chance for Families,' ResearcliCente*,'.
. .

Child-.Welfare Leagiste.of Amerieu;Ines., Such comParisons should, ideally! consider
JaCtors which Would .beat d'irectl'y on a ".garelld determination, orcosth and their

..-comparability, including overhead, length and type of treatment offertd, the makeup
Ertbei.patieut pbpU14tion, and personnel costs.., per eiaMple, we cannot, proPide a

perjarnily,costfcir Unitas since family therapy onlyonecOMPoneni of the large.
treatment piograrn .not budgetarily separable from other tberaPy components. Most
;eventive ,brograins. direeted, :war& hildren view the biOlpsical .family and ndt

the childr0.as.Cases, whereas Uniias considers children as easeh Thus, not only
must we *mine Overall operatinitostsof the proiran) bnt the.ways in whith these
costs.are determined Una alloeated. . , .

. . . .
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Eismann had to %disconnect himself from the community °medal;
health center where he worked and turn.tO the streets of the South
Bronx to piece together step-by-uncertain-step ,the social relatiOns
among teenagers which would eventually..cOhninkte in Unitas. He
capitalized upon the human resources of the 'South Bronx by
forming friendships, nurturing and training tbefeenagers who came
to Unitas; some first as children, otherS as 'teenagers. Curiously, it
is Unitas' innovative use of already existing humakresOurces atthe
neighborhood grassroot level which enables it to operate on such a
low budget. The innovative use of such resources, therefore,
accounts for its low budget and at the 'same time defines the
essential character of Unitas as a therapeutic organization: Both are
inextricably intertwined. °.

Unitas' cOmparatively low budget ought not to invite the
conClUsion that it is .easily ,replicable: To the contrary, Unitas
attains a low budget., as a result- of a complicated primary group :
process at the neighborhood grassroot level aimed at. socially
Mobilizing teenagers into 'the joint roles of therapist and symbolic
parent The, issuedof replicability must be seen in relation to suckt
procegi. Before we continue to examine this point, however, two
obSegations are in order. First, we must stress that Unitas cannot
be reduced to a "%OW to, do it" manual, complete with step-by-step
instructions, for easy replication. This observation is in need of
eMphasis because of the current penchant for. simplistic,
programmatic recipes or phsciiptions. addressing complex mental
health needs.. SecondlY, the feasibility of replicating the Unitas
program; wholly or in part9 presents a difficult problem.which must :
be considered as logically separate kohl that of the value- of
attempting' such a.replication. In .fact, no easy answer can be given
to the issue of replication because the question presupposes more
than we now knOw about the circumstances suprounding 'future
efforts at replication. We cannot dAcount Unitas' paticular history
within. a specifiC social and culturaecontext, directed and managed
by 'particular personnelAn, We would need to consider, too, the

managed
goals of replication, theccitRext in which replication would: take
place,. the personnel who tWO'illd develop and run the program, the
clientele they would serve 'sand other structural variables which
might affect program establishment and success. Such factors would
need to be carefully 'examined before replication could be
accomplished: e-4

We shall proceed on the assumption, however, that it
initructiveto speculate upon the degree to WhiCh the. Unitas
organizational structure can be reproduced, provided that specific
ainenable circumstances are present. Our speculations will bebased
upon the concept of bureaucracy. If a program or organization is
highly bureaucratized, by definition, it, will contain an explicit

a



hierarchical structure, complete with the rights and obligations Of a
circumscribed set 'of status. toles. Max Weber clescribetne, 'purest
type of bureaucratic ttue'tnre as functioning under One.'"suPreme
chief of the organizatio ri whose'aUthority pertains to'a Sphei:e of
legal. `competence'. "" Th management of a-bureaucracy is based.
on written docirments which set forth the fixed, official`
jurisdictipnal areas and, the, administrative rules by which they are'.

.regulated." The bureaucratic adMinistrative staff member is
"appointed and functions according to criteria which .stress the tech=
rpcal:qtialifications necessary .to perform satisfactorily within a
poSition or a ;`sphere of competence" clearly defined and hierar-

:ectptpxtuafized. The.office he holdt, viewed as his principal
occupation and considered a career, determines app'ropriate
behavior whidh.is 'strictly 'cOntrollea,T,..r.individual is contractually
employed and paid a flited-salary gracdd according to lank in the
hierarchy Tn addition the individual has no oA?nership in the
means of administtation. Within the organization he is replaceable, _.

judged:primarily in terms of hii conipetency to function in
accordance with the duties of his position..

The highly''.; prescriptiverule,governed nature of bureau-
cracy renders it antenable to replication .° It would seem, then, that
the more highly burdaucratized the structure of an organization', the
more easily 'it _can be reprroduced. Unitas, however, is an entergent,
grassroot organization and; as such, it falls

an
short of

the criteria established. by Weber :,.'for, an ideal bureaucracy.
Although there is an internally consistent,- hilosophy underlying the
program, it is unwritten, as are the rulesgOvietrung the behaviors of
the members of the organization. lyIanigemat in this case is based
on the-application of a set of general principles of human behavior

minicixlly distinguishable from the substantive teachings of the
prograttir-- within a 1poselY'organized structure.

,,The'appointment of, staff within Unitas is only on the
basis or prescribed 'technical qualifications. The teenagers and sbcial
work students must demonstrate sensitivity to the children with
whom they work; 'and. a willingness to become committed to the
work of the progi'atti, to the goals of creating bonds of
friendship with staffs teenagers, and especially, with children. This
Is not a simple4ask,' nor it ,erte RE which a person can readily
receive technical ttainini.beforehand.l'here are many teenagers and .

staff members. `;, o' have not been successful in, Unitas, either

1 Weber, Max. The Theory of .Sociatand Econonne Organization. New York: Free
4Press, 1947, pP.:33-334.

-'1° Gertlz, ana C.Nliktht Mills. From.4a.k. Weber: Essays in SociologY. New
York: OXfordUniversiO.Press, 1958, pp. 196-19-8.



because ot thei;,own disCOMfOrt within the program or because
they" Were perceived" a§- misfits. or deadbeats. ,

, ,

NW:Onthe structure of the Unitas extended family circle the
chiiies of the 'Unitas teenager and staff member are more clearly
established'. :As surrogate mothers, fathers, aunts and uncles,
particiOnts have an understanding. of their. responSibilities. In
practically all' cases, ,howvier, the position which is ;held is not
viewed as the major occupation of the individual, or his or her
career. Unitas' deSire'to'have unpaidstaff attend. regularly does not
alter the fact that they can exert little influence, outside of peer
pressure, over these;.volUnteerS. Paid staff are in the minority.
Salaries are not offered to all workers within a given rank, nor are
salaries within a rank. necessarily, .the sani6 for all :paid workers.
Piid staff are usually teenagers who, after many years of dedicated
volunteering. at Unitas, receive part-time compensation ton their
efforts. As indicated above, however, without exception; these
teenagers continue to yolunteer time to Unitas work.

An important criterion for bureaucratic administrative staffis the
lability to substitute one qualified staff member for another equally

qualified; according: to. .established criteria. The duties involved in
managing various' aspect§ of Unitas are not clearly and irrevocably
delegated either to. the director or to the administrator. Each takes
;on those activities and responsibilities which he, or, she is beSt able
to do. Were a .key individual inthis organization,to leave, his or
her replacement would undOnbtedly cause a change in the program.
Although the social work students are replaced each year, as are
various consultants and specialists who work for Unitas on a part-
time basis, the core of teenagers who devote their time to the
program 'cannot' be so easily replaced. Friendship with peers and
with neighborhOod children can be neither'bureaucratically created,
orderld nor maintained.

. sum, Unitas'. does not fulfill selected bureaucratic': criteria
releVant to the possibility of its Ireplication: it is ldosely prescriptive
of status-raevant behaviors'. in the context of unwritten norms; the
recruitmenT of persons deeniphasiies technical qualifications in
favor of. attributes associated.. with friendship and sociability., the
core group of teenagers are neither fully salaried nor. is their
position as surrogate , parents viewed: as a major careen. and,
perhaps most important, the bonds of .friendship enmeshing the
children and teenagers into the network are descive and achielied
through primary groupprocesses; not bureaucratically enacted as a
result . of externally impOsed prescriptions. This means, therefore,
that one teenager candot replace another teenager because each
teenager/symbolic parent is part of a broader: network which ,
enmeshes him or her in a aniquelY earned, neighborhood based
configuration of friendship with the sythbolic children. If there is
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one, eleMent distinguishing the Unitas structure, it is precisely this
configuration. of friendship patterns. They are the planned by
products of socially Mobilizing.teenagers as human resources in the
South Bronx: .

Unitas, of course, displays some elements. of bureaucracy: Since
its inception, Eismann haS been dependent upon outside funding to
maintain ,the program', even minimally. And indeed, it was the.
`pressures of economic survival whiCh pushed Unitas to hire an
administrator.,: a bookkeeper, and a secretary.-- personnel important'
to the administering of an agency in ways cOnduciVe to the securing
and maintenanCe of financial backing. With. this increased bureau-
cratization has come a shift in Eismann's position within Unitas.
Teenagers who were personally trained and closely supervised and
suppoited,by.Eismann have begun to assume new roles, establishing
prograth pieces by themselves, running meetings coat previously had
been run .only by. Eismann. They have also begun to turn for
assistance not just to Eismann but to Stekas, a social 'worker with
professional training and authority in Unitas; Regardless of the
shift inEistnann's role and economic circumstances, there has been
a built:in flexibility in areas of personnel and programming .which
has consistently characterized the program and its work. People' are
expected' to pitch in when they are, needed and to help others, dO the
same, thus having the effect of .dissipating alienation which may
accompany an inflexible hierarchically organized program.

Whether this 'evolution 'is necessary. forthe 'success of Unitas or a
:'program like it is one factor which bears on the queStion of
replicability. Where then arewe left with respect to.the question of,
replicability? Even ;though Unitas lacks those aspects of bureaucracy
which. lend themselves to replicationi. we have determined that it
would be impossible to transplant features or components of Unitas
to other contexts, separate from the historical 'richness of the
original program. This already has been accompliShed within Unitas
and outside, of Unitas: Within 'Unitas, in 1980, an afterschool
program was developed and impleMented by teenage workers in the
local public elementary school. This program, based On the Unitas
concept 'and' using Unitas techniques, assembles teenagers, now
partipating in Unitas, one.evening each week. Outside of Unitas;
educators and mental health workers, trained by Eismann in Unitas
rrfethodS.,. have successfully applied the "circle" concept in their.,
work with children. Thus; the analytical distinction made between
the historical events leading toy the creation of Unitas and the
structure that was forMed can be /made to have operational.
Meaning.

To' fit one component of 'Unitas to a speCific need in evidence in
.a nearby locale, and to do this by drawing upon the experienced



persohsin the program, presents no serious difficulty. However, it
is .quite another matter to attempt the replication of the program in
its entirety or substantially in the scope of its function, in a setting
diitant from or different from the present context of its functions.
Even if we make an assumption we believe to be correct, that the
values, emphasized by Unitas transcend local cultural boundaries,
thus lending themselves to different subcultural variants -- and the .

children's needs in the neighborhood settings designated for
replication are comparable to those of the South Bronx children --
the task of such replication would indeed be formidable, although
probably not. impossible to perform. Assuming a supportive and
congenial institutional environment, the essential task -- the sine
qua non the effort -- would be, once again, the social(
mobilization 'of neighborhood teenagers into a motivated and thera-
peutically trained cadre of symbolic parents abidingly interested in
the welfare of children in their neighborhoods, and profoundly
convinced of the worthiness of the Unitas undertaking. It is
difficult to conceive of how this could be done, without doing what
Eismann did at the very beginning: forming friendships with the
teenagers in the streets, 'alleys, vacant lots, and stairways of the
South Bronx; and learning how to use the indigenous social
organizatiOn of this territory.

We are left with one, final obsdrvation. Direct participation in the
program lieforehand is probably necessary, if the goal is to replicate
the program in' a substantive part or in its entirety. Direct
participation, yields knowledge by acquaintance which is not entirely
reducible to explicitly rendered sets of prescriptions on how to
accomplish therapeutic goals. Direct participation provides a clinical
sense of the expressive components of 'the healing process, and the
clear recognition of the need for the 'commitment to an ethic of
helping other persons, whether that ethic be rooted in religious,
humanistic or psychotherapeutic.beliefs.
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